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By PEGGIE ROWAND 
Victoria SPCA has been 
mounting a rescue operation 
since Feb. 2 as oil from an un­
derground fuel tank at Pat Bay 
Airport leaked into Reay Creek, 
fouling ducks who frequent the 
area.
Of the more than 100 ducks 
who use the creek, SPCA in­
spectors have only been able to 
capture 11 birds. Monday SPCA 
spokeswoman Lyn Clatworthy 
said the ducks were “still with us 
but we’re concerned about two of 
them.
Clatworthy said the birds have 
been washed over and over again 
to get the oil off. They’re fed and 
kept warm under heat lamps the 
SPCA-purchased specially for the 
ducks and “now we’re waiting to 
see what happens.’’
Problem is, birds ingest the oil 
when they try to clean their
feathers., Their chance of sur­
vival depends on how much 
they’ve ingested and when 
feathers become oiled they lose 
their insulation; birds become 
chilled and can die of e.xposure.
Clatworthy said the problem of 
birds becoming affected by oil 
spills is a new one in the last 
decade and “should be addressed 
by veterinarians’’. She’s been 
reading several books on 
treatment for birds but opinions 
differ — some say birds should 
be medicated and treated with 
antibiotics, others say no, she 
said.
Colleen Rogers, superin­
tendent of airport operations, 
said she was first advised of the 
spill Feb. 1 by the Town of 
Sidney. Thursday she told The 
Review the leak had been isolated 
to one of three underground fuel 
tanks but by Monday .she said the
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Impector Jrom SPCA tries to shepherd birds towards van. Over three days two men managed to rescue
Pecgie Rowahd Photos..
treatment. ^
Oil stained dead duck with bald patch where feathers have 
rubbed off is victim of leak from airport into Reay Creek.
leak had been traced to the 
airport’s own supply line.
“The furnace, supply line arid 
tank have been removed now so 
we’re in a monitoring situation,’’ ‘ 
she said, adding the leak had 
been checked and was no longerX 
entering the stream.
V Earlier airport maintenance|
men were joined by Nbftk^}.; 
Saanich and Sidney crews and 
Bruce Grant from federal 
fisheries in working to prevent- 
llie oil leaking further into the 
creek. Peat moss filters were used 
to soak up oil but later slikker 
pads obtained from the 
Provincial Emergency Prograrh 
were used.
. “They, work ■ belter than peat.<. 
moss — you just throw them in 
the water and they soak up the
riit” fjncTpVs 'said
constructed at the end of the
the creek and said the stream was 
already in better condition. The 
stream had a good flow so it was 
likely very little oil was deposited 
on the banks, she said.
)Gran
at the airport vvas the old hangar 
complex. Some flying clubs have 
been storing oil drums fairly near 
to surface drains but these are 
being moved onto tarmac or 
concrete surfaces to avoid future 
potential accidents.
As well, a 400-gallon tank will 
be put,on concrete pads so flying 
clubs can dispose of their waste
creek which had been stocked Clatworthy ; is; still hoping
with 2,000 coho fry. ; SPCA inspectors will be able to ;
Grant said his department ; pick upmore birds and take them
would be trapping in late spring in for treatment. But they’re not V
or early summer for smelts to see ; easy to catch. “If ybrichase them 
how many ' survived both the for too long they get leery and it
chemicals and oil spill, but said ; also increases their chances of
he was concerned. “The kill in injuries.’’
September was major 3^ud 1 have Rogers said there had been
to assume few survived. only two fuel spills at the airport
North Saanich , M in 20 years which had resulted in <
Rangel said Monday he was loss of life to fish or wildlife. The
‘‘quite satisfied’’ with th^ irirident last Sentember when fire“ e air- incident last September when fire 
port’s attitude and intentions. fighting chenjicals at the airport
“The current problem is the Rpav‘ Crcpk “nromnted
There was a major fish'kill in
: i entered e y ee p p  
price we pay foi an antic|uatcd us to take a good hard look at our 
plant and just points up the response plans and drainage 
crying need to upgrade the system.’’
b h” Roger .
She added a barrier has been
Reay Creek last September when 
toxic chemicals used to put out 
a fire at the airport got into the
By John.Green ^
The battle of the Wain Road 
water main started up again in 
North Saanich council on 
Monday night.
Bylaws that would provide for ; 
financing and cbnstructioiv of a 
10-inch water main from the 
trunk line at West Saanich Road 
down Wain Road to tic in to tlic 
Deep Cove water system carne up 
for final reading following 
provincial government apiuavai : 
but met with objectibnA^
Aid. Edgar Farthing.
The propo.sal is the same one 
that council approved in 1981,
; onlyltO ; have its decision ;over-^;;i 
turned in a referendum.
;; Farthing hrid then alderman ! 
'■•^Drc.';i3cr.mid;;:Allingh.arit'':.’^wcrC::.f:
among a grbup that obtained 231
names bn a petition asking for; 
;thc referendum, at; which :the 
$350,000 project was defeated 
451 votes to310.
Aid, .lim Cumming ; told 
council the situation has changed 
because of large sales of water to 
the Ocean Sciences Institute 
which would mean that no extra 
charges would he needed to pay 
for the nevv line. He also
predicted the cost would be Closer
to $250,000than $350,000.
;; :'.;;:;'bu ring: dificussiniv. iit^^:Was;nqted;
itluii tlic preatttble lb pile pAthe
“ i by 1 aws siili > q ubted an text f a ;cost 
i per prbpert y ttf apprpxintatcly $7 
a year which was anticipated in 
: |9Hj. Aid Eric Sherwood, who 
itttd snpported ilic project when
he was mayor in 1981; said he 
could not vote for the bylaw as 
long as it contained inaccurate 
information.
Clerk Tbny Green pointed out 
it was necessary to advertise 
before one of the loan 
authorizations bylaw could be 
given final approval. Farthing 
warned that to do this would 
“‘invite the risk of petition," bat 
emnieU voted to go ahead with
bjieadvct4isiiig.;;,''A.;.;:;;b,;:.3'''';
Bylaws to rc/onc four 
prbnertics’ on Glbake Hill for
bhe-acic residmitial dcyelopincnt^A
were referred; backb^ 
planning and zoning committee 
; for study.
Public hearing on the bylaws 
has been held, but aldermen
_ _ A.. > ........
Aid. Edgar Earthmg 
y\.;\ f objections
;GeprgcANycstwoo(l, Sherwood 
and Fartliing all raised objections 
to proceeding further, and with 
Mayor .lay Rangel’s .suppott iliey 
passed a motion tltat the matter 
be refeiTcd to tiic comniiliee for 
J stitdy sirf rclatioii ib tb<; coni-; 
rnunity plan review.
A fivc-vvay race may be 
shaping up in Saanich and the ; 
Islands for the next provincial 
election' The Liberals, who 
m i s s c d t h c 197 9 c o n t c s t,
Thursday /night nominated 
Maryjanc Lewis, president of the 
Capital Area Women’s Liberal 
Commission.
wee leader Doug Christie and 
fbtiner; Saanichl alderman John 
Mikrt for the NDP;' have also 
been iipmipatc,d, Social Gredit, 
wbiclv lK)lds the ridingb's sure to; 
itave a cantildate alihouglv ihcrc 
have bech; iitmofs that Finhitcc 
Minister A ll 
> retire.
A Progressive Conserva^^^
; tub ntdieated Uteir intentions, but 
A their'rltliiig nssbeiatipn^ 
':/:';bb;;'Saajiich;AAld,;birciicA.Block,;i 
nu'Cis regularly, 'find they have 
been in the last three elections,
winning in 1972 with Curtis.
Thirty-fiye Apeople turned put 
for the Liberal nominating 
meeting at the Royal Oak Inn; 
and elected Mrs A Eewis by ac-A 
clamalion.
A graduate of the University of 
Manitoba with a Fine Arts degree 
from the University of Victoria, 
she has been in community work 
ali her lifc, She was co-ordinator 
of Cowichan-Malahat family 
services; Awas w
A Appeal at Mission and at;Ladncf a ; 
and was president of the 
ACanadlan Arthritis and 
Rheumatism Society at Mission.
She and her husband live on 
Scavyppd place in Si^ani^ 
have two grown daughters.
Like all the other candidates 
; who ran in the last election, or A;
Iter home is outside the riding.
A ; North Saanich; council 
members arc so opposed to 
sharing federal grants wiih the 
Capital Regional District that 
they wonH cVen vote not to do it. |
tr/
;|aA"
Aid. Eric Shcrwbbd had 
prepared a motion shyingAtlmt 
since no part of the federal i|rant 
was designated for the CRD; and 
North Saanich had always paid 
CRD.;^"'' requisit ions, A/zit':/;' would /■/;/ 
recognize no debt to the CRD,
The motion was prontpicd by a 




;A the trictnber municipalities be
."/'A; ,:Aeminded"ihai'ihc'',fcdcral:"fira'nls,.'"
■/;A;,'A';iri licu,'OfAWxes;.rcceivcd3h
for regional dlstTicl purposes arc 
to be paid to the Capital Distria;
the letter. North Saanich should A n8n>‘« w«scalculaicdA
pay no attention until the matter Other regional distilclfi riptily 
had been dealt with by the CRD incmbermunicipalitics how many 
board, hc saicl. ^mills they must levcy to cover the
Aid! Gfiorge Westwood said if; Ac cost of regional functions. Und 
the CRD bbhfd did approve the Athat systenrit is easy to calculate 
stand taken by its finance A what proportion of the total mill 
rnmmiitee. Nnt ih Suanich should rate ft is for regional purposes.
, , , no debt to CUO
byFebrnnry Isj, 1983."
ANlayorbay ■ Rangel 'objected,to;':, 
• any Jann dlAackjwwlcdgcmenl'of;
co itt ,J^ortit i lvs I te i f i r i l r A 
lake the matter to the provincial .Senibr government grants can 
cabinet. then be divided Jn the same
n was the cahincl, not the proportions.
CRD that w'rotc the offending The CRD follows a dillcrcnl;: 
legislation, he pointed out. / asking each
Sherwood said if support lor tnnnicipality for aA ceilain
his ntotion was 1101 going to
unahimou.s he wouhl withdraw it, Saanich stand tv that since these 
'.biut' ihis'''was.'nut’'iwccsslby. A: A.,htnbuljis''dwvc'falbwys;becb;bbf^.'' 
Wfts not seconded. flier cannot btAany rnoiiey owing,
The CRD committee has A 1 atid since there is np CRD mil) 
calcnlated its share, of North , is no basis Ibr assuming
Sitanich 1982 grant at $133,735, fliat any particular, share; of ,the 
but has not responded to requests federal grant is for regional
for an explanation of how this ourpposes, ; ^ ^ ^
The A Keating Industrial 
Assdbiaiiqh, and E.H. Gaif of 
Brentwood has settt lettersA to 
Cctural Raanicb council suiw 
porting Aid, Eric l.ew|s’ Idea for 
variable mill rates in Central 
Saanich.
The letter frciiu Reating Cross 
Industrial Associaiiuii staled tiiai 
Central Saaiiich is a haven f’of; 
l>coplc avoiding laxwihrough thw 
: :npAraflori '.;;bf; ,.b.obby';';'famwA 'on ■ 
(»r in -zoned p 10 p c r t y 0 r
:'/busiri,eSseS'AA;Abperat)hR;;v;*:;'^^ 
reside nti a 1 pi':o]ietiy.d"A'b..'.,A',:.A:'Av'j,
Under/: ahis.A guise:: there ,v.ai'C 
'‘fliobbv^A/'fnrmcrs'A'/'i'cxcavaling; 
cbiiipahTcsv laiidScape conv
A panics, A hairdressers and jnany 
others svho operate on a fitll br
;bTarbbrnc/:'basis,A''ay'oidingA'fiH*.fC
share of taxation.
E, R. Gail asked that variable 
mill rates, ihequlties in taxation, 
a; hobby farmers, etc. receive full 
debate by all c^
'wiihdut delay.
Aid. Lewis brought 'tip a 
■ApccificAiinstah(:e:;,,ofArartn''.;';la'nd. 
belne used as a trailer park and 
A meowmended cbuncR^^pi 
the b'lvherlo "cease forthwith.*’ 
'A';.. A;'A)d,';Ruth::Anh'au'd:'m'byed .flint 
';'.usc of,thc'lahd:as;a'trallcr'park be 
;A,;; referred: t.o',,$taff,for:'avTeporf; and 
the rnotionjtasscd,';''"''
_ '...... ......
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Sidney SafoWay Store 
iWo Resew lie Right 
to LIntit Quantities. J
By John Green
It’s back to business as usual 
for the courts of revision this 
year.'
Last year 10,000 people in 
Saanich and the Islands 
assessment district wanted to 
appeal the ' increases in their 
assessments, and public protest 
meetings were being held.
This year there are just over 
500 appeals, which area assessor 
Bill Craven describes as a fairly 
normal number.
General reductions took place 
when the 1982 courts were sitting, 
because property values had been 
dropping steadily since the time 
when the assessors closed their 
books.
This year values of residential 
land have been reduced sub­
stantially, although not 
uniformly, througho'ut the area. 
There have been lesser reductions 
in both residential and com­
mercial building values, but there 
are still 500 people who think the 
reductions aren’t enough.
Craven said Mondav values of
actual sales dropped most of last 
year, but levelled off in Sep­
tember and are now showing
some gams.
Courts of revision started 
sitting Feb. 2, and are expected to 
complete their work by Feb. 25, 
without sitting every day.
Last year there were separate 
courts sitting at Sidney and North 
Saanich municipal halls, but this 
year a single court at Sidney will 
handle appeals from both areas.
A court sitting at Central 
Saanich municipal hall covers 
that municipality and the nor­
thern part of Saanich which is in 
School District 63.
There is also a court sitting at 
Ganges for Saltspring Island 
appeals, and one at Pender Island' 
covering the other Gulf Islands in 
the district. Formerly the Gulf 
Islands court has been held in 
Central Saanich municipal hall 
because of transportation 
problems going from island to 
island.
How the new system is working 
out is not yet known, as the first 
sitting of the Pender Island court 
was not scheduled until Feb. 8.
Laurie Ronald Davis, 22, 2433 
Malaview Ave., Sidney, was 
fined $300. Feb; Lon an assault 
charge and an additional $100 for 
refusing to leave licenced 
premises. Davis was asked to 
leave the Hotel Sidney beer 
parlour and his refusal to do so 
resulted in a scuf fle wit h a hotel 
employee.
William Robert Walker, 49, 
Burnaby, B.C. was sentenced to 
three months in jail when he was 
found guilty of imparied driving. 
It was the third time Walker has
SWEEPSTMm
TRIP FOR 2 to LAS VEGAS 
MICROVAVE OVEN ;
5” B&W TV -F AM/FiVli 4-
cassette;;-;
Your chance toiwin these and over I 
500 other ^prizes' with, X-Tend; See 
Andy's Auto; Parts & Accessories;in 








been convicted of drunk driving.
Harry .Andrew Sheline, 65, 
4618 West Saanich Rd., Victoria, 
who never showed up for court, 
was fined $200 for driving while 
over;08.
Clyde F. Jack, 32, 76 Tsartlip 
Rd., Brentu'ood and Kay Kuyten, 
23, 12095 Bowerbank Rd.,
Sidney, were fined $300 each 
after they pleaded guilty to 
driving without insurance.
Also Jeffrey Z. Zahodnik, 17, 
1714 San Juan Ave., Victoria, 
was found guilty of driving 
without insurance and fined 
$250.00 Zahodnik was charged 
June 17 before the minimum fine 
Was upped to $300.
Arthur Raymond Drobott, 21,
: 184 Lohr Rd., Victoria had a 
previous charge of dangerous 
driving reduced to driving
without due care and attention. 
Drobott was fined $150.
On Feb. 3 Thomas David T. 
Butler, 22, 8284 West Saanich 
Rd. was given seven days in jail 
and fined $300 after he pleaded 





2412 SEVAN AVE., SIDNEY, B.C. I ® 
BUeViPEB TO BUMPER;
;Mon.;to;Tliurs; & Sat^ 
9:30 - 5:30 
Friday 9:30 - 6
Beacon Plaza, 
2317 Beacon Ave., S
:draw^ivmmm.
Winners of the Subscriber 
Draw are P. Brotherston, R.R.6;; 
JGRB 21, Millstream Rd., L. 
Hartin, 2175 Wedier Ave., 
Sidney; F. Sealey, 9250 Rideau 
Place, Sidney, C.J. Stoffers, 
2240 Bradford, Sidney; R.D. 
Yuill, 1055 Clark Rd., Brent­
wood Bay.
Police report the accident rate 
in Central Saanich down almost 
50 per cent; in January compared : 
with the same month last year 
and property damage is down an 
amazing 75 per cent.;Police Chief 
Bpb Miles attributes the huge 
decrease partly; to current 
favourable vyeather conditions; 
Although there are as yet no ; 
; available provincial-wide ac­
cident rate; statistics for January 
; this year they could be down 
considerably. ■
The Motor Vehicle Branch 
reports the number of accidents 
during the period Jan. 1 to Nov. 
30, 1982 dow'n 32 per cent from 
the same period in 1981. Accident 
fatalities were down to 545 
during that same period in 1982 
from 808 the'year previous and 













li Jphh ;has resided in Sidney since; 
;;;1970 ari(j is^ w
, 41j from his opening of, the Royal Bank 
that year and to others through his
associatiorj Willi tt]e;Sidney, Review!
for tlie;past to
RCMP;are investigating 
two strange and j'unexplaihed 
.pranks involving ah assault on a 
; woman and wilful damage to; a 
church.
; A woman at
the: corner of Ardwell and 
Resthaveri around 9:30 p.m. Feb;
5 after^ s^ thought she had run 
over; somethihg on the road. 
While checking under the vehicle 
two persons pushed her from 
behind causing her to fall to the 
ground. Fortunately the woman 
was not injured. Police said;she 
did not get a chance to look at the 
lleeing assailants! ; . ; ;
; ; Some young pranksters did 
some wilful damage to the 
; Seventh;;Day Adventist Church; 
oiv Resthavcn Dr!, around 11:3^ 
a.m. Feb. 5. Two young juvenile 
boys were scared away by persons
‘ ;yinside the;churcli but ribt before 
: tlicy .had sprayed the front door 
and several ;windaws witlv black 
paint.
1 Da come ill:to Realty WorW Sidney 
: ; Realty to renew
: ;piit: Jofin's khovvled^ ot tho area 
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Reductions on Mahogany Wall Clocks 
SEE OUR HALF-PRICE SHELF
Pauline’s Handicrafts 2424 Beacon, Sidney 656-3714
Central Saanich Teen Group is raising money for ski trip to 
Mount Washington and held 40-hour Wake-a-thon Feb. 4 
and 5. Fund raiser included car wash Saturday at old fireball 
on East Saanich Road. Getting into the action left to right.
Armindo Pedro, Aurdra Burgess, Tanya Van Raalte, Pat 
King, Steve Cooper, David Bell, Pam Norris, Karen Bond, 




, A petition requesting a 
referendum on the town’s 
. proposed one-way couplet traffic 
plan with full disclosure of all 
costs of acquisition, construction 
and financing charges now lists 
more than 1 ;500 signatures, 
claims Sidney merchant Gy
- ’The petition ^^ill come tiefore 
Sidney council at its Feb. 14 
;^meeting arid a delegation hopes i 
to address council at that time, 
Relph says.
John Kingerlee, a member of 
the committee opposing the 
-town’s traffic plan and who has 
-been organizing a petition 
-canvass of :Sidney, says the 
committee is, urging residents to 
write or phone aldermen to try to 
get them to change their vote.
Kingerlee is referring to the 
recent 5-2 council vote to scrap 
plans for a referendum ; on the 
one-way couplet.: Mayor Norm^^ 
Sealey, and aldermen Ben Ethier, 
Norm McCaridlish, Stan 
fBanaford and John Calder voted 
in favor, aldermen Jim Lang and 
T-oyd Burdon against.
V Construction : of a cottage 
brewery adjacent to the Prairie 
,Jnh neighbourhood; pub was 
supported by a motion of Gentral 
Saanich council Monday night. 
The subdivision and zoning 
committee asked that staff be 
instructed to draft a development 
pernii ^ ^ ; recbm- ;
mendatibhs ; received ; from the : 
advisory planning commission.
The commission recommended 
the veranda be c.xtended around , 
the south side of the proposed 
building and asked that a false 
door similar in design to the 
proposed west side door be 
located on the south side of t'nc 
proposed building, l.andscaping. 
along the south side should 
consist of grass and low perennial 
shrubs planted away from the 
false door. Consideration should 
also be given to false windows 
and accompoanying window 
boxes, the APC advised. :
A sidewalk should be con- 
East Saanich Road 
frontage, with ;curb and gutter 
constructed up to the: intersection
illuminated.;:::
In other council business, three 
1 e 11 e I S of; a p plication vv er e 
received from residents who 
offered to; sit oit; the board of 
variance. The successful ap­
plicant will be notified when a 
choice has been made.
; Council ratified amendments; 
to the supplementary assessment 
roll.
The Central Saanich Firemens’ 
Association was granted per­
mission to proceed with interior
redecorating as proposed for the 
firehall, keeping the building 
inspector advised of the work: 
done, with the understanding 
that the: committee will consider 
the matter during budget 
deliberations.
Council voted to have staff 
prepare a bylaw dealing with the 
care of municipal boulevards by,
: qr 6 n b e h a 1 f of, adj ace n t; 
; propeitybdwners,: f^ 
committee.
Order NOW — it’s Valentime
OPEN SUNDAY, Feb. 
and YES WE DELIVER!
Driftwood Centre^ 2391 Beacon 656-0411::
Baptist church
\:yM
Tom and Giadys Doneldn will 
speak at Elk Lake Baptist 
Church, the Church by the Lake, 
5363 Pat Bay Highway^ 2 p.mv 
Feb. 17. All welcome.
Newton Gross Road.
The entrance from Mount 
Newton Cross Road into the 
front of the Prairie Inn to be 
closed off to conformWith, the 
Saanichton Comrncrcial Core 
Planning Report, so that vehicle 
entrance and exit is only from 
East Saanich Road, and that the 
parking lot ; be substahtially
in
730 HILSIDE AVENUE, VICTORIA;B.C.
: • MANOS * ORGANS • SALES • SERVICE • NEW & USED • :
LORENCE IRVINE & HIS STAFF 







PIANO £ ORGAN SliOWROOM
WE ARE OPEN TO SERVE YOU ** 
MON. - TUES. -WED.- SAT, 9:30 10 5:30 
THUHS. & FRIDAY 9:30 lo 9:00 p.iii.
.THE BEST*SELUNG ORGAN & PIANO 






We Slay at the Pioneer Inn,::fully equlppea,with casiho:and;festaufal1ts: Alt 
:ourcouples:receive;20:u:s;:Silver::Dbllarstblenipt:l.acly:L,uck!:The:cpstJs; 
bhly $279 per person^ (plus tax), inclubing airfare, transfers 
.to/from holel, accomobafion anb bonus vouchers lor casinos and meal 
discounts!
You’II fly on pacific western’s 
new BOEING 767 wide body jet, 
the most advanced in:the world! 
Space iS limited. Join Our SILVER 
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In view of a continuation of false and misleading statements 
regarding “withholding of public information”, it seems necessary to 
lay out the facts in some sort of documentary form. I regret that 
format does not make for very interesting reading, but hope it may 
clarify some points.
Information referred to herein was conducted in public meetings 
with the media in attendance and is documented in public records 
accessible to anyone. Hardly the stuff of which great “mysteries” are 
made.
March 9, 1981 — BY-LAW 711 —Expropriation Bylaw; dealing 
with two portions of “S.A.N.S.C.H.A.” land, and Lots 1 and 4 on 
Beacon Avenue. (Although the two individual lots were included for 
expropriation, they were eventually negotiated in May, 1981, at a total 
price of $360,000). By la w 711 received three readings and was gazetted 
and published as required.
BY-LAW 712 — Authorization for payment for Lot 2 on Beacon 
A venue. Negotiated settlement $187,500.
BY-LA W 712 received three readings and was forwarded to 
■ ministry.
Letter from chamber of commerce, dated Feb. 28 requesting in­
formation re trafftc study.
Motion that chamber of commerce be advised of Beacon/Bevan 
couplet in traffic Study.
March 16, 1981 — BY-LA W 712 approved by ministry of municipal 
. affairs. ...
March23, 1981-BY-LAW 71 land 712 adopted by council.
April 13, 1981 — BY-LAW 718 authorization for payment for Lot 3 
on Beacon Avenue. Negotiated settlement $190,000.
Letter from Hotel Sidney re traffic plan suggesting direction sign 
for public information be constructed, on new entrance to town being 
created by irq/ficplari.
April 27, 1981 — Public Question Period — M. Stanlake asked 
various questions re traffic plan.
Motions—All letters were received and filed.
Aug. 10, 1981 — BY-LA W 728 — Establishment of D.P.A. on 
Bevan A venue.
Nov. 2, 1981 Recommendation from committee of the whole that 
consideration be given to possibility of offering land as partial 
compensation for "SANSCHA” property.
Nov. 9, 1981 — Motion — recommendation of committee of the 
whole be adopted. Carried unanimously.
During the course of the “Great Traffic Debate of ’81” there were 
also two public meetings, one sponsored by the chamber of com­
merce, and one sponsored by the town, with traffic engineers and 
resource {personnel in attendance. Both these meetings were televised, 
and 1 was subsequently requested to appear on a special television 
broadcast dealing with the traffic plan, on Cable 10, complete with a 
phone-in segment.
Financial information has been made known to the public as it has 
become available. The only figure there has been reluctance to quote is 
the settlement for SANSGHA lands,which is subject to negotiation or 
possibly arbitration, and which may ormay not include alternate land 
as partial compensation.
To summarize, land acquisition costs to date, which have been 
publiclydeclared.areasfollows:- 
Beacon Avenue - Lot 2 - $187,500 
Lot 3 - $190,000 
Lots 1 and 4-$360,000 
These properties total $737,500.
Norma Sealey 
. . for the record
April 28, 1981 — BY-LA W 718 approved by ministry of municipal 
-''-i:affairs.;^:-.:\y/'''/:/:-''::::-y‘'' '"L
May 11; 1981— BY-LAW 718 adopted by council.
May 19, 1981 — chamber of commerce presented council with 
brief, outlining their concerns re traffic plan.
Motion that chamber of commerce presentation be received and: 
held for study by council.
June 8,1981— Letters from P. Marsh and B; Whyte re traffic plan.
government, with indications that the SANSCHA property would be 
treated in the same way. Cost to the Sidney taxpayer to date has been 
$368,750 over a period of two years.
Without prejudicing our negotiating position it could be asserted 
that the “worst” position regarding the SANSCHA property could be 
in the vicinity of $500,000 of which we would look to the province for 
■half.
Engineering estimates for the couplet connector roads have been 
presented, showing total completed costs as $148,500, of which half 
Would be anticipated from the provincial government, with town costs 
therefore being $74,250.
On the basis of the figures presented, and including an assumption 
regarding the SANSGHA land, total cost to the town, including 
completion of the new portion of road, would be approximately 
$673,000 which has been spread over a period of three years.
I June 10,fl981 fL/following itiformation^^^P^^ 
engineerJ‘f^ghways; etc:f response sent to charriber r^ cortinierce fe 
May 19 presdfuation.
June 22, 1981 — Discussion re establishment of Development 
Permit Area on Bevan Avenue, to comply with intent of traffic plan, 
.(i.e. providing additional setbacks for. sidewalks, landscaping, etc. if 
Bevan to become a traffic arterial). ^ ^
Letters J.D. Jones, R. Wilson, L. Stevens, F. Faerber, re traffic
by the town over a period of years, seemingly without rnajOr ob­
jection. They haye been acquired for road purposes, parks, protective 
services, parking lots and general public purposes, all in the name of 
::,plannirig“.Tor-the future!’,’ y' .
; Fortphai^ some previous council had > the foresightito acpuire; 
land on Resthaveh Drive, between Henry and Mills. Without that land 
the construction pfnhe seniorjcitizens’i centre, and the new library, 
would have been considerably more costly than has been the case.
With regard to the much-touted need for a referendum, it might be 
useful to draw some comparisons. In 1979, the town borrowed the
sum of SI .2 million to upgrade the water distribution system. In 1982, 
a joint library facility was built at a total cost of $572,000, shared 
equally by the province, the District of North Saanich, and the Town 
of Sidney. Neither of these items was ever suggested as the subject of a 
referendum.
Each year a Capital Expenditure Program is struck at budget time. 
Total capital expenditure for ail purposes was set at $2,077,800 for 
198], and $1,340,500 for 1982. None of the items included has been 
the subject of a referendum, but are considered to be the responsibility 
of the elected officials in conducting the affairs of the municipality.
The purveyors of the petition currently being circulated, have been 
quoted as foretelling my defeat as a result of the traffic plan proposal. 
I happen to believe that Sidney voters are not that shallow, but if I am 
wrong then SO be it. ;
Let me state quite clearly at this time, that threats do not prompt me 
to change my mind. It is my sincere belief that the road proposal is in 
the best interests of the total town in the long run, although perhaps 
inconveniencing or upsetting selective interests of a few in the short 
term'./' -/'■ .
On that basis, my principles require that I should continue to ad­
vocate this panicular course, notwithstanding threats to my 
popularity during an election campaign.
Certainly, caving in to threats would be the easy way out, but I have
actions.
If the voters lack cohfi^nce in my/ability to do the job, it is cer- 
tainly tiieir option ■ to dermiriatev m^ publie case I
would simply retire to other interests. :
That decision, however, must wait until this coming November, and i 
in the meantime I shall continue to serve the Town of Sidney ac- " • 
cording to my best ability, and the dictates of my conscience. ;
Mayor Norma Sealey
One of the most baffling and 
disturbing phenomena of the 
’80’s is the resurgence of soup, 
kitchens and breadlines.
I can just imagine the political 
/ hay our ideological adversaries 
4 ; are ; ruaking: with te!evision 
fpo^^
bag of free groceries.
The question that immediately 
/springs to mind is why people 
have to stand in line to get a free 
meal for themselves or their 
families.
Would they starve if that free 
food wasn’t availahle'l Would 
their children go hungry if it 
weren’t for the many food banks
province by church groups and 
other charitable Organizations?
During the Dirty Thirties the 
answer to those questions v^uld 
have been a brutal yes.
During those terrible years, 
governments had no in­
frastructure 10 alleviate the 
pressing riccd. Welfare, as it was
including Canada, has an ex­
tensive social assistance policy 
that keeps people in food and 
shelter, albeit at a minimun 
//^//y'./subsistencejeveL'/;:'^:!/";'
After you lo.se your job, 
unemployment insurance kicks 
in. It doesn’t pay a hell of a lot, 
but it certainly keeps the recipient
from starving. > 4
After; 12 / months, the^
provincial human resources 
vj ministry takes over; Again, social 
/assistance doesn’t afford the 
recipient a life of luxury, but it
The ceiling for a family with 
one child is about $701) a month,
then called, paid too little to too 
. few. Unemployment insurance 
didn’t exist.
If you were without a job, you 
' : ran; a : high / ri 
death.
But times have changed. 
Today, every civilized nation,
If unemployment pays less than 
that, human resources tops off 
the income up to the $700 level.
As I said, $700 isn’t much, but 
it is enough to keep that farnily 
going, provided the money is 
sciisibly .sf)cnt.
Wby tlien tlic bread lines, the 
food banks and the soup kit- ' 
Chens?
The problem is that some 
families are caught in a squeeze 
That; cannot be/quickly resolyed.
; The'rent, for i nstance, may have 
been reasonable while the family 
had a good income. When that 
.income suddenly drops to $700, 
$500 for rentis too high. It’s next 
to irnposrible for a family to live 
on $200 a monthi but , cheaper 
accommodation may not be easy 
;tb come by, at least not right 
'away! Under; those //cir­
cumstances, a family may be 
forced to accept free food.
Other families, used to a good 
income, may have difficulity 
scaling down their expectations 
and expenses. That case;Of beer, 
or that extra tank of gas for a 
vvcckcnd outing suddenly cuts 
into the survival money.
And tbenV of course, there is 
the rraiidulent use of the free- 
;lqodpffer,ln,yictoriarecenily;a / 
/ church organizatipn;;had to give 
iseriousThouglnTo devisihg some 
: kinti of i means testV: because it :
found that some of the people 
who picked up their free bag of 
groCeries/^qld the food for; beer 
rn'eney';;:;.''' ■ , //;:,;/4.!.' y-T
The organization said it had no 
idea of the problen-i’s magnitude, 
but a problem it was;
All of which makes me believe 
that you; can’t compare our 
present situation with the Great 
Depression. .Soup kitchens then 
were the difference between 
eating and .starving. Food banks 
today arc the difference between 
eating and eating a little better! or 
cheaper.'/'-'y' /f ■"
Believe me, I’m not Trying to 
minimize the problem. We arc in 
a r e c c s s i 6 h. p r o b a b ly a
deprc.ssion, but the degree of 
sufrering cannot be compared to 
that of the Dirty Thirties. ; y 
I f t he! safnc y s oc ia 1 ; assistancc, 
programs, or rather the lack of 
|hcm,y wercyin effeef today,There / 
would be riot.s in the strcets.
Du ri ng the ’.iO’s, many people 
considered poverty as sdinerhing
they could do nothing about. 
Some people had everything, 
others had nothing. It was the 
scheme of things. That’s the way 
it had always been! y / ;/
Today, people! won’t accept 
that distorted view of life. They 
know’ that when they work, they 
contribute to the wealth of the 
country. And when they are out 
of vyork, through ho fault of their 
;bwn,ythey expect the country to 
look after them. T
The soup kitchens are there. So 
are the food banks, but they arc, 
at worst, a supplementary service 
to what is barically a well- 
functioning system of social 
.assistance;!;'y!;,
I’d hate like hell to live on $700 
a month, but if I had to, I would 
know; t hat I ’ m a 1 ot b ett c r; o ff 
than the generation that suflered 
the hardships of the Great 
Deprc.ssion.
Any comparison; between the 
/ two decades is unrealistic.
'Kee^mgfSiMef^ couplet. This jiist goes to show 
that Those ih^^voriof the plan! of
Vn MJOTK iiic other, arc not making
them,selves heard. Cdnsequently, 
Whenever I pick up one of the we must endure bombardhicril of
local newspapers I am inundated negative comments, week in and
;;'T'With!'/4ncgativc,!y;narrow-mindcdy;;'v;/';week'0ut,y;y';'''''''!y''!;!/''.,'";'!y''''’;;h''.;/'!'y'
opposiion to the one-way As a Sidney resident for the
///'//.M/
imuMi rMiiMiii*
FSTAfn.isHEn‘1912':!!!:y''': y /;yT'"! ■ !;;'!'yy
PUBLISHER,'--^' Roy. Spoonorf/./ :/:";y.^;';/;•//;".'.
. y y '-TDITOR ^^“ypesgie Rowar.d 
/y;:y;;;;:y:y:Alj;i/tHllSiNG SALES - fred Gordon '
/fm Mutniiw ill 'iirtiiii^, n C
" / liy «iwt#* PufiUf'jliiWt I C n' fift ' '
w-nin.
«j I1S.WI ywr iNttr mi itAiwiMM 
KrtfiHfi ri itm *i*ii nn (hk*'/ '" .. .'
. MiDikW l< kc; /'
/. //y./iy//';,/'/'/;;yy
/; piisf T 3 years; ;wi^ 
if of moving Tri 
corper of lhe worldi 1 happeiv to 
believe tlitit'Sidney has a traffic 
; problchp'hi need 
my rnihd, The one-way traffic 
couplet Tepresents the most 
ysensiblc solution and once 
completed; will b^^^ the besf 
thing That ever happened to this 
'.■■Town;.;':;!,/.. ''://".' :''T''y,'
trary to ihe - higltly
publicized fears, it;will especially 
"benefit the merclionts, Spinoffs/ 
T;brcatcd!;/;,!.by/;';/';;i,t he::./;;: ensuing; 
revitalization and bcauiificatidn 
programmes . could V turn The 
inevitable expanded coromerciaf 
,;;cdrc;.'lnip,;;a;'yital and,:prosperous, 
'.'■yehtity;!':" y 'y4';y."'„:y;,'''y /y/';'/,'."./.;;!;'
''"^';Tfr";Tnrn," this’'!woubr"'Taiff 
everyone's standard of living and 
create arncnitles for US/^a
'..enJoyT'/y;!!/:'./!;;:".„„'!''':''y"'/'
This town needs a greater 
!/;yaric|y:;'of: stores'y^Ttvil//is:, ever': 
fgoiiig to coniixeic with siiopplng 
centieS' in other pnmicipaiiites. 
There arc more Thari 20,BOO 
people living on the pcrilnsulitf 
; yct :milllonS of dollars arc spent
/ annually in Victoria that, could 
easily be spent iri bcaiitifnl
and necessary plan!
y y As a case in poitu, the lack pC a
' theatre here necessitates a 7(1 krfi; : 
round trip that rriahy! Would 





Of course, until the town sheds 
itself of the onc-strcct,.pne-horse 
image, the chances of attracting a 
ihcntrc operator here arc slim; 
The same applies to rumours that 
a Keg rcsiaurant will be going in 
the new Landmark Ruildingi 4 
Competition breeds cxcelicncei, 1 
don’t think any ‘citizen;would 
complain about that, but unless y 
a ppropr iatc steps: are t a ken to; 
cricdtirage 'that coinpctltioti, we ‘ 
''will all belbrcrn''"4''"'’'"''"""4-'';
'Th; closingfyi: wish ;;tp'''applau<Jt;;' 
::councily::/:,for':':!its;/;:;foresight'''!/"'in^y'
‘ p!iinn!hgy^‘'>f,.,’i'^'''f '’hd the future, y 
:: Despite ;Thosc,!aticmpts;j,o':kccp '■ 
/Sidney;/ih! The/; Dnrk4 Ages,''The ■'/, 
i, io'wnTs,.dcs'«incd /ip i'piospcr. .'.It’s.;;, 
'Tusi /.uhfot'lunate! ,Thai//.'':«: stnall / 
grotip of merchants arc trapped 
in their owhTTtybplrt and cannot 
y see the advatitages of this new
Heron
upon rcturningTrorn a lengthy 
holiday, I was concerned to find 
dredging was in full swing in Blue 
Heron Basin! enablingya future 
total of at least 500 hdntsTo ply i n 
and out of ’’ that small, once 
ybeautifuI bay; Tiiis has occurred 
apparently because even the 
/.leader of y our council Tinally 
hrvwcd before The developer, 
despite; uptatact!'.voices’' of 'three.!;', 
council members recently elected ' 
by a majofiiy: vote 4-4 council; 
members who had marie it ei»'hr 
prior to cleetipn That they were !
opposed to the scheme.
. t^ioking". at" Tcccnt:// events "in./
;. ,.:,Sidney / , wit h,./:.' respect ':y: toI ts'/ 
■•y''councll's;''aclipn; concerning’.one-;!.; 
way traffic to and from tlic city, 
Notlh Saanich is not alone in
jghoringy/they reactlohs !o^ 
electorate, Secret meetings,!cuff ! 
Imndling of some pfotrjsts^ and 
simply not/heeding others, scent 
to be the order of The day in 
Sidney, and a mayor’k: ain- 
bivalent inability to hold to a 
stand prevails in North Saanicli.
On the one hand a juggernaut, 
bn theotheri a willow.
As Talk of amalgamation 
gathers momentum, I feel sltecr 
despair at the ihought of libw 
little we may be! heard, then, by! 
Those in control of our com4 
munlty, when critical Issue.s arific. 
There appears to be an: Influence 
afopi in our govcrttlrig groups; 
tltat iiidicaics power is sapping 
them of sensitivity and 
■responsiveness! ■''■■"'
/ This Is a serious hlundery for 
seasoned politicians to make, and 
y some ofy them evidently arc so 
seasoned as to be totighencd by 
it! and; Intitcd to sounds of 
distress from those ' who elect ed ‘ 
'ihcm,' ";;/y:'/'/;y/''y/'y/-/ /;:'/„/./'-///:/,■,/."
! dur council has been permit ted 
by the rnayor to brush aside the
C!ottl{nu«d oit Page AS
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60 YEARS AGO 
From the Feb. 8, 1923, issue of 
The Review
The policeman has been 
lampooned and otherwise joshed 
in comedy films for years but 
now comes a melodrama that 
glorifies the finer instincts that 
actuate the average policeman in 
the performance of his duties. It 
is a production for which every 
bluecoat should stand up and 
shout “thanks” for it reveals him 
as a hero at work and at play; on 
the streets where he is exposed to 
danger and in the bosom of his 
family where he shov/s himself to 
be a father of a high type indeed.
The name of the production is 
“In the Name of the Law,” to be 
shown at the Auditorium 
tomorrow and Saturday nights.
50 YEARS AGO
From the Feb. 8, 1933, issue of 
The Review
The guest speaker at the Board , 
of Trade meeting next week will 
be Major Fairbanks Smith, of 
Hollywood. Major Smith will 
speak on the possibilities of the 
establishment of a moving 
picture industry near Victoria.
40 YEARS AGO
From the Feb. 10, 1943, issue of 
The Review
The munitions department of 
Ottawa announced the oil control 
branch has begun a survey of 
householders’ requirements for 
fuel bil,”as a preparatory 
■ rrieasure for rationing domestic 
fuel oil, if such a step becomes 
necessary during the winter of 
■.■■"1943-44.” "f.',:'''';'''
After a close study of the 
information contained in the
consumers’ statements, ‘‘we wilL
know exactly where we stand and 
will prepare ourselves ac­
cordingly, should further
restrictions be necessary,” said Continued from Page A4
Mr. Cottrelle, oil controller. j
.30 YEARS AGO carefully drawn up community
Introducing ...
SIDNEY ANSJ^RING SERVICE
Did you know we provide the following?
* 9 - 5 answering service, 5 days a week
* 9-9answeringservice,7daysaweek
* 24 hr. answering service, 7 days a week 
Plus these additional convenient services?
* Wake-up service
' “ Reminder service
' Dispatch service
* Direct telephone advertising service
White sU>ans glide throug/rpeacef^
Murray Sharatt Photo.
of our fellow residents and we 
may be reached at 656-1063 or 
656-2715.
f 1953 issue of plan,' as well as former strongly ■ John Kingerlee,
Thp*Review ' * * ' positons laid down by its Consistent with the basic aims Chairman, Committee of,,
^^ ^ Ijacii/oc ; ’.V ■ ' .X'A ID o t C.1
ThiPRpvbpw nciqcposiions idiu uuvvn ux ^•onsistenr :Wiin ine dnujy ,
Announcement was made to predecessors. It leaves members ot-ihe Memorial Park Trust his^- v Friends of the Frusl,, '
The Review this-'week of the-^- of this municipality feeling cdhimihee wishes to ensure that ~  
tnurchase of the property known uneasy and unsure. the residents who arc
Marina on Harbour The only alternative is lo beneficiaries have a full and
Road, Sidney, by Mrs. Richard continue to elect officers who are continuing right to e.xercise sole
Gile, whbtfesides in the adjoining dedicated to operating openly control and to protect the
property, The Latch. Sidney and responsively with the consecrated grounds of the
Marina was purchased from A. community. Sidney and North Saanich
Moran and W.W. Russel. Meanwhile, Mayor Rangel. Memorial Park locally known as
Mr! Gile, in making the an- together with aldermen Corn- V^anscha grounds. ^ ^ ,
nouncement explained that a ford Parrott, and Cummings, v
newly formed company, Van Isle m^jn go down in the record
Marina, Ltd., of which he is those who sanctioned the rape of ;; of the trust.am^
president, will proceed without R|ue Heron Basin: h order to protect the Tights ol
delay to convert the property into . , residents we have been forced to ;
the most modern yacht harbour Every whilf of pollution, o.ss seek legal advice,
on ^Vancouver Island. An : :of wild hfe, accident
eventual investment of more than Eom excessive boat traflic, ana^^^. . ^ appropriate
$75 000 is planned by the regret oyer loss , ot cn- ntcasurcs to protect those rights ?
cdmnanv vironment unique in its beauty, s of fl^emcelirig called '
; MyL^ AGO : . ^ raster' bv ^rus. foriyb. 15, ; ^
From Ihc Feb, «, 1963, Issue ol lOOUSB lie Heron Buy "''‘'""''"I' 've invilc
: be creeled on the property lying
between I hird and Fourth Si.s. at
Sidney Ave: The centre will
' provide for various: local and
provincial government ad
enquiries, support and tolerance
ministfative offices as m'cll as ; I 
V police office and court!qom. . 
Plans arc in iltc course of
prepafatioiV; and construction is:
c.xpcctcd 10 start later in the year,
A survey bf iiie obw ivninicipal
half site al the corner of Wallace 
Dr.'■■■aiHf; :-Mouni.'..l'Newio,n',:'Crpss;^ 
Rd. has now been completed,
' C
■//.^'^■■'4bcsday;evcning..;
! Cornmeneing in Mafchr 
ptcliminury drawings of various 
f istyias; for the hall wilf be sul> 
milted to coiincil who will luakc a 
flnnl decision on the design, , 
:-^^:"'-10YEAUSAGO'A,v';:'^'
: V: lYfFroiir. Ihe'iiFeb: 7, ■ 1973,: Issue: «f 
Yy;'tIicReview'";:'
Central Saanich Mayor Archie 
Galbraith says he expects a policy
Y 10 be made by council 
4 before the end of February: on
Y :Ywheihcr or not the municipalhy^^,; :
will retain its own police force, or 
tiirn policing diiUcs over to the
■ Y""Y'w:cmp.y'::. :::Y,;.'Y4:y,,::y:"y:;y.,y
4 Galbraith said last week a 
svviteh to the HCMI’ would result
in.a strviiig of more tlm $5b,<Wt
on tl'ic estimated $ 120,000 budget 
Ibf police operations in the
■'■'•■■■'■■■ ■■ ■ "diOrict ilii«:'yeiir"" ■■'■-■ '4^
Positioning of the men on the
Maelc'io maWng a, changeover,in;:
^ Giiihuiiith'h opinian, with siomc 
■ Tif theni having been employed on 
tlic district force for up to 10
■4' f >VHuYfibc;saniplc i:Yl)tiirg dcll\Tixsj toyorirliome,4^rii'tg: 
Y:, . it'to a service rcpixYbiilaiivc: ai.cmr bcautiful;$ldrKyy: 4y 
: ■ lirancl'i. .There use it to pav; tor a; full yenr of a safety ;
:■ ,cieposif ,1k'>x,'‘Y: ■ :::Y'; "cy.::' 4;. "''Yy.: .■." :.,:f’",Y
':'4'(')piybn can keepii:ay,a'cc)llbCtor's,:iienv,.,^'4'.;,.;;.;;■
."::■;■■■"■. Afier'all.'wheiVw'as;:ibc."lasi;tirvie:.y(nir bank gave;you ft..
"-4!4;;'iicee.'KiiV"'-"-'’'"' ■' "'■■■"■ ■ ■■'■ ’"■"'■ ■'"' ■ ■■'■■"■■"■■ '■■'■■■■
' *.70 rmim a /f ■ va/tTv dipostt fH)x, [cusKtmm must haiy a,_, 
rniiniiiwm diposit lUxSi/huy hrmuF ()J}ergoniF}'--
uhile mmutm>s (:fs(ifi‘rY diposii hmes lust or until /Fpowrt’ ' \4





A (nil Uneof linancial servtce.s 
plus Aug ipliui and lOsuiaiHx:,
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TOWN OF SIDNEY
WATEH JflAIN FLUSHINiG
Flushing of water mains will be carried out in stages between Feb. 23,1983 
and Apr. 8,1983 inclusive. Flushing will start in the South (Canora, Weiler, 
etc.) and finish in the north (Allbay, McDonald Park, White Birch, etc.). 
Short periods of low pressure and discolouration of v/ater can be expected 
between those dates. Consumers are warned to be alert for the discoloura­
tion, especially before using washing machines, dishwashers and other ap­
pliances. The discolouration is not harmful to health.
In no case can the Town accept responsibility for any damage arising out of 
the use of discoloured water.
G.S. Logan, A.C.I.S., D.M.C, 
Town Administrator
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
POiLtC IIFORiATlOH
Mimm
A PUBLIC INFORMATION meeting will be held on WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 
16i 1983 in the DEEP COVE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL at 7:30 p.m. to provide 
information on and discuss a proposal for, the development, in stages, of 75 
acres of the Brackenhurst (Aylard) farm adjacent to Wain Road for ‘‘Cluster 
type” housing. All persons interested in this development will be afforded 
an opportunity to speak.
7:30 p.m. WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1983 at the DEEP COVE ELEMEN­
TARY SCHOOL. 5
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
By JOHN GREEN
The 70th birthday edition of The Review brought a phone call from 
a man who was in Sidney before the newspaper began, and who 
wanted to elaborate on some of the old stories.
Reg Readings, who now lives at 945 Marchant Rd. in Brentwood 
Bay, is the son of James Reading who operated the brickworks at 
Bazan Bay from 1911 to 1936.
One thing that bothers him is the newspaper story of the sinking of 
the Iroquois in 19! I which quotes the captain as saying that the wind 
was from the southwest. He was down by the waterfront that day, he 
says, and ihc storm, the worst he remembers, was coming from the 
southeast. If it had been from the southwest the waves would not'have 
amounted to much because the wind would have been blowing off the 
land.'
He also recalls the 1916 snowfall as having reached four feet on the 
level in a single night, with drifts up to the rooftops in places. (The 
Review’s files for that year are missing).
Mainly, however, he is concerned about the brickyard. His father 
sold it in 1936 to a Vancouver firm, and the man who took it over did 
not know how to run it properly, he says. As a result bricks were 
produced which crumbled when they were exposed to wet weather. 
They could not be sold, Bazan Bay Bricks yard got a bad name, and 
although tw'o other men tried to operate the yard the next year it was 
soon closed for good. ' ^
James Readings, who had 21 years experience making bricks in 
England, Started a brick yard on Breed’s Cross. Road (now McTavish) 
about mid-way between East and West Saanich Roads in 1910.
The following year he began exploiting a huge clay deposit at the 
east end of Bazan Bay Road. He bought 12 acres there, but the lan­
downer also got involved in the brick business, with Readings 
managing the operation, making bricks down close to the beach just 
north of the road. Reg Readings says there is enough good blue clay in 
that area to make bricks for a century.
GORPORATION OF THE DISTRICT 
OF GEMTRAL SAAMIGH
putting it through rollers, one of them studded with knives, to break 
up clay lumps and any stones, then mixing it with water in a “pug 
mill”, and putting the resulting mixture through a “wire cut
Please be advised
■Feb. 22 - March A.Tersons with special requirements for water clarity will, 
upon request, be given advance v/arning of flushing in the vicinity.
This Corporatiori-cannot accept^any responsibility for damages caused by/ 
, the usebf discolpured'water/Consumers are therefofe’adyised Jo be'dh alert' 




machine” that extruded a coniinuous tongue of clay, rectangular in 
cross section, that wa.s sliced into brick lengths with wires.
Bricks made by this process lack the hollows iri the sides that 
moulded bricks have, and also proved to be subject to crumbling in 
situations where they were constantly soaking wet and then frozen, 
although they were fine for walls. Wilkinson Road jail is made of 
wire-cutBazah BayBricks.r."'.'T,-"
The wire cut machine used at Breed’s Cross Road was powered by a 
team of horses, but at Bazan Bay they had a steam-powered, machine.
7 c Tlie bricks^ be SpreadTput on: racksi until they could dry and
harden in the summer air. They could then be stacked up in huge piles, 
spaced so air could circulate around them, for firing.
“Arches” were left open through the bottom layers of the pile, and 
when it was finished, containing three or four hundred thousands 
bricks, it was walled and roofed with fired bricks to make a kiln. Fir 
cord wood, half a cord for each t’nousand bricks, was then burned 
under the pile in the arches.” In about five days all the moisture was
Grew piling bricks to be ‘ 'burned ” at Bazan Bay brickyard. 
About 20 men were employed in plant which operated from 
1910 to 1936. 'Tt"
steamed out, and it took another five or six days to heat finish the 
bricks by heating them white hot.
Bay Road, about where the Pat Bay Highway is now, with Readings 
eldest son James in charge. They had a different type of machine, a 
“soft mud machine” in which the clay was pre.ssed into molds instead 
of being extruded and cut.
These bricks proved to be superior to the others, with no tendency 
to crumble when wet, but the machine had been-imported from the 
United States and no one noticed the bricks it made were a trifle^^^::/
Our small business ioau 
program is giving a LIFT 
to the entire B.G; economy.
the B. G. economy. Together, they 
employ more people than any other 
/ sector. That’s why, in these economic 
limes, thhGfjyemment of B.G. has 
created the LIFT (Low Interest 
Funding Today) program. It’s 
helping B.G.’s small businesses 
improve their business. And that’s 
essential tc> the economic recovery of 
our province.
LIFT makes it possible for qualified 
businesses to expand, modernize, 
and compete more effectively in 
interhatiorial markeis. That means 
more and more secure jobs in 
BiG. And a stranger, more diverse 
economic base.
An investment in the 
best interests of all 
British Columbians.
The undersized bricks, three million of them, had to bTjiold off at = 
$3 a thousand — good bricks were worth $18 and tfe 
went out of the brick business.
Readings Sr., then moved his operation to the south side of Bazan 
Bay Road, bought the soft mud machine, obtained the proper size of 
moulds, and used it until 1936. The depression ruined the business, 
and it was sold at a giveaway price to a Vancouver building supply 
firm that had been one of the main buyers of bricks.
: The man sent to run the operation set up a new yard and against
Readings advice went back to making wire-cut bricks, because they 
required jess labor. The product was of poor quality, which ruined the 
reputation of Bazan Bay brick.
tracks of both the CNR 
and the y. and S., and shipped most of its output by rail, but it also 
had its own dock, shipping by barge to Vancouver or to ships an- 
:■ ^:chored offshore. ■' ;
Reg Readings managed the yard in its last years, and is proud of 








LI FT financing goes to businesses 
that can demonstrate growth 
potential, strong management, and 
job creation or preservation.
::;A"pr6gram:j^h 
I the .future in a 
f:husiiiesslike way,
LIFT concentrates bn bnall 
businesses in vital areas of ibc 
j economy:;manufi^cturin|’and: 
processing, high technology and 
resource-related transportatibn/The
Every dollar you invest in B;G. 
Development Bonds goes to work for 
you twice; First, they’re a guaranteed 
inyestnaent that pays you a good; ^ ^ 
rcturmSecond, the rnoncy they raise 
; goes,, jp \^rk 'ini.: the.’B.'G^ ecoiipmy jb'/s Former premier Dave Barrel! 
sneakinfl! ai Slellv’s irhr
jobs now and for the future.
What’s inore, the LIFT program is 
accomplishing its objectives in a "
.pnd;hclpjb'r new: housing :ahd'j.;j\::j;'l^^ 
employment dcyelbpmcm initiatives. 
And that’s in the best interests of all 
British Ciolumbians.
Plus, cypry B.C. I>eyclbpmcht Bond 
is ubcbnditibhally guaranteed by the 
Province of British Goldmbia, 
making thcbi one of the most Secure 
investments you can buy.
11 be p ing t t y  ic ool 
• priday night at the,annual di 
put on by Saanich and the islands
' j NDP group,
The dinner/has been held at 
Stclly's for the past three years 
with the cooking class catering 
and:;'wiih:Bari‘cit:'hyspea'kcr,:eoch:, 
time, NDPpandidatc John Mika ■ 
says it has been ,so successful a 
formula that no one wants’ to 
''7 ."''bhange it. ■■:/;/ ,/;"/T/
Cost of the dinner is $1.^, or
$i;p5p/for siitdcnts andvseniors, 
It is open to the public and if 
; nstnUly A sellout, with 200 people 
j preserit, Tickets can be; obtaipec 
from the Saanich and Island! 
NDI' office at 1020 McKeivzk 
Ave, I’hone number is 479-392.3.
. . Mjk a;sa y s M't j j s Tiibi''a'"
<11’ profit from the bar,'whici 
goes towards costs of (he ofnci 
bperatibn,. Bar ppens at/5 p.m 
dinner is at 7 pan, and the speed 
shortly after 8 p.m.
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Getting rid of unsightly overhead wiring and ugly store signs are part of overall plan for 
downtown core and Ron Tidman, who heads revitalization committee, says soon the town's 
business area will be so attractive people will want to stop, idle and talk ^'not just shop and 
jump back into their cars". Landscaping — trees, shrubsdnd flowers — colorful awnings 
and storefront facelifts are part of the plan. Tidman says the committee welcomes public in­




The cablevision cameras have 
not yet come to North Saanich 
council meetings, even though 
the 1983 council approved them 
almost as soon as it was elected.
At Monday’s meeting, 
however, the cameras did make a 
contribution.
Saanich had received a 
letter from Sidney administrator 
Geoff Logan saying; the town 
^council had turned down a 
request from North Saanich to 
change the financing formula for 
library cost^.
The letter gave two reasons, 
one of which was that the in­
crease in cost to Sidney “would 
. place an onerous burden in our 
budget over the .present restraint, 
programf’.
Aid. Eric Sherwood told fellow 
councillors he had watched the 
Sidney meeting on television, and 
“they never mentioned the 
restraint program.’’
The other reason, first set out 
in a letter in May, 1981, was that 
the cost-sharing formula 
proposed by North Saanich 
;yvould be in violation of the 
Library Act. y/;'
Aid. Harold Parrott com­
mented that this reason was no 
longer valid, as a \yay around it 
had been found. ;y ^ ^
wanttvork
Fifty-seven members took part 
in the Feb. 2 annual meeting of 
Sidney and North Saanich 
Gommunity Hall Association * 
(SANSCHA) but they quickly 
made it clear that they were not 
there to discuss the expropriation 
of part of what is generally 
considered SANSCHA land.
When Alan Tran, a legal 
advisor to the Royal Trust, was 
asked to report on the progress of 
the expropriation negotiations 
with Town of Sidney, Jim 
Robertson, also a lawyer, rose to 
say thaf ihe considered; the in-; 
forniatipn impropep^^^^
SANSCHA meeting.
“It belongs to the residents at 
the Feb. 15 meeting,’’ he said, 
“even though it affects San.scha 
as a tenant.’’
He moved Train’s report be 
tabled unheard, and this motion 
passed whth only two dissenting 
votes.
Royal Trust is the legal owner 
of the land, which is properly the
y North Saanich War Memorial
Park, but holds it in trust for all 
residents of Sidney and North' 
Saanich; A meeting of the ■' 
i residents by Royal Trust has been 
called for next Tuesday at 7t30 
p.tn; in SanschavHall at which 
they cart, if they choose begin 
proceedings to appoint a com­
mittee to negotiate the land, 
y
negotiations, ; w
^ gone to arbitration, with Eric 
Sherwood and Dick Leigh from 
SANSCHA acting as advisors; 
Both Sherwood and Leigh 
declined to stand again as 
SANSGHA directors on Wed­
nesday, although the meeting
later commended them for their 
work.
Hall manager G.L. Harvey 
reported the hall had been heavily 
used during 1982;
Treasurer Howard Edwards 
reported income of $45,666 
during the year, with $19,000 
coming from rentals, $14,000 
from flea markets and $8,000 
from the concession. Revenue 
exceeded expenditure by almost 
$2,000, and the association has 
over $30,000 in the bank, y
; Expenses included more than 
: $2,300 in appraisal arid legal fees 
resulting; from; yexpropriatiOrf* 
proceedings. A motion was 
passed not to uncur any more 
,al fees, but to appoint 
representatives to act with the : 
residents’ negotiating committee 
if invited to do so.
Sidney Aid. Loyd Burdon told 
the meeting tha title to the ex­
propriated acreage had been 
registered in the name ol the 
Town of Sidney on Sept. 20, 
1982. Nell Horth said it was not 




Central Saanich council was 
unable to offer any respite to 
Brentwood resident Fay Boyd, 
who wrote to council after she 
received a water bill for $665.23.
Boyd explained she had on the 
property an old well which had 
been filled in with rocks for sake 
of safety. Beside the old well is a 
set of covered taps, which the 
Boyds had assumed were con­
nected only with the pump and 
the well. Recently the pump was 
removed.
After receiving the huge water 
bill, the Boyds found that the 
remaining taps were connected to 
city water. One of the taps had 
been turned on so that water was 
pouring out at full force into the 
filled well. No one heard it 
running or noticed any evidence 
of it until the overwhelming bill 
arrived.
The taps have now been sawn 
off and permanently plugged. 
The Boyds asked that they not be 
held responsible for the bill.
Council expressed regret that 
they could not help and passed a 
motion to notify Mrs. Boyd of 
the section of the water bylaw 
which states that payment for the 
loss of water through service 
pipes, Stop cocks, fixtures and 
fittings for any reason shall be 
the responsibility of the 
registered owners of the property 
on which the loss occurs.
SIDNEY IVIEAT MARKET 1
9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535
AU OUB MEAT IS ABED. Ba>iM-rtD, 6U»B*linHI CAgAm
ENGLISH BANGERS » BEEF 
SAUSAGE • NO. 1 BACON .
PORK




T0 THE EXCITiiG WdiLB OF
WITH A HIGH PERFORMANCE VIDEO SYSTEM 
FROM
; Seven directors were electeid 
for two-year terms: Bill Classen, 
Howard Edwards,' Horth, Bud 
Nunn, Bob Mart man, Larry 
Cross and Bonnie Braithwaite. 
Already on the board are Gladys 
Sealey, Eleanor Sowerby, John 
Robertson, Doyle and John: 
■Lapham'.';
At a director’s meeting after 
the general meeting Doyle was re­
elected president, with Rober- 
; tsoh, vice president, Braithwaite, 
secretary and Howard, treasurer.
uNordi Saanich ■ ; 
backs s
North Saanich council voted 
Monday night to ask the 
provincial government to con­
duct a study of the benefits or ; 
otherwise of amalgarriating the ; 
three peninsula municipalities 
and the rural area of Saanich.
The motion, proposed by Aid. 
Eric Sherwood, went through 
with little discussion, although 
Aid. Jim Cumming said he was 
' supporting it because the study 
would .show the di.sadv'antages of 
amalgamation.
He commented that a 
provincial study had been done 
before, in 1967, and at that time 
amalgamation of Sidney and 
North Saanich would have been 
^practical, but riot any more.
A suggestion that the area 
Studies be the same as Saanich 
school district ; was discarded 
because; it would include some 
urban areas in Saanich, and the 






-fr MOVIE CHANNELS — FIRST RUN MOVIES 
*24 HOURS OF PRIME SPORTS CHANNELS 
*PAY TV SUPERSTATiONS
★ RELIGIOUS PROGRAMMING 
*24 HR. NEWS PROGRAMMING
, ★CHILDRENS PROGRAMMING-- - ........... .
★ LIVE FOREIGN TELECASTS
★ ADULT ENTERTAINMENT- -f ESCAPADE/PLAYBOY
★ LAS VEGAS ENTERTAINEMNT






Cot a job for a kid? Want 
somedne to walk your dog, 
babysit, mend a fence, garden,
wood,
wash yuui car oi do .souk" 
painting or any other odd job of T 
work?
There’s a li ncTtii of ypungsters
says Camille Martin, who runs 
Sidney 'Veen Activity Group 
(STAG).
Vhe wcathcr’r. great now for 
getting all kinds of work done,
.T-'' ■;;'’Tshe^’'Suys,;;,':Jtndp,;Jh;eT;:tpw^^fs..^
teenagers are; standing by ready 
to tackle any kind oi'job.
;,T;d,f;;'ryou;;.lcan'';;jt!i.e;:::;Spind; 'help 






Everyone’s welcotne at Sidney 
Teen Activity Group’s niriih 
annual open house noon to 4 
p,ih, Ecb. 20 at the clubhouse on; 
Oakville. The public, parents and 
youngsters arc invited to idvir ihc
' rchoyaied 'fiwjUiy;~;eotrri»Hy;^of''
a cmnmuntiy recovery grant T-* 
look through photo hlbuins and 
flippings nrtd eniov some refresh- 
:Tment's.';,-. -'T'v.;';' T 
; Gamlllc Marlin, co-ordinntoY 
'; of $TAO.:fiayR';staff:and stecrinp; 
committee members will be on 
hapd to: ansts'cr questions and 
discuss any coucerns people may
• CARPET









"li just doesn’t make an'y sense to send the money for 
retirement years to ah office in Tbronto .v. or Montreal, That way, if 
you need the funds hist it can take up to fciur weeks to get it( Not 
■wesicoast Savings though because their retirement savings plan is 
trusteed right here at home in Victoria; Anci Victoria Ifi' whereMive, ;, 
“If|ou’re shopping for an RRSP ask dwestions, Like where^^ 
the money from the plan truf?teed? Andrhpw king does it take to 
; it if an emeigency comes up.
TThenTalk to ^tcoiist .Savings.; TN© BEST*; ,
■; l'or',my;mdney,hliey’ve''got 
;;focsi;plapLAnd:jfT.;:necd:they;;;;;;;;'^„,y,,;;;^
fohds I can have them,The 
"same;Vlay."|
■ T;It j’eally pays lo shop i Iff ^ ^S*^'*^*
;'Varound;TlspeclaHy;for'.theTxt^^ ^
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Warriors
blank
First place Sidney Movers 
pulled further ahead in the 
Bantam House hockey league 
standings defeating Radio Shack 
5-2.,
Ken Hill and Dale Nordstrom 
struck for two goals each, while 
Bill Yoxall added the other goal 
for the Movers. Maurice Baldwin 
and Mark Nunn Replied for 
Radio Shack.
Shane Oldfield, Jeff FHlopkins, 
Dean Peard all with two goals 
and Dean Chan with one scored 
for Cornish’s Te.xaco marksmen
were Shawn Cator, Chris 
Michaud with two each and Alan 
Larkey and David Kotorynski 
with one apiece.
The Peninsula Philbrooks Pee- 
wee Rep hockey team con­
vincingly swept a pair of games
over the weekend, scoring a
combined total of 27 goals.
They demolished the Saanich 
Braves 17-3 in a game that 
featured four hat tricks. The Rep 
team also defeated the Nanaimo 
Clippers 10-3.
300
deducations, exemptions and credits
to save money on your
T1 GENERAL
income tax return. H&R Block will help you take




It; pays to de; preparedT':
The Peninsula Warriors, 
division 4c, won their second 
game of the play-offs Saturday 
blanking Prospect Lake Freys 2-0 
at Royal Oak school.
The Warriors contained a 
speedy Prospect Lake offence 
and the first half ended in a 0-0 
draw.
In the second half the 
Peninsula squad gained control 
of the game scoring two goals the 
first coming of the foot of Jody 
Oldfield. Bruce Underwood 
notched an insurance goal a short 
time later.
In division 5c visiting 
Peninsula Rovers were out scored 
6-3 by Juan de Fuca legion in an 
action packed play-off game 
Saturday at Dunsmuir.
Despite having the best of play 
in the first half two quick goals 
minutes apart gave Juan de Fuca 
a 2-1 half time lead. Peter 
Buitendyk scored for the Rovers 
in that half.
Four goals within a 15 minute 
span ensured victory for Juan de 
Fuca and the score would have 
been much higher as goalie Kris 
Budisa made numerous saves 
including a penalty shot.
Two goals late in the game 
gave visiting Peninsula Cougars, 
division 9-north, a 2-1 come from 
behind victory over Gorge F.G.
David Eqington scored early in 
the game to give Gorge a 1-0 
advantage. The Cougars, held 
scoreless most of the game, 
Tinally; capitalized late in the 
match when Ryan Pennell tied 
the game at 1-1. Luc Bonneau 
notched the winner shortly after:
Hot;lrlcks^
y Chris Wallace and Donny Blair' 
both had hat tricks as the 
Eagles Pup Rep 
hockey team responding well to 
new coach Ernie Carley doubled 
the Saanich Braves 8-4.
Mike Wagnor and Doug 
: Halmerson scored other goals for 
the Eagles.
ing a Pup A Central Saanich won 4-1.
Murray Sharratt Photo
By^Lyall
The Golden Age-Pee-w'ee team
yheld : ' ia,sL^'iT
:: Sa;tufday at-Miracle Laries.;Eight^;^^^^^ 
teams consisting of one Golden 
Ager and two Pee-wee’s (six to 
ht-year olds) bowled two 
games each for the Robert 
McCormick MemorialTrophy.
The winning team of Bessie 
Robers (343), Jared Nelson (Pee- 
wee) tl61} and. Joey Caskey (Pee
w'ee) (229) rolled 99 POA to win 
the tournament.
A close second was Andy 
Niven, Craig Treleaven and Tara 
Nelson with a 63 POA.
Betsy Broadley bowled 171 
■ POA last week: to win Mr. Mikes; 
: ’■..StcaLdinner.'':;;;y^.,'-;;-^r-.
;: V: TopVscores last week were 
' the Peninsula Fun league, D.
;; ,Lowney 726<285). 
r Ladies Mermaids: Mi lsdahi 
: ; 653 (261), L. Bldvy 161;(212). 
y Tor) YBC average bowlers, 
Senior: Mike Pearsqn 160, 
Debbie Hacker 157; Junior: Mike 
Farmer 166, Barb Coldwcll 160. 
Bantani: Jeremy Kucbler 155, 
Debra - Parker 126. Pee-wee: 
Anita Biidd 121, Ian Luscome 
A\5: ''"V-'.y-'v-
Young goalie Derek Madson gets well deserved drink of 
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SUPPORT THE CHURCH or YOUIII CHOICE
Top teams
;.,-V,,V,Thc; ^ inncli,'„tiT)prov'e<J -.lYMCA .-'i 
7 ;^arn upset the two top teams in 
7 ,v the lower TVancotiver Island 
, Sctjipr Mch5 V by
splitting game.s with first I'llacc 
I.vabatt’s 5-15, IS-II anci .second 
place Fhtrwest 7*15, 15-12,
,i-if-,-i-7,'-.--In,i:;(h,l,ier.-,:yqllcyhall'i:action,;;-;
Labatt's sw'cpt a pnit7 of games 
from Khalsa. lsJooksack split with! 
Khalsa anti Royal Roads was 
defeated two straight by Farwesi 
and Nookshck7
Chfiipef €)/I(pses
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Win
Three garnes in as many days 
look Its toll on the Peninsula o„„u........i,„
i®.
By Wendy Laing
Parkland senior boys 
basketball team have returned 
from Edmonton, Alberta, 
bearing tropincs.
1 lie Panthers departed Feb. 1 
to participate in the 3rd annual 
Vic Redmcn Invitational 
Tournament al Victoria Com­
posite high sdiool. The team had 
been invited to the four-day 
competition which brotighl 
together 16 teams' from across 
Canada and the States.
Tlie event commenced with an 
Olympic-style parade marching 
from cast to west gymnasium 
Feb. 2 followed by four days of 
excellent basketball action.
Parkland’s efforts were well 
presented and captured the Event 
5 championship and placed an 
impressive ninth out of 16 
teamms. The greatest honour 
though, in coach Joe Milligan’s 
eyes, was the presentation of the 
Most Sportsmanlike Team 
trophy awarded to Panthers.
The senior boys began the 
tournament Feb. 2 competing 
against the Holy Cross Crusaders 
: from Saskatoon, but strong
opponents and a different en- 
. vironinent brought them to 
defeat' 104-45 for the prairie 
'■y,;, province.;':'
The team look on the McGrath 
Zeniths from McGrath, Alberta 
/Fsb. 3 and the opposition was 
T able to capitalize in the first 10
■ minutes while Parkland con- 
iviinued to suffer from shellshock :
from theTirs’t match, Finally the / 
Panthers found the hoop and 
dominated the rest of the game.
They were narrow'ly beaten 69-60 
after a strong fight.
By Feb. 3, Parkland w'as well 
settled in and trounced the 
. Brighton (Ontario) Blue Demons 
85-66. The team then advanced to 
the finals for-Event. 5 competing
■ agamst the-' Bisnop Grandin 
Ghosts from Calgary. Parkland, 
exhibiting fine skills, presented 
difficulties for the Ghosts, 
though they were lead by six-foot 
six-inch team members. No 
doubt this gafne will be placed in
for the incredible close score, y 
y: Down by 10 points with only;; 
three minutes remaining on the 
clock, the Panthers roared back 
the game 75-75; with Steve 
V ; "V Flodges’ wild back-handed lay-up 
.'■""at thC'l'lsecondmiark.. y';'v ; 
i The Ghosts then; dtig their "
J grave by committing a foul with
ho time on the clock before the 
■j’ ,:-''Tinalbuzzer.'' '■■■
; ' ■ : p
i awarded two penalty shots from
1 the Tree-throw line, sinking one
to Avin tlic gainc': and eham-,
> pionship ?6'75. Ottcwell vvas also
; high scorerwith 32 points. .
;; T'lt was the.inosrexcittng finish,
; ; iii;;, all ; 46 C.gavncs" played jhis ; 
wecf''’yeo':ich''A1illignn'says';'"' ' ■"
T;;;/; On thetinirnaihcnt iirgencfal,; 
Miliigait leli it was well
"i". or gait ized',';';T''cdhsideri tig-; "\thC':::,
cnoi motis si'ze.
A banquet and dance were ;i 
part of the agenda, tts well as it
i; cbeerleading : cotiipeiiiioti atuliK.
olaboiatc awards ceicmony,
The A'nsiin OMlrieti 
cheeileadcis fmm Fdmoniott 
woie piovitled tot Falkland by 
ViclIightlTIm.)
The iTtn whia Ichaii teams 
matle escelleitt petlormances 




T'C'; ,, A;:fryiaF'.tcam .Afl'orl,: inspired';' 
Peitinsnla Smnrlcltcs to :t 1-t't 
"■/,C viclofy;'y"Atver'''■'■ Ihttspeet ;';::'Eakc'i 
■■yrcdhtpei stars,: in'.girls :soceer''Tetiqn'::"
playcU'; Sattitdity ■■■ ai,..,',Ntirihtidgc
'.''■scl’iopl, . "..y, y.y,,'
S'hitmidnMeMiHian settled ilie 
: I y^ oply gdal of the ctmiest late ip the 
lirst hitif. l eft vsiugerChaimitntK 
F,f‘;iM",''"''Who'- 5et'.np 'tltC'Avinning. 
'goaly'"jtOalh','''f'h:‘itli "i)ledding"'Wilh 
i the shni'om and midfielder
:v Akgait G vereif ss'erei i
;y,'y.. as t;nitsutiidtn(tplaycis,..,. ,,,;y,„,,y
Eagles Bantam Rep hockey team 
as they dropped a pair of games 
in Campbell River Jan. 29 and 
30. Before making the long road 
trip the Eagles man-handled 
Vicioria-Esquimalt 7-0 at 
Panorama Arena Jan. 28.
A powerful Campbell River 
team out-scored the visiting 
Peninsula squad 19-4. The first 
game saw- Steve Hortobagyi, 
Mike Cooper, Todd Scaber and 
Mat k MacDonald score goals in a 
9-4 defeat, The F.aglers svere
Todd Scaber got the only goal 
the Eagles needed in the lirst 
period blanking the hapless 
Vicioria-Esquimalt team 7-0. 
Both teams skated to a tight 
cheeking scoreless second period 
before the Eagles unleased an 
awesome attack, scoring six 
unanswered goals in the third 
period.
Ed Pratt, Todd Scaber with his 
second, Mike Cooper, John 
Hermsen, Marc MacDonald and 
Tom Bazan scored in that period.
WeSTCOAST SAVINGS 
1NSURANC€ SERVICES LTD.
Available at aH Westcoast locattoris
6 days a week.
SIDNEY
Prices Effective:




Home of SUPER savings!
In Downtoi^n Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS: 
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRl. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30



















































































































STONE WHEAT TOMATO SOUP
ffikwiii
COFFEE
... 3/99' y lOo*. «




























FRENCH FRIES ugbag..........» J
MtCMKIilTERHATlONIl
VEGETABlISikg.........
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There’s little relief in si; sky-high fond costs but smart 
shoppers can beat the Febnuuy food blue.^ this year with a 
mixture of pre-planning and supermarket strategy.
Budgeting experts still advocate meal planning as the basis for 
economical shopping — and as a good way to make sure the 
family is getting a balanced diet.
One suggestion is to keep a note pad by the refrigerator and 
jot down grocery items as they run out. Categorize foods by 
groups, and set up your list to coincide with the layout of the 
store. Typical categories would be meat, frozen foods, fresh 
produce, dairy items, canned goods, staples, bakery, deli and 
non-food items.
It may be old hat but that written food list is essential to avoid 
falling into the trap of impulse buying. Studios show women 
shoppers tend to pick up three to five additional “impulse” 
items, and men often come out with np to eight extra products.
Even worse than the additional bill, is when you forget what 
you had to buy in the first place.
If impulse buying is dangerous, shopping while hungry is 
absolutely fatal. So is shopping with other family members or 
anything else that let’s you become distracted.
You have to beware of decoys and delusions at the store.
sell for less.
While the food list is a good starting point, be flexible enough 
sideration. Food grades indicate quality based on appearance, 
color, weight and maturity, but not nutritional content. The 
most appropriate grade for one use may not be the best buy for 
another.
For instance, standard grade canned fruit is ideal for desserts 
that call for chopped, whipped or cooked fruit. Penny savings 
on particular items soon add up to big savings at the end of a 
month.
You don’t have to be a financial genius to save money on the 
shopping bill. It just takes a little thought before you shop and a 
little effort at home.
including advertising gimmicks, coupons, contests, give-aways, 
and large displays or arrangements of merchandise stragetically 
placed to attract attention.
Before choosing these items, ask younself if the product is 
really lower priced. And, try the “stoop and rise”method of 
shopping as products on shelves above or below eye level usually
to take advantage of in-store specials. Many of these specials are 
reduced because of manufacturers’ allowances, which are 
usually passed on to the consumer.
But be sure to read shelf tickets which show regular and sale 
prices of each item.
Most supermarkets also have unit prices on shelf tickets. This 
is a useful tool for comparing similar items of different size or 
grands or different forms of the same item.





OPEN DAILY 11 AM for 
Fine Canadian a Ciiinese Food 
DINE IN OUR TAKE OUT
812; Verdier Ave., Brentwood Bay
S52-3622
BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD BAY 
Breakfast, Liinoh' & 0iriner Daily 
Sunday Brunch j 1:30 and 1:30
.7i?2 Brentwood iJrive 652-2413 .
Cuisine fran false
FRO^ 5 p ri). 
7 DAYS A WEEK
CLIPPER INN
West Saanich Rd. by' 
; Royal Oak Shopping Centre
"Reservations 479^2123 ; i :'
SPECIALIZING IN SEAFOOD & STEAK
CRABS AVAILABLE EVERY DAY
OPEN DAILY FOR LUNCH & DINNER! 







Brentwood Shopping Centre 
Homestyle Cooking & Baking 
at Old Fashioned Prices: ^ 
v-: 0PEN:7, DAYS A:WEEK::::;;
Open for Lunch and Dinner 
Tuesday to Sunday
(closed for Lunch Tuesday)
, 7 a-!n. to 7 p.m. ‘ 
LICENSED @52-1192,
Wednesday Smorgasbord Dinner 




Enjoy our 24-item Salad Bar 
TAKE-OUT ORDERS
IN THE BEACON PLAZA MALL
|2321 Beacon Ave. Sidney
. BSBA822
fSTEAK, PIZZA & SPAGHETTI HOUSE 
Evening Dining in 
Fine Mediterranean Tradition
Mon -Thurs 1 am ■ 12 midnight 
|^(j-Sat.vil am -1 pm ;
Reservations 656-5596 c*h £ rfspom 





9816 - 4th ST., SIDNEY 
.'•Chicken •Ribs "Burgars 
•Soft ice Cream
MON. - FRl. 11-8 
Sat. 11:30-8 









Chinese & Canadian Food
j 2280 Beacon
NkhTLY ENTERTAINMENT
: OPrM Mon, • fhiirs: 'liao ■ Midnintll , 
Fri,-S,)t, n'30-r-30ani ,;; ; :,. Sun:4 30-8:30pm | 
;v ■',OflivEfy wiin mininiiini orcict ■ . : .




Van Isle Marina 
2320 Harbour Rd.
Mon. to SaL 8 am to 4 pm




for FAMILY DINING 
at ’ FAMILY PRICES
;; ;;\Mpn,4o Fri.; 9 amj^jo pn’i 
j Sat. 9'ani"ld pm;: Sun;; 9 am-9pm






- Souviaki Moskarisio (Beef) 
~ Sirloin
- Motinaka
- Ami Frikasle (Lamb)
per person SoJoiWOS (SftfMOn)
Our pcgulnr menu will niso be nvtillnblc,





4512 Wesl 5iaunieb U«l. 727-3444
l-OK LATH l-VHNING KULAXATLON 
... ajid Ihc show , . . u/ivr ihv play 
Join us at Periklkfor a light repase.
Joan & George
OPEN DAILY Tuos. thru Saturday 
11:3p a.rn. - 7:30 p.m.
9807 • 4th St., Sidney 
JAKEOUT 6566722
Stestauraiiit Operators
WheiT it comes to dining




LUNCHEONS — Tuesday to Friday 
DINNERS — From 5 p.m. Daily
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[r<FlRST PACIFIC S PE C 1 FI CS>=j-
RRSPDEADUNE 
MARCHI
Highland dancers and Scottish piper entertain during Burns Night Jan. 29 at Royal Canadian Legion Hall. Murray Sharraii Ph.»(o.
A First Pacific 
Registered Retirement 
Savings Plan is an excel ­
lent way to save for the 
future and cut last year’s 
taxes at the same time.
Our options offer;
□ competitive interest
rates on both term and 
demand options
□ no start-up fees and we 
will pay all non interest- 
related transfer charges 
for moving existing RRSP’s 
to First Pacific
□ all deposits and earned 
interest guaranteed 100% 
by the Provincial Credit 
Union Guarantee Fund
□ RRSP loans available at 
very competitive rates
□ All RRSP’s are not 
alike. Our Staff are trained 
to answer all your RRSP 
questions. Gome in and 
see us before March 1st!
KATES SUBJECr TO CltWCE WITHOUT NOTICE.
933DOUGLA.S- 1601 BLANSHARD . 7103 WEST SAANICH • 5118 CORIIOVA BAY • 3960QUADRA- 2297BEACON 
300 GORGE RQAU WEST* 213G KEATING X ROAD * 5^7 MICHIGAN * -1480 WESTS,AANICH* 3750 SUHTJOURNE
There is a great deal of cx- more convenient time, there is 
citement these days about the also a seemingly insatiable
revohition — possibly evolution demand for movies and-
that is taking place in home professionally recorded material, 
entertainment, and jightly so. This creates a demand for
„ ,.i 1 -.a,In i-nnrf* movies, special events,
entertainment 
cultural and
development of magnetic tape them.
and the colour picture tube And videocassettc recoraers |^.|
created new markets for audio are just one segment ol the home
recording and colour television. entertainment market; it is easy
In the video entertainment to .see how the other segments 8^?
field we arc about to be assaulted create 'similar demands. Thus,
receivers, interactive cable, dolby hiore traditional occ ami ||||.
stereo video casette records and robots are taking over from |,.
■ \Mdeo disc recorders. Each of humans in sorne of the rnpre
itself creates repetitive jobs, whole new in-
a new industry either in Thar- dustries arc springing up in areas
dware’f or Tsoftwarc’\ 
many of these industries?
labour intensive. Each of these new areas cteates
: For example, it is estimated bn opportunity lot investing tn a
that vidCocassette penetration of number of ways be it thrcnigh thp Jl&'i
" homes is presently at the stage of “harcl\yar<-’' *^’f? , “softy'ai^’
colour television when it was lirst aspect.s ,ol the industiy. ^
f that within five? was the growth ol the video game ||pi
60 to 70 per cent of the V Slocks two years ago,-and wdl
iionies in North America will /probably bcniore enduring. ?,
’ 'Of yidc<) ? ? 1 cannot help but be nptinnstic
rccordiiig device. about the future.
Although many people use
. these machines , lot “tiiite, shiI- ; (Jjjcplicii l aylor .is a. 
ling”, tl'.al is, recording a rcpi'csenlatlve of IMtncId Miurkuy 
progiamme they wish to \icw at a Uoss I.imited, ’Victoria).
TAX SCENE
SAl.fi OF I lOMF.
.???;
OUkSTION; My wife and I 
houiiiht a luiitic five years 
ago for 3.(>.‘',000 and when 
wo sold it last summer we re- 
ooivod It was our
pi incipal residence all (vf (lie 
five yoiiis. Do wo have to 
pay taxes on the SUhOdO 
proli! from the sale of the
c;?.:'iKnisic?. ,■ ?.'.,??;:?
ANSWEn:; 'N,b,; since.thejn(;>ceeds:'Trotn■:the sulc■ oGa. 
principalresidencctu'cttottaxablG?';.?:,?■; ?;?/■:":/?:
' ■ ■ ' I'"
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TAX TIPS
“Consumer Action. ” a feature sponsored by this news­
paper and the British Columbia Ministry of Consumer and 
Corporate Affairs, provides an opportunity for readers to 
solve marketplace problems or obtain answers to consumer- 
related questions. Address your queries to “Consumer 
Action." care of this newspaper, or contact the Ministry 
directly by writing to “Consumer Action." Parliament 
Buildings, Victoria, B.C.
The approach of mcome tax 
season coupled with an uncertain 
economy and high unem­
ployment will lead many British 
Columbians to seek “fast 
money’’ this year by selling their 
anticipated refunds to tax 
rebaters.
Although perfectly legal, this 
service costs money and should 
be considered only if you can’t 
wait the normal eight weeks it 
takes Revenue Canada to process 
a tax return.
If you have an urgent need for 
money in connection with an 
anticipated tax refund,' you 
should be aware that the Con­
sumer Protection .Act prohibits 
rebaters from taking more than 
15 per- cent of any tax repayment 
owed to you — and this charge 
must cover all preparation and 
administration fees. This means 
you must be paid 85 per cent of 
the rebate immediately on signing 
over the refund to the discounter.
If the refund turns out to be
more than the figure stated on the 
return, your portion of the extra 
must be provided to you within 
30 days of the discounter’s 
receiving it.
In British Columbia a number 
of firms offer legitimate 
discounting services and will 
advertise their business. Be 
exteremly careful to avoid illegal 
rebaters who are often found 
operating in bars or at other 
places where social gatherings
occur.
Your best defence is to deal 
only with tax rebaters who 
operate in a business-like way; 
that is, rebaters who work from 
offices during regular hours.
If you have doubts or concerns 
about a particular tax rebator or 
discounter contact a Consumer 
Centre in one of the following 
cities: Kamloops, 374-5676;
Prince George, 562-9331; \'ic- 
toria, 387-6831 or Vancouver, 
668-2911.
/ ’ 4 AJ- V C
If you pay someone to take 
care of your children, you may 
have a tax deduction. You are 
entitled to child care deductions 
if you are a working mother or 
single parent, a widow or 
widower, divorced or separated.
You may also deduct child care 
expenses if you are taking an 
occupational training course or 
working on a research program. 
Child care expenses paid so that a 
mother or father may attend 
school or university normally do 
not qualify as a tax deduction.
Child care expenses include the 
costs of daycare or payments you 
make to someone who cares for 
your children in your own home. 
Child care payments are not 
deductible if you make therri to a 
relative under 21 years of age.or 
to someone claimed as a 
dependent.
Children for whom you are 
claiming expenses must not be 
over 14 years of age in 1982 
unless they are infirm. There is a 
family limit of $1,000 per child 
up to a maximum of $4,000, and 
your deductions may not exceed 
two-thirds of your earned in­
come.
If you are claiming payments 
made to a boarding school or 
camp, you are allowed a 
maximum of $30 per week per 
child.
If you are single, divorced, 
separated or widowed, you may 
claim an equivalent-to-married 
deduction for one dependent. 
Your dependent must live with 
you, be a relative by blood, 
marriage or adoption and be 
wholly dependent on you for 
support. You may be able to 
claim up to $3,110 for such a 
,, dependent.'fy:/y'\:
If you become divorced or 
separated in 1982 and made; 
periodic support payments ac­
cording to a court order or 
written agreement^ you may 
either deduct the support ■ 
payments or claim the available Y 
marital exemption, whichever is 
to your advantage. After the first 
year of divorce or separation, 
you may only deduct the support 
payments.
If you receive family allowance 
payments, you can claim a tax 
credit of $293 per child minus 5 
per cent of the parents’ combined 




Family allowance payments must 
be added to your income.
Don’t foiiget 1 your . standard 
exemptions; Even af yotir child 
was born oh Dec;; 3 ly 1982; you ' 
may still claim a full year’s 
deduction. On this year’s tax 
return you may deduct $670 for 
each child 18 and undery and 
$1,220 per child over 18. If your 
children are earning money 
themselves, your deduction will 
be; less. There’s no deduction if 
your child’s net income exceeds 
$2;320 for children 18 and under, 
dr $2,440 for children over
development
course
The eommunity Gounsclltng 
Gcntrc is sponsoring; a course 
Understanding Your y Child’s 
Development ^ Feb. 11 — 
March 14 aV'^G^
Sidney Gampus, Part two covers 
(diiidrch aged
For more information call tile 
centre at 656-1247
Instructor Penny Christie ,slw\i’.s way to younustcr.s during 
pen jazz class Saturday mortd^^





A PUBUC SERVICE or HliH mOCK
Q. My daughter who is di­
vorced moved in with my 
wife and me. May 1 claim an 
exemption for her? She also 
brought her four-year-old 
son with her, /
■.y'.^mpng;,',5,60' ;prize:/winners.,'.iny 
the. Royal Bank .hmioi Olympic 
st’holni ship epniest for 1982 arc 
two local siudehtii;--^^^^ M 
iy Everett and Justin Holmes, The 
.. yuungsteis who received their 
';;'''prizey'',:,,-'-»,^/;a'^;/T-shirtr.^ nnd':'.'a„i:'.
ealcuUitoi accounts — from 
':;';NcI:;dn.,VQuiig,^a;V:T4aiU4ham^^ 
t.'ypf:Sidtiey’s:Rdyal;llank../,yTyt/,',-/'''^ 
Grand pri/e wunner.s received 
in addition to shirts and .saving
acctHmrs;,v~f;; scholarshiiis',;; i ti, the;
dfy $ I ''"'terrh''MciiodtS"
in a i ur i n g on t liei r 181 It bi n hd ay, ‘ 
Although the 1982 draw is over 
tlie contest, continues I'or all 
participants in the Royal Bank 
Jtinior Olympics which makes 
available ribbons and crests for 
children’Si sports and cultural 
conttxttiiion and instructional 
;,,e!tiru;s,. ,Tqt-';.siudc(irs,:.: I'Oi,. .■.I'iiurv. 
inlcrrmailon abotu awards and 
; c!iniC:,|Hpgrams check'with yditr 
locaI Royal Bank or write the 
/Ganadinn Olympic Associaiton, 
y333 River Roadyyanier.'dhtarldy'
A, . If your daughter Is un­
der 21 or is infirm or going 
to a school or university, you 
y' may claim an exemption for 
her if her net income was less 
; than $3,660. However, if she 
i; Is over 21 and does not go to 
school and Is not infirm, 
you may not cbim an ex* 
You may claim fOri 
your grandchild providing 
y^^^ daughter does not 
wlalm the excmprlon and
! y you report the family allow- 
ance for that child as in-
' come, 'Vbu must remember
V f that if your daughter re-
'■■'■’vcsalia' ' ' ..........cei es limony or child sup­
port, she is pbllgcd to report.
yy.:,-T
BatSer
■y't . lAvc;\ prh' t'.: T 'I




(FORMERLY OF AL’S SUPER LAWN MOWER)






Blade off lower 








S/P REAR THROW . . . . . . 55.00
S/P FRONT THRCW , . . 00
SHARPEN ONLY 
HANOPUSH.... . ... 20.00
S/P REAR THROW ..... 36.00




NOTE: Commercial Machines and Greens MowerslO.OO ex­
tra for 25" and over. All Parts and OH Extra,
/TW AW As * S WEDEIS*
,T'., 'y y.
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‘I’m the only chance you’ve got
Q. Mr. Premier, some months 
back, you talked of a three-year 
economic recovery program. In 
recent weeks, we hear it may take 
five years to recover from the 
current recession. What is your 
prediction?.
A. Well, I never talked about a 
three-year program. What I 
referred to was the government’s 
ability to finance programs out of 
current revenues. Given the fact 
that government revenues will lag 
behind recovery in the private 
sector, we’ll probably be facing a 
three-year deficit. Five years is 
the time estimated to be the 
period in which we can begin 
paying back the deficits.
Q. What is the province’s 
financial position?
A. Well, government finances 
reflect the state of the economy. 
Revenues have fallen far below 
projections because of the depth, 
the extent, the severity of the 
recession. The sales tax, for 
instance, has shown its first drop 
in real terms since it was in­
troduced in the late’40’s.
But this government, which 
had the lowest percentage in- 
crease in spending of any 
government in Canada last year, 
will, in fact, be spending even less 
than we set out to do by the end 
of this fiscal year.
Q. How is the Testraint 
program working?
A. 1 think our government has 
shown leadership. 1 think we’ve 
( helped shape the attitudes pf 
British C eveh
Canadians in other provinces. 
When we started the program, 
restraint wasn’t part of the
or even public 
vocabulary. Today, it is. The
been using, is also now becoming 
part of the Canadian vocabulary.
Q. You’re convinced that 
recovery also depends on 
restraint in the private sector, not 
just the public service. It follows 
that future wage demands in the 
private sector be guided by a 
spirit of restraint, does it not?
A. It’s not just wage demands. 
It’s not just labor and 
management. We must recognize 
that we’re not each other’s 
enemy. If we’re to recover, labor 
and management must be one, 
one against the rest of the world, 
against companies and products 
competing with us.
Q. I’d like to change the 
subject here. How optimistic are 
you about the outcome of the 
current row over Canadian 
lumber experts to the U.S. and 
the threatened tariff on those 
exports
A. Well, as you know. I’m a 
free-trader. Free trade means 
giving 24 million Canadians 
greater access to markets of 
hundreds of millions around the 
w'orld. But it also w'orks the other 
way around. There have been 
those in Canada who angered the 
United States and others who, in 
t he n ame 6 f p o pu 1 ar nat i on a 1 i sm, 
have advocated tariffs and 
barriers to American products. It 
sounded good at the time.
Now you have the other side of 
the coin, and we have the most to 
dose. But, I’m confident that we 
d;(haye,a(good''caseV
Q. You’re optimistic about the 
outcome, then?
A. No, 1 said I’m confident, we 
have a good case. W’e need all the 
support we can get. We need the 
V goodwill of the Americans, not
iliey became a private company, 
are their own, although I’ve boon 
criticized for not trying to in- 
eluence their decisions in tlie 
past.
Q. On the second part of my 
c|uestion, would you like to see 
the off-shore drilling moratorium 
lifted?
A. As you know, we’ve been in 
a delicate negotiating stance with 
the government in Ottawa over 
off-shore resources for some 
time. Until that's settled, there 
would be no lifting of the 
morat'orium.
Q. I’d like to talk a little bit
Hubert Beyer talks to Premier Bill Bennett.
but others, too. We both prosper 
from free trade. If we put up 
walls, everybody loses.
Q. Further to forestry, Mr. 
Premier. Some smaller firms 
have managed to hang on in 
there, despite the recession and 
reduced demand on forest 
products. They have survived 
because they have modern 
equipment and are, therefore, 
more competitive. Will the 
government lean on our forestry 
giants to upgrade their plants?
A. This government took steps 
in that direction five years ago. 
We encouraged the forest in­
dustry to . start a; program of 
capi ta! rei n vestment, to
inodefnize its mills. All of;;the 
major firms announced capital 
plans in the latter ’70’s, but some 
plans were curtailed when the 
lilt - AVpMI 'mnl inilf* tfS
word productivity, which I’ve . . ■ just of those sitting on the case,
recession hit. We l conti ue to 
encourage them to reactivate
those programs to achieve the 
best-possible efficiency, as they 
generate the capital to do so.
Q. There^ have been rumors 
that the British Golumbia 
Resources Investment Cor­
poration (BRIC) is desperately 
trying to unload B.C. Timber, 
lock stock and barrel. There have 
been further rumors that you 
would like to see that ban on off­
shore drilling lifted as soon as 
possible to get some economic 
activity going. Can you comment A 
on these rumors? - ^
A. No, 1 can’t. B.G. Resources 
is a private sector company that 
was created : from . publicly-;? 
? ( acquired ; assets,; mainly forest; 
firms with traditional difficulties. 
It’s a priyatei compariy, ( and 1; 
have no knowledge how it is 
operated to be the best possible 
asset for its shareholders. The 
decisions they have made-since
about the proposed gas pipeline 
to Vancouver Island. As you 
know, it is an extremely im­
portant project to the com- 
numities on Vancouver Island, as 
well as some communities on the 
Mainland coast. Will the project 
go ahead this time, or will it be 
stalled again?
A. That project W'as one of the 
energy-expansion projects started 
by my father. His committment 
to build a pipeline to Vancouver 
Island W'as an election issue in 
1972, and he W'as defeated partly 
on that issue. Certainly, the 
coastal areas which would have 
benefitted from the project, 
defeated the Socred members, ! 
(reactivated the project because it 
makes good national ( strategic 
sense and equally good provincial. 
strategic sense.
; ((It \vpuld cut down on (our 
; dependency oh foreign oil,(and it 
would save money for our 
people. I want to share that
cresource with the people. 
Hopefully, if we can get the same 
treatment from the federal
provide gas at much low'cr prices 
than oil on Vancouver Island, 1 
will certainly do everything in my 
power to bring it about.
Q, Do you think it was 
necessary to spend half a million 
dollars on a slick television 
commercial campaign, 1 believe 
it’s called The Province Reports?
.A. What w’e’vc done is we’ve 
co-ordinated our information 
services and cast around for w'ays 
to get information out to the 
people. Getting it out in 
publications would have cost $2 
million. We did it for 5500,000.
In times of restraint, that’s a 
good deal.
Q. How do you answer yotir 
critics w'ho accuse you of 
spending money on mega 
projects, such as the northeast 
coal development and B.C. 
Place, while cutting back on 
areas, such as health and 
education?
A. I’ll deal with B.C. Place 
first. The critics of that arc 
political critics only. They’re 
getting support for their criticism 
by preying on the ignorant, tho.se 
W'ho don’t know the facts, and 
that’s unfortunate. B.C. Place is 
not paid for with tax dollars put 
of current revenue. B.C. Place is 
the best( real estate deal in this 
province’s history. Even a 
prominent NDP? member front 
Vancouver says (it’s the best deal 
since Manhat ten Island^^^^^^^ 
purchased.
Q. Who is that?
cu rrently ;the( rnayor p r 
Vancouver (Mike Harcourt). 
And it is the best deal. It is 
helping the city he’s trying to run.
H p’ a ;*v>r;v Vfnri iihal eimavbr:: A1!e s ve y fo tun t  yo . ll 
of the activities that arc going on 
’ Continued on Page B2
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To many people, the ex­
perience of grieving is only 
associated with loss by death, 
separation or divorce. Some 
degree of grief however, is much 
more frequent in our lives, for we
grieve for any unwanted loss; 
being laid off, moving away from 
friends, failing a grade at school, 
losing a wallet.
We may even grieve for some 
aspect of a desired change, for
VICTORIA MEMORIAL ARENA 
February 25, 1983 
8:00 p.m.
ADMISSION PRICES
se.oo, $7.00, $6.00 plus city Ta« 
Children (12 and under) $2.00 oil
BOX OFFICE 384-1522
Box Oflice Locations:
Victoria Memorial Arena Box Office: Hill­
side Mall Ticket Booth; Six Mile Bakery, 
Colwood: Kev's Boogie Sound Centre. 
Sidney; Sooke Lottery Centre; The Ticket 
Wicket, Brentwood; Eaton's, downtown; 
Island Ticket Centre, Nanaimo:
example grieving for the loss of 
our independent single status 
when we make a committment to 
a relationship or marriage.
In these troubled economic 
times many people are ex­
periencing some type of loss. By 
understanding our individual 
styles of grieving as well as 
common reactions to a loss, the 
process of grieving may be a 
smoother one.
The following points will touch 
on some aspects of grieving:
You have a right to grieve. 
Some people will only allow 
themselves to feel hurt or anger 
for the large losses in their lives. 
But if the effects of small losses 
are not acknowledged and dealt 
with they can adversely influence 
our emotional functioning.
We grieve for the implications 
a loss has for us, therefore the 
same loss will affect the members 
ol a family in different ways. 
Mourning a death can include the
future dreams now unable to be 
realized, the relationship that 
was. or was not, the changes the 
lo.ss makes in our financial or 
social status, and so on.
We do not mourn these im­
plications in any set order so 
usually family members will be at 
different places in their e.x- 
perience of loss. One person may 
be feeling anger while another 
feels shock and disbelief.
It is important to stay away 
from comparisons of who is 
grieving “better”. We need to 
support our friends and family 
w'hatcver they are experiencing in 
their grief without judgement.
Kubler-Ross, a psychiatrist in 
the U.S. popularized some of the 
common reactions to loss: denial, 
anger, bargaining, depression, 
and acceptance. These stages are 
useful to indicate the wide range 
of grieving but it is too restricting 
to view these reactions as a lock­
step, mandatory system.
Our grieving styles are affected 
not only by the implications of 
the lo.ss but by our personality, 
past experiences with loss, our 
physical and emotional state, our 
support systems, age, religion, 
culture, and mental development.
So our grieving style is per­
sonalized while having elements 
in common with inany other 
people.
if w'e do not consciouslv in­
troduce change, your style of 
grieving w'ill be essentially the 
same although at varying in­
tensities, for every loss in our 
lives.
For example, if an individual 
pulled away from friends and 
began to drink heavily when he or 
she lost a job, the same pattern is 
likely to occur when the person 
loses a close friend in the future.
So look over your past and be 
honest with yourself. If you don’t 
like your style of grieving you can 
work towards changing it to 
become more healthy.
Grief is not an illne.ss. It is the 
natural physical and mental 
reaction to a situation that we 
perceive as hurtful.
Normal grieving may en­
compass many temporary 
symptons. A few' examples in­
clude: poor concentration, loss of 
memory, nausea, constipation or 
diahrea, feelings of hopelessness, 
meaninglessness, and anger.
Having these symptons does 
not mean that you are “broken” 
or not dealing with your grieving 
properly. If you can accept them 
as part of your normal reaction 
to a loss, the experience, will not
seem to confusing or worrying.
Of course, if any physical or 
mental changes don’t seem to be 
part of the grieving process check 
them with your doctor.
Hopefully this guest article by 
psychologist Nancy Reeves has 
provided some information 
about the grieving process. For 
more information contact NEED 
Crisis Line at 386-6323; VACD, 
Victoria Association for the Care 
of the Dying at 384-3132; 
Bereaved Parent programme at 
477-1826 or attend the workshop 
at Metropolitan United Church 
on Feb. 24. The workshop will be 
held by Reeves and is entitled 
Emotional Preparation For Loss. 
.S2 at the door.
Do you have a problem, are 
you concerned with the state of 
your marriage, the behaviour of 
your children? Do you need help? 
George Kurbatoff is a 
psychologist living in Central 
Saanich. As a community service, 
he invites letters from concerned 
readers Replies will be given 
through his regular, weekly 
column. Write: George Kur­
batoff, c/o The Review, Sidney, 
P. O. Box 2070, V8L 2S5.
F^'YaieHEH-WEISKER TV SHIES 
& SERVICE
AVE. Ph, 656-5114
. Serving the Peninsula for 10 years
WE carry a supply of Record Player Needles, T.V.
:tubes &Tfarisistors in stock at all times:
Silver Tlsreads
" "RThGSiivef Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven Drive is open 9 
a.m. - 4:30 p.rri. Monday to 
: briday, 7 - 9 p.m, evenings and I 
f - 4 p.m. SatLirday and Sunday.
: Lunches, tea, : coffee, cards,
V library, billiards, wide variety 
cralt classes, recreational ac- 
; tivitics, languages: trips and 
':more. If you are 60 or better 
Silver Threads would like to hear 
: ; from you. CaI!:656-5537.
: ^Coining ■:Fe,b.: ; 12j::-fy;
Meyvie:-: Allirfhaf Jazz;;Feb^^^
I hot lunch and entertainment by 
I the Serenaders and Hell Ringers:
I feb. 17 - new members’ day; Feb.
22 - tspeeial pancake day lunch; 
feb. 23 - hot lunch and cn- 
I teriainmeni by ihe Pearly Gang,
I also Caroline Robinson’s Travel - ;
" Talk.
Gontinued from Page B1
right now, and for which he is 












with Special Hapkins, 
Plates & Decorations!
my government. The jobs at B.C. 
Place, the jobs ' at the stadium; 
they will bring tourists and 
businesses. The World’s Fair, 
totally financed by the provincial: 
gbyernment.yThere is no: federal
cdnlribution, no vcity con--
tribution.
B.C. Place will pay for itself 
becau.se we got the land at S8 a 
square-foot and wc’l! realize 
tremendous profits in the 
commercial and residential 
development. That profit will pay 
for the acquisition of the land 
and give the city a free stadium. 
Over the 20 year development, 
we’ll have 2,000 jobs a year. And 
the profit will be u.sed to help 
develop new downtowns in other 
communities of the province. .So, 
every community has a stake in 
;thispr6jectand\yillbcnefitfrom-
: Q. What about nortlieast coal? y
A. Nortbeast coal is a coih- 
y bination of private sector : and 
public development, The 
goyeniment is hot putting tiny 
money into mining development.
. That’s tlic jobybf :the private'
- sector. The government' it; in-; 
vesting ill extending our resource 
railroad, the British Columbia ‘ 
.Kaihvay, into an' area iihoui 2.‘i 
per cent of the, size of tlic entire : ; 
■'Vprovince, 'y"' yb 
' ' So. foiy the first, time, w’e’ll; : 
liave gnaranleed loading. We put ' 
ivvoyadditional royalties, on 'the 
V coal that - comes: oiity:bl'; the-:.
; jidr'ibcaiVt si’ic, designed to ' 
reedver thy cost: pC,huiUliiig.:tl)y d 
;:':r;iir liiie.,- Everyitotryijiicoafythat ' ' 
g.ocs out of (here, will juiy for the 
-j ,'riii l\va y .illiat' sryh y we’rC'gei I i ng-:.;': 
y a' premiutii::- pijbc,'i,h!telty:bigl'ier.d: 
V thun;we’re :ge(ting for sotithea.M ' 
.; eOaWVXlieyetaiitd ia»yalty,will.pityy: 
foi the SCI vices to the town site, 
rambler RiLlge. Thtn’s never 




yitiM a (iciil, it’s a tionherti 
trarispoia'aiioii’,yyys'teni,.''',dt’sg -'ia.;'' 
y. dream eoiiiedrtie fort hi?' count,ry.y 
, , People , should yciucsfion , the .; 
■';eousisiency"''Ob::,'thc >riiic,s,".''not''g 
-.'niine',' 'd'ye'': ajwayirybecn'/'xOiv-'' 
y.,sisieni.'rl',wn[tf: pedpleyio-'Work'i ,I-'r 
want .devclopmeui,; 1 ;wtint worli;! 
triidc, Pd like to debate that issue 
d':.\vith:anyone,'' : ,4s
y Q. l)ait’I look at me. I’m not
arguing.
A. No, but I’ve got you right:
^■'hered,' "'.
Q. You’re planning'to reducey: 
the public service by about 10,000: 
bodies. Would it; not be better to 
trim the bureaucracy when times 4 
are Fetter, when the: private 
sector can absorb the people?
A, /There /again, /Hubert, is a; 
m i ,s Li n d e r s ta n ci i n g . W e:y 
:S,recognized; thaythe publicvseryice/:;
diassgrpwn Feyorid the:/abilitysofys 
the people to pay. Now, how do 
- we guarantee that we won’t have 
ina.ssive layoffs and firings? We 
do it by building up a job bank. 
We quietly stop filling positions. 
We stop advertising outside the 
public service.. We retrain people 
and move them from one job 
. which may no longer be necessary : 
to a vacant position that m.ust be 
refilled. So far, we’ve had 
youtstariding /success, Nobod 
been hurt.
Q. What you’rC saying/ is that - 
, 7,000 auxiliary workelrs will not 
find ihemsclves out of wOrk on 
..April,.]?:"
A. That’s right,: It’s a three- 
year pfogranr. It’s not abrupt. I’ll 
contrast this with two other 
provinces, which so happen to be 
Social Democrat provinces —- 
Maniioba and Quebec. Quebec 
has chao.s in the public service 
and in Maniloha, the premier lias 
said one of the ways to save 
tiioney will be layoffs : in the 
inihlic service, f caii’i guarantee; 
anyone work for life, mind yoii.
; "fhe only two countries 'where 
you’re guaranteed a job for life 
„ are Cdti,rurand;Rnssiar,/''4';'/4':'.;;':j j'.4;
Q,, Vuii’te :ih)t happy with: 
deficit: iii'ianeing, Will ','ihc 
;;;gi,yvcnuneni:;repay;thc deficits if:^ 
.n'pw,pr,;,w;i,ll,,4iiiy,:grtuid-::.,: 
e!ujdren ;!u)’: those,debtS; around:: 
;-;wlteh.they';re4!i'o\vita)p?4/' /,;4
:'4;.':' ■■:Af/.:.ff;','wiu’TC-':;,\V'orricd gabouu"
4: yoiu/gr;uKlcitiklren,; Hubert, 
;-:giat|,',fo)/;4ydur:''.uieasure; dr:';sui>::4: 
pol l, for ivhat yoti ; obvio ; 
want me to do. Yes, the phm is to 
lepay the debt, Init ii's going to 
take a government with courtigc. 
,;df:-,.;);oit,’rc:"AV(wr|ed ’ 4ibotit.//:ycmr'; 
4;grandchild'ren, ■4;' T^rn;;,"'.' t hex, .'only.''
, cliance':; you,,/ got.,' 4 No other;, 
'..4''govcrrimcnf will dci it, .;'/'4 '4'
- Q. When is the next eleclion.
A. When r call if. Seriously, 
there comes a time when I think it 
\v i 11 be i i I'l I )ro pr i ti t e. I vv i 111 a k e a 11 
the tilings we’vedone anti all the 
things we're iryiitg ity do for (he 
Tieoplt? and ask: fpr, a renewed : 
: maridme,
7167 West Saanich Rd
'MON THRU SAT
' 4.'





PLEASE WELCOME Your 
UEARTnjND VOLUNTEER
;4v./' 4 '"'f'; g''
B.C, heart FOUNDATION
If you have tried to find a 
number especially of a gover­
nment; service, only to become 
:frusfrated,4 why not call either/; 
656-0134, the Peninsula Com­
munity /Association /office, ? Or 
656-1247, the Community ; 
Counselling Centre. Both of 
these offices keep up-to-date 
listings of resources and services 
for all ages, from babies and pre­
schoolers to seniors.
11 f the answ'er is not readily 
available, there is nothing like a 
challenge to galvanize the various 
offices into action. They pride 
themselves on finding the route 
;/by. which you can come up with 
the ansvversl.
/ However, if your problem or 
worry can ’ t wait fbr fegul ar 
office hours the number ip 
remember is 386-6323; This is / 
NEED Crisis Line where 
volunteers and trained personnel 
are on 24-hpur duty, ready and 
willing to Hsten and provide 
in formation; and referral service. 
Each month they answer over 
1000 calls and no question /will 
surprise them.
The Peninsula Volunteer; Fair 
proved interesting to those vvho 
took the lime to browse around 
the displays. PeoiMe manning 
tables were pleased af the 
thought ful questions asked 
regarding their services. / .
kHie Peninsula 4 Gommunity 
Association is most grateful to 
Mary Kierans and the Vancouver 
Island Regional Library Board 
for tlie use of the Nell Horth 
/ ;Rp()rh in thisHjlc 
; xwas arnazink hpvy mariy people 4 
I / had beep to the library/ It really 
road sigii as;;* ? Foi nt of:'
- Iniercsi’F fpf bctvveetT the facility 
itself and the, magnificent 
paintings and art object.s 
’ (1 i s p I a y ed b y t h c Sst a n i (i ll 
Fen insula Arts and GraftsjGuild, 4 
it deserves to bc;a source of great 
civic pride.
Thought on volunteering: 
Mother Teresa of Calcutta, who 
was awarded the Nobel Pence 
Priz.c of 1979 for her work amofig 
the poor of India, put the idea of 
service (volunteerihg) into 
perspective when she said:4**We 
feel ourselves that what we are 
doing is just a drop In the ocean, 
But if thaf dropiWas not) in4jlie 
ocean, 1 think the ocean would be 
less because of that iniSslng 
,; 4drop.” ^ ‘
;,■ Rotary ■Anm^nteetf..
The .lanuat y tnceiing of Sidney 
Rotary Ann’s was held at the 
home r>f Mrs; noreep Ruffle wUh 
4 12 members aitcndinB' ThcVaffle 
.was;;:;'ivpn: ,:,by.;/BerylCaldwcli44; 
Rcffcsliineius served by Mrs. 
Rurfle were enjoyed by everyone.
The February meeting will be 
held !wli, 17, 8 p.m. al The home 
of Mrs. Marion Wutling,
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Members of volunteer groups meeting and dispensing infor­
mation Jan. 31 in the. Horth Room in Sidney-North Saanich 
library represented Silver Threads, Capital Mental Health, 
Meals on Wheels, Panorama Recreation Centre, New Parent 
Discussion Group, Mt. Newton Day Care Centre, Saanich 
Peninsula Arts and Crafts, Springwood, Peninsula Com­
munity Association, Block Parents, Senior Citizens 
Counsellor, Emergency Measures, Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital extended care. South Vancouver Island chapter for 
Children and Adults with Learning Disabilities, Canadian 
Cancer Society, Central Saanich Boys' and Girls' Club and 
Central Saanich recreation department. Some 151 people 
registered but many more didn't bother to sign in. The 
meeting was a success, says the PC A's Marjorie Denroche.
Murray Sharrad Pholo.
canvassers
' The Sidney^Branch of the B.C; 
Heart Fund Campaign heeds 
yolunteer ; canvassers for calling 
on homes Feb. 13 — 20^ Anyone, 
who has a few hours to spare is 
asked to contactthe office at 382- 
4025 or Sidney co-ordinator 
Eleanor Sowerby at 656-3840.
fhe occasion feb, T af Silver Threads Centre on Resthaven was prcfientatipn of the fi. C. flag 
to the Old Age Pensioners Organization, branch 25. Left to right, Gladys McDicfien, fdrs. 
Doris Jlosher and OAP acting president Edith Smith who accepts flag from Edna Griffiths,
a ch(\\-ter mem her.
y.:,.;;. ,, y,;;: ..y.,::yyTJyy,lolinCirt!(lhr-,..y;:,y
Word lins been received of the death in Montreal on New
Yeiirls Day of a wclf knowh Bt enlwttod rcsident^^
T' t hc^i(\tistriah :,aiis!ocracy;:and ,oncy;,f)yaier .of; .iHef'
i Itirgciit litit Ihcioiy it) Europe, Huecklc caine to t'anada after hiT
" proiyrivAvn'i seized by the Coninuinists in Chechoslovakia. 
f.:::''vd’hr'hbou!^'d':5 :ycarsyIrc:sold',eggs.^andTI6wers'' froinTf roadside,',; 
sinml at bis hoinc ; at 6888 West. Saanielf; Hoad, no\y; the 
Gitnierbrcad Kinderfiarten. ^ yh^-:C:h:'v
l,(i|er he lived on Fariningion Road, btvi four years ago, after 
a boilt wlilv cancer, lic moved to Rigau, Quebec, where he built a 
hbuT. A son Dr. Halts Idueckle, lives nearby af St. Anne de 
■'.f'dkllevilleyC;, .h:;,,'
Other survivors: arc two (laughters, Vertfnicn, in Germany, 
andTiittnr in Greece, anti two sons, Roger in Ne\y York, and 
""■'lI(iriiHin,in’:€oIlinpwood,.Ontario;T,;;:,';:''
“ Althougli ho himself did not thove,Huccklc saw boider• 
chaiiges in I'urope make Itini h Czech and then a Cierman befovtf 
^ hiyyoiitlhbtif
■' ■■didiiomalk'about,fhowar.',"''':''' :■■■' .y'-^•yi■.■'■v:r'.:.v:^ ^ ■■■sy'.
* VVhem the Communist,s seized power over his homeland,in the 
latelWO'y he vyasin Ihuis and did not go btick.He bronght lm« 
sonsto ffanathn while his wile and daiiglitcrs stayed in Europe, 
y llgevkie lived at first urCornwall, Ontario, but when that area 
- declined tollawmg erpenmg of liie Si, L,iwtcnve ocaw.t) he 
moved id Calgaiy and worked in a hat factory,
Wen’s hats went out of Cashion, the factory closed, and he 
came to Urentvvood. One of his sons was with him af first, but 
I for inany years he lived alone, raising flovyet s and chickoitsf .
■■'■■■' They'.:'fi'rst ■.■'-of::':.'Tour:',''''parisyyin ,■:
< I! It cl e r s t a n d i n g: Y o n r,: C h i I d ’ s ' 
DcveiOpincnl coiirsc has: finished y 
witlf ail eh thus iasiic response Iw
sonic 40 paidnts who registeredyfy 
' Idle Community Counselling 
Cent re, who is sponsor ing the 
ietifirse; in conjunctiott ' w the ,
B,C. Coiincil for the Family and 
Renin su la, Co m m u n ify 
Associaiioh, reptfitH that part 
iwo vvhieh covers development 
IVom ages two to six years, begin.s , 
Feb. 21 and goes through to 
„ lvlarch'l4.:
Gcmducted by G^iarcnf 
psychologist lari y 1 )c( t weiler, 
pan two will help , parents to 
undoi'Siand;
* The nature and iirniiation of 
a young child's thinking
'''; J low;:'chiIdrcn dcai'n .ddy'WlH,.::
vvithoiii going to school A 1
• The process which impels
, children to leave the safety; of y 
families to cxplme new worlds 
The course is held at Can^sitn :;
Sidney College campus, ^ 
Trd Street, with registration at / 
p m, fonrsc nights only.
For more information; 
telcpltoitc the Comnmhltyy^A 
■'.'fConnscllihgCc'Ktrc ai:656d ITT-.:::
ng mm
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By HELEN LANG
So very much to tell you today 
I am scared I won’t get it all 
away. If you don’t mind we will 
go on with pruning of shrubs next
week, since a couple of other 
things are more important, or at 
least more urgent.
To be practical you should do
your dormant spraying after you 
have done the pruning, but there 
is no time for that...things are 
coming along like mad outside. 
On the first nice day get out your 
sprayer, your dormant oil and the 
lime sulphur solution. Please 
read the label very carefully 
before you start, especially the 
one on the lime-sulphur bottle, 
and if you haven’t used this stuff 
before let me warn you it stains 
everything it touches.
The oil part of the spray is the 
most important part since it 
controls scab and mites and 
smothers any hatching eggs. 
Spray to what the experts call 
“run-off” (in other words cover 
everything on all sides of all 
branches until it drips).
Also time to start your 
begonias (the tuberous ones). We 
have one begonia (still in its pot)
sitting on the greenhouse bench. 
It has had no water all winter and 
certainly no attention, but when I 
looked at it the other day there 
were sprouts showing above the 
soil. I can take a hint! It has now 
been top-dressed, and thoroughly 
watered.
For those of you who are new 
to raising these exotic beauties, 
just a few words on getting them 
started, which isn’t always easy. 
Some of them are just plain 
reluctant!
Wet enough peat moss (use 
warm water, it soaks in so much 
more easily) to fill a garden tray. 
Now take a close look at your 
tubers...it is often difficult to tell 
the top side from the bottom. If 
you look closely though, you can 
usually see where last year’s stem 
has broken off, and sometimes 
you can .see bits of last year’s
MAILiBLE ALL AT THE OHyRCH :0F YOBA OHDIOE
CMyBCH c.oiyimemt
Ash Wednesday is the beginning of Lent and this year is 
on 16February. As Easter moves Irom year to year and depends on the date of the: 
dull moon after the Spring Equinox, so Ash Wednesday moves also. The earliest date 
for.Easter is;.25 March and theilatest is 25:Aprii. : : :-d y
Tent is a time of preparation for the Queen of Festivals inithe Church — EASTER, in 
the past the 40 days of Lent were used to prepare candidates for Baptism and Conlir-i 
:P)34idn:TheFaittifuLalsousedthetimefdrfastingandabstinance.butthisseemsto: 
ihaye gone out of fashion in The; last 20 years: This has left Lent rather unnoticed by 
the majority of Christians.
The question::;‘What did you give up for Lent?" is no longer heard. Rather than try to 
recapture the former Lenten Discipline. I feel that Christians should take on some
special discipline for Lent. Six weeks is nota long time. A special effort in the area of 
Church Attendance on Sunday and attendance at a Mid-week Service could be one 
.way. Another could be to read,one ofThe Gospels, slowly in a meditative manner. Yet 
another,, would be. to read: tPe Passion Narratives in each of: the four Gospels: ■'
: Another, ;would be to read a book.on the Christian Tife.:There are at least two; 
^bookstores in Victoriat lYour Paston could help you in: this area. ; L
..Whatever discipline you choose — have a good Lent.
Father Donad L. Malins, SSC 
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"Josus Christ Ii Lord”
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1l:00a,m.:...MorningPrayer 
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roots.
If all else fails, the top is 
generally the side that has a slight 
hollow in it. More than one 
person has been guilty of planting 
these things upside down, so if 
your tuber is showing no signs of 
budding in about three weeks, 
gently lift it up and take a 
peak..the buds may be on the 
bottom.
Most gardeners find that 
almost burying these tubers in the 
peat and keeping them warm will 
do the trick, if you keep the peat 
moss just damp. They don’t even 
need to be in the light until the 
sprouts begin to show.
Those of you who like to get 
off to an early start, and have a 
place for a few garden trays 
might like to put in some ar­
tichokes, or some early 
cauliflower. (Early Snowball 
from Island Seed is a dandy) and 
some Italian green sprouting 
broccoli. Flower seed of pansies, 
petunias, snap dragons, lupins 
and gazania should all be started 
now, unless you are going to buy 
started plants later on. Sweet 
peas many be started inside now 
or if you have a well drained bed, 
could go outside.
If you are going to start 
anything outside please do sprout 
the seed indoors first. If you put 
them outside in cold soil all too 
often they will rot and you will 
spend weeks looking hopefully at 
the empty bed waiting for 
something to happen.
To pre-sprout your seed I have 
found the best method to be the 
following.
Get some toilet paper, some 
plastic bags, and your seed. 
Spread the seed on the toilet 
paper (not too much unless you 
want to plant the whole garden to 
broccoli and cauliflower) and just 
dampen the paper. Carefully 
slide the seeded paper into the 
plastic bag and fold the bag so 
that it is more-or-less airtight. 
Now put it on top of the hot- 
water heater, or the warm spot on 
top of your frig.
In spite of the directions on the 
seed package, saying seed will 
germinate in approximately two 
weeks, you will find that your 
damp, warm seeds will germinate 
in just a few days. Most of them 
will, not all; some things such as 
lupins take almost a month.
Do watch these packages, and 
plant any seeds that are 
sprouting, or you will find that 
they grow so vigorously all the 
roots are tangled up and are 
impossible to separate without 
breaking off that important root 
lip. The long white bit is the root, 
so makesure it is put in your soil 
mix pointing down.
We plant sweetpea seed in 
small pots (after they have been 
pre-sprouted) one sprouted seed 
to a pot. Actually we save soup 
tins, and all others of similar size, 
punch a couple of holes in each 
on the bottom, fill each with soil 
and plant sweetpeas in these. It 
may look sort of silly, all these 
assorted tins lined up, like some 
grocery store in a nightmare, but 
the sweetpeas don’t mind and 
quite happily fill the tins with 
husky roots. *
By Wendy Laing^^^^^ ^ 
Volunteers are constantly in 
demand. These people offer their 
spare lime and much effort 
without eyer expecting a reward 
other than personal satisfaction.
Panorama has recognized in 
the past and present, the necessity 
of volunteer work at the centre. 
Within all areas, community, / 
recreation, leisure^ arts) aquatics 
or arena there will always be a /
; great need for those who have 
skills and talents.
Paying tribute to the recent 
Volunteer Week, Peninsula 
Recreation took part in a 
volunteer fair Jan. 29 at the 
Vancouver Island Regional 
Library. The library was the 
location for many organizations 
; who req[uife Volunteers/ 
make them operate.
Volunteer; programs/ at 
; Panorama Leisure Centre 
provide important training as 
well as a social outlet for those 
wishing to be a recreation leader. 
There are many forms of 
volunteer work in areas of arts 
and crafts, music, sports, drama 
■ and child care to list only a few. / 
Leading in a sports area for 
school age children by directing 
: or organizing may be a fun hobby 
for a young adult or senior 
citizen.
There is no age limit for 
volunteers, and an enjoyable 
.social atmosphere is created. 
Many benefits can be acquired 
through volunteer work. One can 
meet new people who share an 
interest in a specified hobby and 
be a functioning part of the 
community. While helping 
others, a sense of appreciation is 
developed. ;Nbt/only is this in- ; 
volvement fun, but is also a 
perfect way to gain experience for 
future employment.
Peninsula Recreation, 
volunteer work, supplies a 
foundation to a specific career 
with training opportunities for 
gaining the most important link 
to a full-time job: the skills.
/In aciuatics, bronze medlallion' / 
bronze cross and Red Cross 
lead er s ar e mo f feted for ach ie vi ng 
;a lifeguard status. Both First V^id 
and CPR certification courses are 
available at Panorama, as well as 
a B.C. Sports Aid program. A 
fitness instructors course, 
leadership skill development and 
clown college /(for mime and 
improvisation) are all a part of 
the centre’s wide training scope.
‘ ‘Real joy comes not from ease 
or riches or the praise d/men, but 
from doing something wor­
thwhile,”
DAISUN THUeiCS
; p siDPiEY:/:: ;::
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It’s as basic as hamburger As gourmet as 
braised pheasant.
And so international, it includes special col-
The NEW Wornan 's Day Encyclopedia of
countries;
■:..yi..
beautifully illustrated volumes. It's the histdi^ 
of food. Articles on diet, NUtiitipn; Entertain^^^ 
ing. Menu Planning.
But; most importanty it’s 8^00 recipes^ a 
1;100 menus; It’s all the cookbooks 
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Knights’ convention 
will bring 300 
visitors to
The Knights of Pythias, 
Victory Lodge 63, Sidney, are 
currently busy installing new 
members and getting ready to 
install the following officers 
elected for 1983;
Bob Smith, chancellor com­
mander; Les Blow, vice- 
chancellor; Ken Mollett, 
secretary; Al Horton, secretary- 
treasurer; Stan Watling, 
treasurer; Hugh Halkett, prelate; 
Fred Dubois, master of arms;
Jim Molnar, master of works; F. 
Kessel, inner guard; Calvin 
Powell, outer guard.
Trustees are Joe Fenton, Otto 
Wiggins and Wilf Hetman. Hall 
manager Wilf Tripp is also in 
charge of bingo.
The Knights of Pythias con­
vention will he held in Sidney this 
year and some 300 visitors will be 
here for three days.
The Fraternal Order Knights of 
Pythias will celebrate Feb. 19 its 
I19th anniversary of service to 
mankind. Victory Lodge 63 of 
Sidney, along with some 135,000 
members in more than 2,000 
subordinate lodges in Canada 
and the U.S. will mark the birth­
day of the first fraternal order 
every chartered by a U.S. Act of 
Congress.
Acting on a suggestion of 
President Abraham Lincoln, 
made after he had read the ritual, 
the Knights of Pythias was 
founded 1864 in Washington, 
D.C.
The distinguishing principles 
of the Knights of Pythias are 
friendship, charity and 
benevolence. Membership is open 
to men over 18 years of age 
regardless of colour, race or
This is what you ’ll face
MR. MEL COOPER religion. Anyone? interested > in
M PeterKlassen.Chair- 
? man, is pleased to an- . 
: nounce the re-election of :
the
Board of Governors of
obtaining further information 
can contact Al Horton at 10316 
Resthaven Dr., Sidney or by 
phoning 656-3114 or 656-6360.
Mr.: Cooper was educat­
ed at Vancou ver College 
and UBCi He is President 
of C-FAX Radio, Chair- : 
man^of the Board of Air 
B;C.v; and a Director of f; 
Target Media Inc., and 
other companies. He is 
currently, also on the 
Board of the Greater Vic­
toria Chamber of Com­
merce, the Robertson II ; 
S o c i e t y, t h e V i c t o r i a s’ 
Chinatown Care Society, 
and C-FAX Santas An-
; Paap heads society
pnymous.
Mr. Cooper is a past
/ president or director of' 
? m a n y: b u s i nes s e s>a hd ? / 
community organiza- 
' tions, including the: 
Victoria International 
FestivaL i t he Bas t ion ' 
Theatre arid the Vahcou-iJ 
ver: United Appeal. Last j 
year he was named ? by; 
Monday Magazine as: 
one of seven outstanding; 
“Citizens of yictoria” His 
youngest son attends St, 
M i c h a e 1 s U n i v e r s i t y 
School in Victoria,
President of the Canadian 
Bible Society, Sidney and North 
Saanich branch, for 1983 will be 
Rev. Denis Paap, Lutheran 
Chu rch, , Sidney . Vice-president 
will be Rev. Hori Pratt, St. 
^Paul’s United Church, Sidney, 
and St. John’s United Church, 
North Saanich, Secretary- 
treasurer is Mrs. J. Gessner, 
Sidney Foursquare Gospel 
Church. Donations at the rallv ' 
totalled $604136
Now that Christmas is over for another year, let us jarr you 
with some comments on an uglier aspect of the festive season by 
describing the difficulties you had to face if you were caught ‘ 
drinking and driving.
It is common knowledge to the general public that during the 
recent holidays police accelerated their normal watchfulness for 
persons who were impaired and behind the wheel of an 
automobile. Roadblocks w-ere set up at random and in places 
most likely to encounter the drinking driver.
Many persons are quite uncertain of the current status of the 
law as it pertains to drunk driving. There are three sections of 
the Criminal Code that deal directly with this problem as well as 
being several provincial laws that also come into play to penalize 
or control the drinking driver.
The first section under the Criminal Code is Section 234 which 
states that everyone whose ability to drive a motor vehicle is 
impaired by alcohol or a drug, actually drives a motor vehicle or 
has the care or control, whether in motion or not, is guilty of an 
offence.
LAW COLUMN
is written by a Sidney law firm, Henley, 
Robertson and Walden.
rati y
L 0. Total collec- ^
\i/»ar/a Cl COO cn 1f :tions for 1982 were $3,599.50. 
Rev. Robert Grey, district
secretary for the Canadian Bible 
Society for British Columbia, 
spoke at the rally about the 
translation of the Bible into as 
inany languages as possible so 
that all people can read the Bible 
in their own tongue and the 
publishing of these Bibles. The 
film at the Rally shbtyed the 
translation, printing and 
distribution of the bible in 
Indonesia by the Canadian Bible / 
/.Society.^
The punishment on conviction is progressive in that for a first 
offence there is a minimurri of $50 fine and to a maximum of 
$2,000 or to imprisonment for six months, or both; for a second 
offence, to imprisonment for not less than 14 days or more than 
one year; and for each subsequent offence, to imprisonment for 
not less than three months or more than two years.
Following Section 234 is the section dealing with , a 
breathalyzer demand that may be made by a peace officer. 
Section 235 states that where a peace officer has reasonable and 
probable grounds to believe that a person is drinking and driving 
or at least has a breath alcohol reading in violationbf the code 
(laid out below) the officer may demand that the person provide 
him with enough samplesbf his breath that a proper analysis can 
;be'made.r/:v',,;.::
The second part of that section states that anybody who fails 
or refuses, without reasonable excuse, to comply with the of­
ficer’s demand is guilty of an offence and can then be liable to 
exactly the same punishment as that provided in Section 234.
The third section dealing with iinpaired driving is Section 236 
Which states that everyone who drives/or has the care of control 
of a motor yehicle, whether it is in motion or not; and has 
alcohol in his bipod that exceeds SOmiliigrarns of alcohol in 100 
millilitres of blood, is guilty of an offence and, again, subject to 
the same penalties as in Section 234.
Both Section 234 and 236 refer to driving and having the care 
or control of a motor vehicle. The first part, that is the actual 
driving, is not difficult to understand: if a peace officer sees you 
driving in an erratic manner, such as weaving, waiting an 
unusual amount of time before proceeding through an in­
tersection, making wide and exaggerated turns, driving without 
lights, and other such quirks that may alert the officer.
Once those observations have been made, the officer will 
undoubtedly engage his emergency equipment and you are then 
required to stop. Once the officer has approached you and if he 
notices that you are exhibiting some usual signs of impairment, 
such as a flushed face, glassy, iwatery/f and tt 
perhaps dilated pupils, slurred speech, dishevelled and perhaps 
soiled clothing, unsteady gait and balance, he can then form the 
opinion on reasonable and probable grounds, that your ability 
to operate a motor vehicle is impaired.
Once he has formed that opinion; he may then make a 
demand pursuant to Section 235 that you accompany him to the 
nearest breathalyzer machine and provide at least two samples of
your breath so that a technician can determine the amount of 
alcohol in your bloodstream.
The second part of Section 234 (and 236) concerning care or 
control is a much more difficult section for police officers to 
enforce but it is by no means impossible.
You can be found to be in care or control of a motor vehicle 
simply by standing near the vehicle with the keys anywhere on 
your person or in the near vicinity (the assumption being that 
you have thrown the keys there) and even if it is found that the 
vehicle is not movable and requires two, three or even four tow 
trucks to remove it from its position.
If you are asleep on the front, and perhaps even the rear seat 
and again with the ignition keys on or near you, you could be 
found guilty of having the care or control of a motorvehicle.
If a demand for a breath sample is made to you by a peace 
officer and you refuse you could, and most likely would, be 
charged with two offences: one, impaired driving and, two, 
refusing to provide a breathalyzer sample. Since both those 
charges arise out of different sets of circumstances you could be 
convicted of both if a trial judge finds that there is enough 
evidence.
If, on the other hand, you do provide a breathalyzer sample 
and your reading does exceed .08, you will most likely be 
charged with impaired driving and the offence of driving while 
your blood alcohol level is over .08 but after a trial a judge could 
only find you guilty of one of those offences, given that they 
both arise from the same set of facts.
If you have been foolish enough to have been drinking and 
driving and you have been stopped by a police officer and 
subsequently charged and convicted, you face some increasingly 
severe penalties.
If this is your first offence, you can expect a fine somewhere in 
the neighbourhood of $400 to $500 (if there is no property 
damage) and the judge, upon sentencing you, might decide to 
impose a period of probation, community service and perhaps a 
requirement that you attend the next defensive driving course. ,
If it is a second offence, you will face a minimum of 14 days in 
jail and in this area you would likely serve your time in 
Wilkinson Road gail.
Should you be stupid enough to have a third or subsequent 
conviction for impaired driving or having a breathalyzer reading 
over .08, you: face a minimum of three months in jail and 
depending on your record, it could be substantially more 
although it can not be in excess of two years.
The penalties enumerated above relate only tq the sentence 
you would receive inside the courtroom by a judge pursuant to 
the Griminal Code. Outside the courtroom you will face even 
further penalties, the first being the loss of your licOTce for six 
months on a first offence (twelve months if there is property 
damage) and one year on subsequent offences pursuant to the 
provisions of the Motor Vehicle Act of British Columbia.
will receive 10 penalty points on your driver’s 
certificate and the Superintendent of Motor Vehicles will assess a 
penalty of $25. for each 10 points you have on your record. The 
Insurance (Motor Vehicle) Act will assess you*'premium on 
your driver’s certificate of the square root of the number of 
points you have and if as a result of your impaired driving 
conviction you only have these 10 points, you will therefore in th 
next premium year, be required to pay $100.
The penalty points are reduced by three for each year that you 
complete without incurring further points. The /insurance 
premium is still assessed bn the number of points that you have 
on your driver’s record if those points exceed six. S
I
There is no one who can afford the hardship of a fine, a 
Criminal Code conviction, the loss of their licence for at least six 
months, the penalty points, and, last but riot least, the 
ostracizationotthe community.^
James W .■ Robertsoir
FREE PUBLIG INFORMATION SEMINARS
Irwin Mlhallcz,,westcoast's 
corporate investment Manager, 
will speak on RRSPs and other " 
deferred tax plans.






100 - 7506 Beacon Avenue
sidhev
will &
Mark Horne; lawyer, will speak 
bhWills and Will preparation. 
Hugh Cordon will speak bn tax 
impllcatlohs In estate plannlhg. 
Irwin Mihtticz will speak oh the 
TOleofthetrustee;'''':':'‘?''''''/''^Vr:>; ;■•:/■-
Refreshments following 
TUESDAY, MARCH 29,1983 I
WestcoastsavingsV'"''/;.^;':///'''/*":''




_ Appointments to three ad­
visory commissions were made by 
North Saanich council on Jan.




Chairman Obie Philp was re­
ap poi n i eel to f hc Ad visory 
Planning Commission along with 
W.C. Shaw and Mrs, Penny 
:Boone.
J,A. Izafd / and Cliff Rutian 
were apointed to the heritage 
advisory corinriission.; /
Six people were named to the 
crivironmental/ advisory com­
mission, Mtirray/ Cameron and 
Richard Ring;; wild were^^ r 
appointed;^^^^ ap­
pointments Susan Woods, Rick 




yppTnust be registeredi To qualify, you must be 
at least 19,years of age, a Canadian citizen or / 
Bfjtish Subject, a resident of Canada lor 12, months 
and British Golumblia for 6 months,
I Registering is easy. Contact your nesrest 
" Registrar of Voters or Govefnrnent Agent?
."/, :iAhd do jt-nowl''./-/ :'■■;//:■/■■
Be siiro you have a choice 
In tomorrow,
Proylricoof^^^^^^^^- Elocloral
British Columbia Otficb 1
■ft
ft : ■'■’
1 he first pHpilnl Regiom
Parks Photo Coriieslt included tl' 
followingwirincrs — 
McEldcrry.LorellSl.
%ho won a book as second 
in category two (Small 
Beautiful), First prize ■ 
binoculars — in category oi
(People and Parks) went 
Richard Tresidder; 40 
Cedarwood St„ Saanich:
Contributions for prizes we 
given by Lptidon Drugs, Lc 
fh6|shulter, Munro's Books at 
the Citeatcr Victoria Gtcenbt 
Society^ Sonib 87 slides we 
received from 14 cantestftriis: TI 
slides were judged by an 1 
(Icpendcnt photographer and i 
employee of the regional par' 
deparlment,
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QUANTITIES ARE LliVIITED 
WHILE STOCKS LAST
OUR FOOD Damn HERE
DAD’S CHOCOUTE CHIPGOOKIES 450g/15.9oz........................ ........ n.49 CHRISTIE PREMIUM PLUSCRACKERS^so..... n.09 EASY BAKEBREAD DOUOHs,oaves... .. *1.99
SUNBLEST FOODSPEANUT BUTTER ... *2.99 B.C. GRANULATEDWRITE SUOAR.. *2.59 ROYALJELLY POWDER ss. 3/89'
SUN RYPE SWEETAPPLE CiSEK 1.36litre/48oz. ... 89' CARNATION INSTANT C <>1 MROT CHOCOLATE .49 HUNT’STOMATO PASTE issmusvaoz... 2/79'
GLAD-'CARBAOEBACS......:... n.49 HUSKY 709g/25oz. ............... 2/99' DELNOTNiiXED VEGETABLES aK.. *1.99
BRUNSWICKSARDINES IN OIL >«>. ...... 2/89' KRAFT SOFT PHILADELPHIACREAPi CREESE aso.:.......... *1.29 ROYALINSTANT PUDDIRQ so. . 3/99'
PURINADooeiiows.................. *7.99 G.E.LIGHT By LBS 40,60,100watt ... 2»79'
TEXAS PRIDEHOi-ALOOHOyC BEEHepacK.. *3.69
KiTCHENCATCilERSm .^1.29 HUNT’SSTEWED TOU^ATOES: 69' DELNORFANCYPEASa......:........... *1.89
CAMPBELL CREAM OFemeicENSoyp^...;.....:. 2/89' ■ CATELLl ,■ ^ E AT S A y G E FOR SPAGHETTI 398mU14 oz..... ® W
MONARCHCARENliXaso........ .:.....„.........:..... 2/99'
ROBINHOODALLPURPOSEFLOUR 10kg.. ShSS FABRIC SOFTENER ™.s ^1.39
WELCH’S WHITEGBAPE jyiGE 1.14litre/40oz....... *2.09
WESTERN FAMILYM 454g/llb............ 3/*1.29 McCAIN 5”Pi22 A PEPPERONIORDELUXE . :. *2.29
RUPERTfiSR&CRIPS4S4.:.::......:..:.,.. *1.49













BURNS PRIDE OF CANADA
BQNEUSS BEEF RUMP OR BOTTOIB
hg........................................lb
SCOTT’S GRADE ‘A’ FRESH
T-BONE OR PORTERHOUSE
mmm BONELESS BEEF
, .V ” , r *
CANADAFANCY







• « » • * R « 0 • *
FRESH LEAN
NORWEGIAN FROZEN
SHRIMP BONELESS BEEF TOP ROUND
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The Sidney group of the Save 
The Children Fund holds regular 
meetings at 2 p.m., St. Andrew’s 
Church Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, 
on the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. New 
members or visitors warmly 
welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress Club 
meets the second and fourth 
Thursdays at 8 p.m. in Shady 
Creek United Church Hall, 7184 
East Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. 
Drop in or call 656-5537.
Sidney Stroke Club will be 
meeting the second and fourth 
: Wednesday each month, 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. in Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall. .All “strokers” 
welcome. For more information 
call co-ordinator Ruth Snow at ' 
':>'656-2101. .v;;,"''
vXou can help, the Salvation 
Army needs clothing, household 
articles, appliances and furniture 
rehabilitation program. 
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Low range voices, wanted by 
Sidney Prospective Chapter of 
Sweet Adelines. If you like 
barbershop-style singing, feel 
welcome to join this friendly 
group most Mondays at 7:30 
p.m. at the Royal Canadian 
Legion Hall on Mills Road. For
more information call 656-5301 
or 656-7828.
Can we heln vniT?‘TC5ill'“7iTp ^:W ;sJi p, :ybu ;^al 'J
Community Counselling €en{r^e, 
9813-5th St., Sidney, 24-hour 
answering service. Call 656-1247.
Women’s Support Group. A 
discussion group for women 
dealing with their current needs. 
Newcomers vvelcome Thursday 
mornings at 10 a.m. in the 
Community Counselling Centre,
9813-5th Street, Sidney. For 
V more information call 656-1247.
Grandparents — are your 
gra nd ch i Id ren far away? A you ng 
moth ers no n- pro fi t s upport 
group (Capital Families) needs 
help with child care 1hours 
each week: Call Patti at 656-
■;.;:;6296,-
Victoria Housing Registry,
1923 Fernwood Road, Free 
matching rental services. Lan- 
dlorcls 381-1335, tenants 381-/
1205|. Monday to Friday 11 a.m. - 
15 p.m. IIclp \vith/ honsing
keep
i;/i;:vcbitvCrsmiotial/';'^y;sNlls?;""^ 
iiiastcfs, Ln Fiuncais .meets 
, Jhu rstl ay ;;.,e VC 11 i n gfi /' 7i30i o/^: 30;
p.m, I'or more information call
^:::;.:598-3729;or:50S•3'3lF.•■'CC;/:C■CC
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
F /(STAG) located at 230^ Oakville 
St,, behind Sanscha Hall 
grounds, is open to Saanich 
Peninsula youth aged 13 - 18 
years. Chibhou.se winter hours 
are 7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. Mondays,
1 iiesdays, 'I'hursdays and 7-11 
i"^''by(ri.'.Saturdnvs:''''"i>^/' vv/-'poti. ilt IIrdays,
Floor hockey; at. ;Sidti(!y 
element ary school);" gym / takes 
place 7 - 9 p.m, Wednesday, 
Special activities and events arc 
planned on a liionihly basis. All 
activities arc free and ito 
registration is retjuired. Parent j/ 
; and teen cnciuirics welcotne. For 
more informatibn^^ call the PCA 
office at 6.56-0134 or drop by and 
) pick'up a '
;;/':,AH/)a8es:,;./welc(i)«vie';;to)': table,.,; 
tennis at Bren(wood elementary 
schools 7:30 c 9:30 p.m; Moh- 
)days .)Nloi:c in format ibit 652*4
on6152-153|,
,T4ie ,JN:niii.siilu,,..SingersIx’gan)) 
; iheir new scasoiV .lah, 11 ami new 
members arc invited to attend, If 
jf.ni like to .’.ing, v.um lu It.uu, 
:;/;bwhd/;haye';a/Fass.fWlib^/icrior;/or//,)
) sopranri ytijcc cotne arid joirt the
.../•singer's;/,ai/:Thc,i;,Royal /Canadian /; 
/;.B-cgion/;llal|/,on,A1i!ls/;Roa,d'-ai'/'/ 
tJ15;Tuesday'tyeni,irFo'rrlibre■;'/ 
)■' infbrinatjbtvcall 656-026H,;)" r),))
Is overeating creating problems
in your life? Overeaters 
Anonymous can help. No dues, 
no weighing. Meetings are at 8 
p.m., 9788 - 2nd Street, Sidney. 
Call 652-9931.
Central Saanich Boys’ and 
Girls’ Club winter programs are 
now underw^ay. If your child is 
seven to 20 years old and in­
terested in crafts, sports, 
ceramics, model building and 
more, then call Marion Price at 
383-1101 for more information. 
After school bussing is available 
in Central Saanich.
Pregnant and wondering what 
the future holds for you? Sidney 
Community Health Service 
offices of the Capital Regional 
District can help you. Join us and 
other couples in a comfortable 
atmosphere of learning through 
films, slides, discussions and 
exercises. Register now. In 
Sidney call 656-1188
Attention Lady Bowlers. Any 
ladies wishing to bowl in the 
Ladles’ League at Miracle Lanes 
on 3rd St., Sidney, Tuesday 
morning or afternoon. Please 
contact: Judy Sjerven, 652-4275 
or Pam Van Ness, 656-4980.
Sidney Twiriers and Drum 
Corps take lessons at Sidney 
elementary school from 6 p:m;
I Thursdays; For/ more in­
formation call 656-6098.
The Peninsula Disarmament 
Group meets regularly. To help 
us, join us or just for information 
call 656-4842.
Sidney Activity Centre, 
sponsored by CMHA and the 
community, meets Mondays' 10 
a.m. - 1 p.m. in Margaret
Vaughan Birch Hall, Han­
dicrafts, games, films, 
recreation, light lunch and an 
opportunity to meet others. For 
more information call 652-1483 
after 6 p.m; or 658-5414 week­
days.
The Saanich Peninsula 
Toastmasters Club now meets at 
7:30 p.m. Tuesday evenings at 
Central Saanich municipal hall; 
1903 Mount Newton.
Volunteers are needed to staff 
the Tuck Shop at Tillicum Lodge,
4481 Ihterurbari Road, weekday
afternoons. Previous related 
experience helpful; For more 
information call Margeaux 
Finlayson at 479-7101, local 230.
second annual Valentine’s dance 
will be held 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. Feb. 
12. Music i.s by Country Cash and 
Friends. Tickets $7,50 each, door 
prizes, baron oftbeef, $2.
Sidney Pre-School, parent- 
b w n e d a n d operated; has 
/;bpenings; for fbur-year-oId 
chijdrbri at this time. For/ 
/ inbrclnformai ion ) call ; Marquis j 
Arncy at 6S2-()416 or; Donna at 
/656-7450.
Meet new friends, singles and 
couples,; and lear n io square 
dance ■ / cy c ry / iW ed nes da y. 
Spares’n Pairs Square Dance 
;:s/Club;;Ca 1165 2-5 524.): ■/v,y'/);:^
The Victoria Volunteer Durcau 
/in conjunction; vvitlV CaiTiosub^: 
College; is / offering a course 
Vbluniceriiig An Option for 
/Retirement —■ Wednesday/ af* 
ternoons, Sessions will explore 
wlial) happens to people when 
Iliey;retire, ways they can stay 
menially and )pliysically {ilciivie 
and ;ilw variety of; volunteer; 
positions open to)retired pcbplc. 
:///Register /') now/// at;;;: Lansdosvnc ■ 
■;xampus:;;;,forv;a''tcc:;:of'$5.';'liifdr"'' 
,;4naiidn 386-2269,;FynaFaltcr;i;'/,/',.
The Victoria Business and 
'^yProfesslonnl ;/;:W0men’s'^ ' Club,:; 
/ dinner will be held starting 6 p.m: 
Feb. I6at the ImpeiiaUrin, 
Divorce mediation. Counsellor 
Karen Davies will speak on this 
lopie: 7:30 p,m,)Fcb. 23 in rbom 
*-k^> O^'** lialiitoi.d. Aduu.ssion 
free, more information call;386-
I hc iiublle Is Invited to an open
/jncctJng of the iiAssi)eiation/for
Children and Adults with 
I‘earning Disabilities i pan) Feb.
15 in the Ryan Si. annex of 
Oaklands school. Guest speaker 
audiologist Ann Marie Austin 
will talk about auditory functions 
in children. For more in­
formation call 595-5611.
The Pacific Opera of Victoria 
presents Tosca at the McPherson 
Playhouse Feb. 17, 19, 21,24 and 
26. Delicina Stevenson, Paul Frey 
and Cornelis Opthof star with 
Timothy Vernon conducting. 
Tickets on sale now at 
McPherson box office. Call 386- 
6121.
A giant garage sale will be held 
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. Feb. 19 at the 
Garth Homer Centre, former 
Arbutus Crafts, 813 Darwin. 
Hundreds of items including 
clothing, appliances, jewellery, 
books, plants, furniture, toys, 
fabrics, china. Organized by the 
Booster Club, proceeds go to aid 
programs for the handicapped.
Sidney Foursquare Church — 
children’s church and morning 
worship is held 10:30 a.m.
Cordova Bay Pre-School has 
openings in the three-year-old 
class Tuesday and Thursday 
mornings. Creative play and 
social interaction in a happy 
environment. For more in­
formation call Kelly at 658-8467 
or Pat at 658-5027.
The Bluewater Cruising 
Association meets the second 
Tuesday of the month at the 
Maritime Museum, Bastion 
Square, at 7:30 p.m.
The Mustard Seed Food Bank 
needs your help. Leave donations 
at 10947 Madrona Drive, every 
Saturday. Call 656-3626 for more 
information.; /
Saanich Peninsula Arts and 
Crafts Society has recently
Sale at; the Vancouver Island 
Regional / • Library, Sidney 
Branch, on Resthaven Drive.
Sidney New Parent Discussion 
Group, Wednesday evening 
meetings 7:30 p,m. at Com­
munity Counselling Centre, 9813 
■ 5th St:/New ;members welcome. / 
We are a/non-profit group, a 
branch of Capital Families. For 
more information call Karen 
Ledger, 598-4675.
A Certified Babysitting Course 
is being offered by the Central 
Saanich Boys’ and Girls’ Club. 
The eight-week course includes 
ethics, safety. First, aid, play 
activities and "more.’ Cost for 
materials is: members, $5; non­
members, $10. For more in­
formation call Marion Price at 
383-1101.
Teen Floor Hockey League 
meets on Wednesday nights at 
8:15 to 9:30 p.ml at the old fire 
hall in Saanichton./Membership 
is $5. For more iriforinatibn call 
Marion Price at 383-1101. / /
The annual / meeting and
of the Library will take place 8 
p.m. Feb. /11 at Sidney-North 
Saanich Library, Resthaven 
Drive. Memberships available.
The Saanich Peninsula 
Toastmasters Chib meets at 
Central Saanich municipal hall at 
7:30 p.m. each Tuesday. Guests 
always welcome. Call Pat McRae 
at 652-9629 for; more in- 
I'ormation,'";'
The Garth Homer-Centre’s
t hird annua 1; sprlng da nce; takes 
place I'cb. 12. Cocktails 6:30,
/dinner ; 7 p.m.; / followed by ; 
/dancing tq The;Internationals, 9-
/ l a.m. Tickets/$ 10, door prizes 
/ and ctiteriainrncnl. Proceeds to 
(he Garth Horner Society for tlie 
; llandicapped.
Women’s Discussion Support 
; Group welconics newcomers each ; 
Wednesday from 1:30 - 3 p.m. at 
the Community Counselling 
Centre, 9813 - 5th Si., Sidney. 
For more information calk 656- 
4247. ,
The next meeting of the
WomenN' Canadian Club of
Victoria will be held 2 pmi. Fchi 
15 at the Ncwcbriibc Auditorium. 
Speaker will he Douglas Cam-) 
pbell, executive director, Boy 
Scouts of Canada, Greater 
A'ictoria : region. His topics: 





> HiBuc ilkvicn OF mn m ocK 
0* My father’s employt'r
Mve me a scholarship of 
s1,200 last year. Does rny I'a* 
thcr report the whole /...... ..... .......
atnount on his income iax 
leturn?
/!, ■/ Al If the scholarship ciitnc 
/ as a result of a selection by 
> an independent/body/or / 
1 boaid, aiuhnoi simply as a
/ result of your fai!ier%;em*
/'/, ployment,/ii4i. income., 10/. 
you and not to your father, 





With exam week and report 
cards now a fuzzy memory for 
most, students start off a new 
quarter. The third quarter always 
seems to be worst because it’s just 
after Christmas and Easter break 
is a long way off, but Stelly’s 
students will endure it and come 
out shining.
Senior girls recently held their 
own tournament against four of 
the top teams from the lower 
Island and three teams from the 
mainland, who were in the B.C. 
championships last year. The 
team from Aldergrove placed 
first, second went to Mountain 
and third was captured by 
Spectrum. Our girls placed a 
respectable fifth and are looking 
forward to the B.C. Cham­
pionships in March, to be held at 
Stelly’s.
As part of Stelly’s St. 
Valentine’s Blitz to send “love” 
throughout the school, students 
will have the chance to buy 
somebody special a flower, and 
send it either with their name 
attached or from a “secret ad­
mirer”. Stelly’s is also once again 
offering the annual compatibility 
quiz. Where every student fills out 
a questionnaire, and is elec­
tronically matched up with 20 
compatible counterparts by a 
“love” computer.
And to top it all off Feb. 17, 
Stelly’s will be having a 
Valentine’s Dance which is 
guaranteed to set your heart-a- 
thumping and your feet-a- 
jumping!
Students are off Feb. 21 for the 
slopes of Mt. Washington, and 
hope to fly down hill on the 
upcoming school ski trip. We 
wish all first timers luck and hope 
■ to see them back; in one piece.
V The classiic Walt Disney film ;; 
The Prince and the Pauper will be 
shown Feb. 11. Show time is 1 
p.m. with admission only $1:50. 
This will be our last film for the 
season.
In regular season play both the 
senior girls’ and boys| basketball 
teams won ' theii game against 
Lambrick Park opponents. The 
senior boys outscored Lambrick : 
Park in an overtime period to win 
77-72.
Valentine’s Day is the day to 
show someone you care, or it carl 
be an opportunity to break down 
some barriers by simply giving a 
flower to someone. Happy
V Valentine’s Day. ;
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darembiit
Qarion
By Lydia Stewart 
Claremont is getting back to its 
I busy self after exams.
Second semester started Jan. 31
been anxiously awaiting report
Last week clothing and textiles 
classes pr^^sented ii fashion
clotlies they viiade in classes. 
Many of thetn (Irafted variations 
to comineicial patterns creating 
original styles two gracie 12;^^ 
students, Carolyn Borden and 
Janet Robertson, modelled the 
graduation dresses they intend to 
wear on the big day,
Overall there was a high 
quality and considerable variety
f ; iiv the garnicnt^i A
guests joined the all­
girl audience,
The students’ rcouncil has:
arranged to have the Valentine’s : 
dance on Feb. 11 ■ There will be 
special prices for couples this
The basketball season is busy 
and all the teams are doing well.
The junior boys’ basketball'team 
wbnS6-42ovcrSpcncer,and77-
5 girls’ baskd
,:; series with Dunsmuir, showing 
great improvement In the return
Senior boys defeated Parkland 
7;:;';v;,v..;.jan.;40;a;scorcwl'68-(»5.:'They:.- 
played double qverliiuc. A grcui 
team effort was lead by Charlie
B»'utrsihuhohas:wdth:i6Tt^int:r-:''r;
Tlic senibr boys' basketball 
':,:^':r;:::3;Teahv:WPti;’:?9'^4a pver'-,Rcynolds.^- 
The senior, girls' basketball team 
:::; won'agatn.st St.'Margaret's,52-40. 
and 44-32 over Ucynold.s, Senior 
girls* team defeated SMU by a











PRICES IN EFFECTTILL FEB. 16th OR WHILE STOCKS LAST.
I.: '
REC ROOM PANELS
4's 8' X W'
This pre-finished panel is perfect 
for the rec room or den, but hurry, 






This continental series is a quality 
overlay panel in teak, birch, pecan, 
walnut and rosewood in V-groove 





Full size 4' X 8' sheets for the bee 
room. Irish Linen, Summer Glo, Autum^ 
Glo • better than wallpaper.
SHEET
KITCHEN PANELS
4' X 8' Vinyl faced panels are 
washable and ideal lor kitchen 
or mud room and just look at the 




For those who prefer a smooth, 
modern look this 4’x8' panel is perfect 
with a dark wood accent molding for 
your hallway or entrance.
BATHROOM PANELS
BARKER CERAMALITE 
Looks like individual ceramic tiles but 





UTILITY SIZE LARGE UTILIT:l,?IZE.
13'*®
8’ X IQ’ ea/
igis
LARGER utility SIZE '7;;;"'for:rV’S;ETC.
1^95
^2’ X 16’ ea.
I595






As an alternative to 4'x8' panels consider solid wood slip 
panelling. The aroma and texture of real wood will enhance 
the beauty arid value of your home for years to come, Apply 
: with .nails or, adhesive.',
7/16" X 4"'Knotty 7/16" X 3"
CEDAR PINE
There's! absolutely nothing like, 
real solid oak...Th6 luxury wood! -
3/8" X 39/16"
Windsor specializes in various 
I thicknesses of 41 X;8’ exotic’plywood.;
Tl"'
ROTARY GRAIN G1S
*4' X 8' SHEET
,55, RED OAK







































Winder stocks a fuii selection of dimensional hardwood lumber oak, 
teak, walnut, ash, birch and mahogany as well as more exotic species.
MQLDII^GS
yVindsof also carrios a catnplole 
selection of real wood moldings 
in a wide range of paitoins and 





Rich grained solid oak tiles are prefinished... even 
waxedl So easy to cut and apply that any bbme 
owner can install a beautifur hardwood floor that 
is easy to maintain.,! the profinIshed preWaxed sur­
face only heeds periodic buffing to restore the 
lustre. ! “ —
10 SQ.'Ft. CTN.
INSTALLS JUST ______





/::Th()5n,.. msHoganV:: ;<loslsHlnLHi(o^:,a/;■,ttuly/;:■ 
':' nconehicai soiiictt nl vniiftinjar' kny rmiiiti itiiii ;/ 
■ would ncriuitiiini'titl hy !h(t look ui i,imhiw'.t!il , 





, ; notary ;niahgganyf fight Of l«(t hand turng,
I;; comploto with malcfiiny janlb; nomly to tinish | 






With one hand 
controller
: Thitt/lo/lhn top of; ihfiidlho/ ; /
;d 1 g 11 a I / r o rfi o loo o n t ro 11 o d :;; /;
"/unif.lhaL allows: you/Ip,/set:/!/’;';,:
//you’r.'owri? codo;' l'6r/':'oddod 
soourlty./Efisy to inololl and 





n'fS'l SUSPENDED CEILING 
SYSTEM 2' X 4’ PANELS
I;;; ; Flextblo, easily cut, washable,: : 
insuiatod, sound abuofboni, llgltl-: 
weight panels are groat for jho ; ;/
,/ dO'lt-youraelfer,:;,;./ '
panel
PIghi the high cosl ol healing with this llbroQloBO Inaulaflon 
I. Irom Wlndaor.Tho mofti popular thlcknons alzed lor a "friollon* 
iii'’boiwoBn siuda'ond |oIb»8,;vV;/”-/';’
15” R20
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For elegant styling and im- 
comparable picture quality, 
you can't beat this 48 cm 
(20”) colour television by 
Hitachi, It boasts the ex­
clusive Hitachi Luminar 20 
,,Colour System. 100% solid- 
state chassis means years of 
(dependable, maintenance-free 
' operation;: For; your cbnw- v :;;^^^
:: nience the time and the chan­
nel are shown on the screen. 
Armchair operation is easy 
Awith ai :ib:key Iriffa^Red;: 
(Remote Control. Totally true: ' 
,and rich colours are yours:T:(:;
: because ofThe Luminar Col- 
our Commander. Additional 
features are illuminated chan- 
: nel indicators, superb sound, 
earphone jack, ,;
ii
2447 BEACON AVE, SIDNEY - 656-5114
with approvei trade
LllilM VfOEO VT-15A ^j-month warranty
24 f^ONTHS PARTS WARRANTY cassetteHecoROEns/suHmagnetoscopes :
\ : H picture quality and special effecib
on SP EP speeds.:»105 channels, •Wireless remote control:
;:r including Channel sBlect controf. ®\/isual rSearch forward and- (
;reverse (SP & EP:modes). ®10 days/5 events programmable 
timer including daily programming. •Electronic digital counter i '
( Ki; display. •Memory. •Audio Dubbing Capacility, •Built-in video(((i' 
y( . enhancer.(•Auto channel lock cfuring: recording. •Automatic ^i,: 
playback speed selector. BFront panel iiluminated speed in­
dicator, •Special, warning indicator for' timer recording; :
•8’hours recording.with T-160, (ti ; ( i
lT-2200
48 cm (20”) TABLE MODEL 
128 CHANNEL CAPABILITY, DIRECT 
ACCESS INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROL, 
CHANNEL‘ TIME DISPLAY ON SCREEN ' 
LUPNAR COLOUR COMMANDER 
(Forjologanl'styling and:incoiTipafablo:picluro quati ‘
.you caiiU boat this 48;cni (20'') colour television by;'
: Hitachi; It(boaGis-iHfi dxcluaiveiHitnchi Limiinar:20 
':Caloui Syslem,.;i00%isolid’Gtalo chassis means 
('years:ol:dopohdablo,itnaihtoha(ic(!*lrea;operaiioii,;:For 
yQurtcdnvonienco'the time and the channel are show - 
::.on;the( scieeii,(Tjelholo(Cpiilrol, Totally truhoiui ric^^^ 
colours are yours because ol (the Luminar Colour - 
; Cqmmanclei'cAddit iohal, (oalufos (ar b: ijiumlnated 
channel indicators, superb sound,,earphone; jack:,(.
w-
UK
MT-2260 8 VT-llA 
SPECIfll LIMITEDTIME
(;' ^ ■■ ;■ i '.i
<, 'Vx'i, mm ' 'i'’’*'
iit'nr ’ I -I- ■■ '..L ,* ,
hil ‘ f
24»M0NTHSPART8 WARRANTY
•Functional,: Oilsy toiUsotTiiridorn cahliiol (dositini'^ViRiiaf Srtarclv iorwarrl arid 
SIK& Ei; ,,,0*s, .]l,rcc.
-•Pause reinptc control, •Optional,;::8Hunctlohs,:rqhiolo:f^
dayS( 1: event ptograinmablo timer including daily hrogramnlihoC •Fiectronic 
H igilal conn or .display,: .tBulit-in video onnancbr.l.Aiitonlatictsiop/iowind^^ 
daniped. soil o|fici mechanism; •Special wariTmq' indicator lor titnor recordincv 
•8-hourft recording with T-160. '
Walk-A-Boui Stefeo
SALES • SERVICE • RENTALS




Locally owneb and oporatod, Sprving SIdnpy and areo lor ovor to yoarsi




of PiOFESSIOMS/GOODS osid SIRVICB . . .
ANDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES
2412 BEVAN SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 6 days a week to serve you
Mon. 9-5, Tues-Fri. 9-6, Sal. 9-5,
Bowerbank Road 
Now selling in Sidney, the new "Line-A-Beds" 
for all makes P/U trucks. Guaranteed 1 year. 
A/so Restoration * I.C.B.C. Claims 
’ Custom Painting * Fiberglassing 656-7763
CONWBAC AUTOWIOTBVE 
HEAVY DUTY DIESEL MECHANIC SHOP 
10134 McDonald 656-7144




on the muffler, 
tailpipe, exhaust 
FMpearKJ labor!







.. . .\ \ \ ■ V yiutw'Sodef Will paint your car; or truck, body repair, rust 
cut out, or fibreglassing. 
I.C.B.C. Tow, Reason-
able Rate. Try us Once!
2081 AMELIA AVE., SIDNEY 656-2221
Call 856-5581 2104 Malaview





/ •Insurance Repairs 
•Courtesy Cars Available
/jpT
AJAX HOME and '
OFFICE CLMNERS ci.
/v; Bonded;& Insured









Walls washed — 
/Gutters cleaned / //
383-7942
CORNER OF BURNSIDE & DOUGLAS / ; ^ ^ 
yy, ]:GeranTiic Tiles^ & Accessones. HlfitH ^
Estimates & Installations J. JL
IStAMD CLOCK WORKS LTD.
10288 RESTHAVEN DR, Tel. (604)
SIDNEY, B.C. 
V8L 3H7
■siniMiw wiii-rraamiTJifB/ Now specializing in Finishing Carpen-
BABiT BuI TCrelll a try, Cnbinots and BuilMns. Rurnpu.s
Uong-Timo,Sidney Guilder ; . ,;. Roan}s, Repairs, Additions, . Cuslpmt:,
Ronovnio A Stwol FRKE GSTIMATES^^^^^^ Shutiors,
Call 656-4915 - NO JOB TO SMALL --
KEVIN CJURRAN
Carpenter & loiner
Oualily Work Froo Estimalos!




„ e tsio K-p T u LDtsic»j/r«Arn ua 
RC'S'ine>JTlA(.,'r«4Jt.TBu<.,T lOM 
f-IHiSHiMC, ‘■'^ert-WTRY^’: ':e/Riwer9/f<A'.M»TvKt^
NOAM rRiestM Di:!IIQN[ll/BUII.DlR SIONEV, B.C, «S6.170«
CONSTBOCriOW
I •Framing, finisliing, additions and „^ ^ 











Two beautiful homes will be open for 
your viewing this weekend. An attrac­
tive 4 bedroom ranch-style house at. 
609 Cromar Rd., Deep Cove on Satur­
day between 2 and 4 p.m., listed at 
$134,900, and a brand ne\w Spanish 
style 3 bedroom home at , 9211 
Basswood on Sunday between 2 and 
4 p.m.; this one priced at $129,000.1 
shall look: forward, to seeing you ' 
there. ' " '
PETER SMITH 656-4788
HOBBY FARM
Wholesome coutnry acreage — feed ' 
your family from: the large garden & 
orchard.; Room to raise small animals. ■ 
too! Cosy 3 bdrm. full bsmt. home.: 
Move now in time for the spring grovi/- ' 
ing, season;- MLS. $124,900.^Callf : :;: 
LOYD BURDON 656-7027
; EXCELLENT FAMILY HOME; ;
Close to'middle:'&migh>.schpdls; mew ; 
library & shops — 41h BR in base­






Jhree-bedroom; family home, located,; 
in quiet cul-de-sac ip poi^lacareamf- 
::Sidney;.:-,Beautifur: back;iyard 
■ patios; 2 large sundecks;---^a;bright' 
& sunny home, listed at $85,000. To 
;view call,656-3928.! V ;; ;;:v 
JOHNTATE >^56-6466






House, on; two lots, close: to beach,' 
good building site will! .3 way potnn- 
lial .,■,'
BEN RICHARDSON ^
BEAUTY SALON ^ ^
’ Ciood localidn tin BeaepnAvonue;,fully 
:equipped/Fobdeiails call::';; ; : ^ /: '
BEN RICHARDSON 656-6958









Real Estate Real Estate Help
For Sale For Sale Wanted
JOHN SALVADOR 
NOTARY PUBLIC 










SUNDAY 1;3Q - 4 p.m.
9714 FIRST STREET
Well kept large lamily home with 
ocean views. ,3 large bedrooms, 2 lull 
baths, 2 lireplaces. only $89,500. To 






















DELUXE MOBILE HOME 
Sat. 2:00 - 4:00 p.m.
Be sure to view this custom,renovated 
3/4 double wide mobile hori'ie at 9383 
Bitterroot Place', Sidney, Features two 
bedrooms - spacious, master; 
bath; sun room vyith skylight; fully 
equipped kitchen; carport and shed. 
The Village provides attractive ■ sur- 
roundings :and many amenities - in­
cluding a pool, social: hall and igames; 
; room lor those over 45. Low monthly,: 
■ assessment
LISTED AT $79,000 
PAUL HYATT 656-3150
GORDON HULME LTD. 656-1154
BRENTWOOD BAY, furnished units. 
Kitchenettes, dishes, cable TV. Free 
parking, maid service. Available weekly 
and monthly. Sandown Motel. 652-1551.
tfn
VACATION SPOTS — BIG WHITE SKi
VILLAGE deluxe private condos/chalets 
— on the slopes, kitchen, fireplace, hot 
tubs, saunas. Reasonable rates. 
RECORD SNOW FALL. Summit Leisure 
Planning phone 112-987-5759. na-7
SIDNEY OFFICES. Reasonable rents. 
Suitable tor doctors, lawyers, ac­
countants, etc. Modern building with 
elevator. Phone 658-8468 or Gerry at 
Castle Properties (1982) Ltd. 656-5876 , 
■,'i.i5,6.-8'; ■■ ,; ■
sFdnEY. 2 bed., utilities included, no
pets. Stove and fridge incl.: $500.00 
monthly. 656-4066 or 656-9104. 1552-7
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH 
APPLICATIONS INVITED 
INSPECTOR OF SERVICES
The District of North Saanich invites 
applications lor the position of IN­
SPECTOR OF SERVICES.
The Inspector ol Services is the chief 
inspector and head of the municipal 
inspection department and responsi­
ble to direct and co-ordinate the ac­
tivities related to building inspec­
tions, business licencing, and en­
forcement of reference by-laws.
Desirable Knowledge, Skills and 
Abilities
a. Considerable knowledge of 
.building construction,methods 
/ and ,materials:, , :
FURNISHED 2 bedroom condominium
with sea view. Adults only, no petS; : 
Immediate occupancy. $600 per nionth 
includes heat. Sparling REal Estate Ltd. 
656-55il. 5
b. Considerable knowledge of the ap- 
plicable Building Codes, zoning 
. and,: related by-laws and regula-
■:'■ tions;';'';;;
SIX :YEAR OLD ;four bedroom house.; /
situated on quite cul de sac with Vz acre 
of land overlooking Sideny for rent. 
Starting May 1st. 2 fireplaces, den, 
sauna, rec room, games room, inside 
garage. Large-kitchen and family room. - 
656-6287. $850 per month. REfrences. 
1641-6
c. Ability: to, read: and interpret con­
struction plans and specifications;
d. Ability to, plan, assign:and ;super-,
: /vise ,,the work;/of;;:;subordinate/
building inspector;
3. Ability to prepare reports, briefs 
and conduct correspodnence 
relating to the department;
TWO:- BEDROOM home,’ fireplace, ;tull/;: 
ibasernent/lmrhediate possession; 9640::: ;/ 
5th Street. $550 per month. 656-1743 .
1 6 3 7 -7
OUR LISTINGS ARE SELLING 
BECAUSE 
WE PROVIDE
•WIDE MARKET EXPOSURE 
•MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE 
•PERSONAL,ATTENTION BY A 
SAANICH PENINSULA 
SPECIALIST ^^^^^^^// /^
C4LL WOW FOff PROMPT, 
EFFICIENT SERVICE 
JIM EWAN
BOB FREW ; 652-3043
BILL MOSHER 656-7117
TED PHILLIPS /656-5337
/BACHELOR SUITE; Private entrance/
utilitiesi Included,furnished, near Canoe; / 
Cove/Reasonable rent in exchange for Z: 
some outside ground maintennee. Reply 
to Box 1, c/o Sidney REview, Box 2070, 
Sidney, B.C.V8L3S5. :/' 1618-7
FOR RENT, garage/workshop, 13'xl7’.
Cement floor, good light, insulated, 
secure. 656-1554. / / 1634-9 ; ;
MARCH 1ST. Saanichton. Modem, clean 
2 bdrm, house on quiet cul-de-sac. 4 : 
appliances, w-w carpets, fireplace, , 
sundeck, carport. / Non smokers, 
references. $600 p.m. 652-3809; 386- 
; 563'3::::/"':T627,-8’
;t;/Ability ■ to assist the
wherever necessary, on matters 
1 elating lo 'ihe building codes, 
regulations and related by-laws.
Applications will be treated in con­
fidence and should be made in 
writing, giving full personal details tor 
work experienco and education, and 
;dale'when:.available.tdr;emp^^ 
to the undersigned prior to February 
:18, 1983,
//This,: isZ/a Union, position/ C.U,;p:E; :
; Local; 374and / is ;subject ; td „ the/ 
negotiatedsalaryscaieot$2,16T.i30' 
to $2,643.00 per month (1982 rates)./
:■;/,. E.'Av’/'.Green/,'i'/:^
/ C l e’r k::/A:Cl,m/i/n i s t,r a,l o r 
District/ of; North /Saanich 
P,0. Box 2027 
Sidney,/ B‘,C; /Y8L 383 :-;;//ir
NEED/ A PLACE WHILE bullding or
buying a house?:We have tully furnished 
house, all apliances, full basement, 
fenced yard, 6 mos. lease. $550 p.m. 
656-0526, :, 1621-8
OUT OF WORK?
//LEAVING PROVINCE. By owner/;3; 
// bedroohvside: X side duplex/2 bedroom: 
///home,' with/2:;,;bedroom;:;m-lnw 'suite/ 
; ;: A5SumabloM,G,S, 656/7472., 1496-6
COZY RETIREMENT / /i>
5pidand:s|Miv2 B;R; basement home/: 






656*0131 / /^^^ ^/^ 6^^^^^^^
' V IMMACULATE 3 bedroom homo situated; 
///on /largo lot,/LarBO tamity /room/'J W 
'baths,/:' liroplaco'/with;, insert,/;5;:'ap-::: 
/ pliarwos///Central: Sidney tocotion, 
m110,000.656-4513/ /;;/ /;: / . 1633-8 
/;, :PR|VAff’SAlJ/SitilenLrooiiiin^' Z / 
/; BRv: full/ basement; partially: plumbed, 
//suitable tor extra/rborn/Fireplace, nice’ 
/,!ocatiori./$.72,50a.:CallG58-5C93;,,:.l^
SIDNEY. Modern 4 bedroom split level
home, Drapes, Franklin stove, fenced 
garden, chiltiron, pets, welcome, 
AvailablcMarch T, $675.477 9924.
,;i5 95:-6'/:'":'/ :'/::
CEDAR PLACE APARTMENTS locatedin
the pleas,ant Vancouver suburb ' of 
; Abbotsford otters well maintained 2 
bodrobm apartments from $325/tTiontli, 
//Phone/l 12-853-6475 pr write Manager 
. 2441,Countess Street, Clearbrobk, t3,C. , 
,:V2T4G4,, ;'na-6,-:
Call65S*2584
9*9, Mon. - Sat.
issrifi
SEE FOR YOURSELF. Local Amwa 
Distributors are enjoying extra incbmi 
We show you hovir. Phono 658il540 f( 
"'interview.” '"1565'
PART TIME secrotai7, 3 afternoons pc 
/ week, Payroll experience an asset. Loci 
; office, : mature; person preforrodji Vyrit 




SHOREACRES COVE WATERFRONT 
strata development. Four/ sujjerb; lots, 
with prctoctivo covenant; undorground 
services, 2516 Shoroacres Rood, Sidney.
'.1392-8,:
. $ 100 /ooo iniOFtt'potoniTar^M^^^
/ acres sub/division approved tor: 10 ■: 2: 
■ acre lots, toad grados ih,: near Glinlbn. 
Only $39,500’ tufll price, Phono 459- 
7756 / $17,500. Tull price, new full 
basement, tramod and roofed on acre 
lot in Lac La Macho Phono 112-459-
/ I AM A/SINQLE MOTHER seeking small 
' cottage. REasDnable rbnt in rbturn. Wilt , 
i: carotako; and /maintain property. 
.References; Please call Lesley,//652-
/ CANADA WORLD YOUTH is accoptlr
//applications tor: the; positions bt Coo 
■/ dlrialors and Group Loaders, mbinly ti 
‘/.oxchangb progtarnmes wlth/Banglades 
/ Indonosiaand thoPhilippines.Toobta 
/ afiob.,application/fcrni/and; further i 
;/formatlon/contact Canada VVorld Vout 
2424 Cypress St/ Vancouvor/B/C/VI
1624
9994; 1524-7
NEED TO RENT for workshop, 
Basornent, garage or Ixjat houso. noar/ 
Deep Cove, John Nisson, 65f3-066Z;
.:l6'0l''-8'.; ''/. "/ ..!'./; /'
FULL time cook waritod Country K 
chon Restaurant in Brontwbbd, Conta 
/Mr/Nowmon 652^192 or 479-8062v/
;../i6i4',-:7
ONE DELIVERY DRIVER, also one b 
person. Please apply The HIdonwj 
2554 Bevan Ave, Sidney, Thursday 
Sunday, ,„/''■.::; .,'.',::::'1610
fiWiH T t t
'/ ! . ‘I 1 ' I >'i  ̂< I;;
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Help
Wanted
MATURE WOMAN for occasional 
babysitting of 1 year old boy. Must enjoy 
children and have good references. 656- 
7453. 1594-7
RAPIDLY EXPANDING INDUSTRY
requires dealers to install and sell 
propane carburation, motor fuel tanks 
and diesel boosters. For more in­
formation phone (403)458-4749. na-6
DISTRICT OF CHETWYND 
TREASURER/COLLECTOR.
Applications are invited for the position 
of Treasurer/Collector for the district of 
Chetwynd. The preferred applicant will 
have several years of proven municipal 
experience, with a CA, CGA, RIA or 
equivalent experience, however, con­
sideration will be given to a senior 
student presently enrolled in a 
recognized programme. Familiarity with 
a computer system would be an asset 
since the municipality recently pur­
chased a basic 4 computer. The suc­
cessful applicant will report directly to 
the Clerk Administrator and will be 
reaponsible for all statutory duties of a 
Treasurer/Collector, Confidential ap­
plications for this challenging position 
with resume, references, salary ex­
pected, date available, etc. Will be 
received until March 4, 1983 and shall 
be directed to: J.A. Teslyk, Clerk 
Administrator, District of Cehtwynd, 
5400 North Access Road, P.O. Box 357, 




Canada’s first and only completely 
Canadian course offered 
anywhere. Licensed under the 
Trade Schools Licensing Act, 
R.S.A. 1970, C. 366. For par­
ticulars of the next course write: 







MATURE, RELIABLE housecleaner 
Reasonable rates. 626-2965. 6
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER. Cedar 
posts and rails. Select tree falling. 656- 
4213. 4387-tf
PENINSULA DIRECTORY
of PROFE^IONS, GOODS and SERVICES . ..
^ Contractors
JOURNEYMAN CARPETNER -
renovations , sundecks, complete house 
construction. Willing to trade work for 
10-20 h.p. outboard. 652-4654 or656- 
1994. 6
FINISH CARPENTER. Quality work.
Experienced in boat building, joinery 
work and cabinet installations. 656- 
2230. 6
LIGHTING FIXTURES. Western
Canada’s largest display. Wholesale and 
retail. Free catalogues available. Nor- 
bum Lighting Centre Inc., 4600 East 
Hastings St., Burnaby, B.C. V5C 2K5. 
Phone299-0666. tf
EN E C 8C
CQNSTRUfillMJIIL
CONTACT JOHN KENNEDY DAY OR EVE. 652-2394
•COMMERCIAL •RESIDENTIAL 
•NEW CONSTRUCTION •ADDITIONS 
• RENOVATIONS •FARM BUILDINGS
Gardening
MANURE FOR SALE. $20 a pick up load 
locally. 652-1411. 1549-7
'67 DODGE DART convertible, 77,000
miles, slant 6. A.T. Mechanically sound. 
Needs paint, $1,995. obo. 6
HONDA 1965 590 CC engine rebuilt
August '82. Excellent running $150 
ONO. 652-0303, 7
SANDAK SHOES for all the family. 50%
replacement on 5 year warranty. Shoe 
parties or individual sales. 652-3038.
14 58 -1 3
GENDRON BUGGY IN good shape, $45;
girl’s skates, new condition, size 7, $20; 
2 sets children's encyclopedias, ex­
cellent condition. Junior set, $30; in- 
termediateset $40.652-2456. 1580-6
ELWOOD E. THOMPSON CONTRACTOR LTD. ,
Concrete Driveways Concrete Waterproofing Sidewalks
Fish Ponds Quarry Tiles Home Renovations
Phone 656-3881 for Free Estimate /
Musical
Irsstryctiogi
TYPEWRITER, Imperial 80 manual desk
model, as new. $75 ONO. 652-0303, 7
mobile TUNE-UP and repair service,
auto or marine. W'ork guaranteed, 
reasonable rates. Free estimates. Call 
anytime 652-0303. 7
COME-ALONG 4000 lbs. capacity 13 ft
cable. New, neverused, $28,592-6293. 
1609 -9
WOOL RUG, 9’xl4', like new. Bron-
ze/olivecolour. Best offer. 656-6888. 
1604 -6
J. CALLIHOE. 652-4594. Experienced 
mature singing techer is now accepting 
students at Lann Copeland Music 
Centre, Brentwood. 652-4512 and Lann 
Copeland’s Lowrey, Victoria. 727-2727. 
1602-8
67 DODGE DART convertible, 77,000
miles, slant 6, AT, mechanically sound. 
Needs paint, $1995. OBO. 652-4743. 7
COLOR T.V. Console model in good
workingorder, $175.656-3020. 1603-6
1 . DRAINAGE SERVICES FREE ESTIMATES
^ g Let your problems be ours JOHN
P.... Sewers and Drain Lines Replaced or Repaired 656-9669
YOUNG WOMAN, fond pf children, will
babysit full time. Call 656-4954. 7
SALES REPRESENTATIVES WANTED 
throughout Canada to sell travel in own 
area. Commission basis, no experience 
or investment required. Fasta 
Promotion, West Vancouver, Box91399, 
V7V3P1. na-6
Aytomotive
HANDYMAN for hire, $8 per hr.
Negotable. Carpentry, painting, 
maintenance. Send phone or address for 
prompt service. Glen Cosgrove, P.O. Box 
129, Saanichton B.C. VOS IMO. 7
CEDAR fence POSTS, also hydro poles
for sale. 652-2260. 1598-7
SOAP - MAKE YOUR OWN - granulated,
bar, hand. Save money return address 
plus $3 for proven recipes, Soapmaking, 
BoxlOO, Canim Lake, B.C. VOKIJO. na- 
6
GREAT CAR for university student. '69 
Mazda 1200, 40-45 mpg. Asking $800. 
656-0204. 1431-6
QUALIFIED CARPENTER available for
anything from small repairs to new 
construction and Reno's Messages - 
Graeme, 384-8075 pager 1579. Very 
reasonable. 8
PADDLE FANS — The original fan store.
Wholesale and Retail. Free catalogues; 
Ocean Pacific Fan Gallery Inc: 4600 East 
Hastings Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5C 












2387 yeaooi! BiS-7333 
OilFTWOOil OEilHi
FOREVER LIVING PRODUCTS, an 
Arizona based Aloe Vera producer needs 
distributors immediately. Progressive 
potential of $3,000 monthly for those 
willingto work. 384-3974. 1519-7
¥4 TON FORD TRUCK, 1974. 351
engine, automatic. $2,900,652-5708. 
1559-6
1970 DATSUN DELUXE 1000 good tires,
needs work. $200 obo. 652-2529. 8
METAL TYPING DESK, $20; gold 
upholstered recliner chair $65; wicker 
basketchair$25.656-6105. 1561-6
REQUIRED GENERAL PRACTITIONER 
for 20-bed hospital in growing com­
munity northeast Edmonton - new clinic. 
Appj ications to John Duda r. Boa rd 
Chairman, Myrnam, Alberta TOB 3K0. 
PHone (403)866-2441: na-6
1975 FORD TORINO hard top. 52,000
miles, 4 new tires. Good shape, $1,800. 
656-5488. 1638-6
1077 JEEP CHEROKEE, 4 W.D.
Excellent condition, $6,500 obo. 656- 
1745. 1636-8
FRIDGE, $25; chrome coffee table,$17;
chemistry set, $ 18; stereo cabinet, $20; 
Valiant tirechains, $10.656-7943. 8
DOES YOUR ROOF NEED CLEANING?
Reasonable rates, free estimates, Will 
also clean gutters. Phone Bill 656-0503. 
■8.
BUILDING TO BE demolished and 
burned, end February, 1983. Offers on 
anything of value. Windows, bricks, 
plumbing, etc. Call 652-3314. Tuesday 




Government certified technician 
with 35 years experience in Elec-- 
tronic Maintenance and Repairs.
Call Eric
656-4117
EARN EXTRA MONEY PART TIME AS A 
REGAL REPRESENTATIVE: Our Gift 
Catalogue is all you heed. Write REGAL, 
939 Eglinton Avenue, East, Dept. XXX, 
Toronto^ M4G2L6. / A ^aa-6
’S9 VAUXHALL, running condition. BEst
offer over $300.656-4945. 1596-6
72 to'32 DODGE pick-up step toe type
rear bumper, never used. Reg. $194.50 
sell, $145.70. Phone656-7281. 1600-6
Misceiiareeous 
: V For-Sale"
10 FOOT X 10 FOOT GREENHOUSE 
ONLY $195. Proven quality, lOO's in use 
throughout B.C. REtialers needed for 
many areas. The hottest selling' 
greenhouse in B.C. Western Water 
Farms, 1234 Seymour Street, Van­











“Mo Job Too Small”
^ /'■;;656-56©4/;'/;,
SCULPTURED FINGER NAILS are of 
growing interest to today 's busy woman , 
this a rt can be lea rned in as I ittle as two 
weeks. Call us today and reserve 112- 
4613-5757 days, and 112-463-6338 
evenings. na-6
.msrnmY electkic j
Gerry - 65S-Q449 
•SpeclaSizlng itt Refrigeration 
Staler. Apeslianoe Repairs 
•^ierowave Testing for Radlatien 
Lesks
•10% 08SC3UHT for Seniors
INTRODUCING “AUTO-START" remote
car starters.; Step into: warm and 
defrosted car in winter, cool car in 
summer. Distributors for your area 
invited. Contact Ontario Automotive 
i Sunroof,r Box 3000Station D,
: Willowdale, Ontario. Phone 112 (416) 
^":::669-6995.;:;...-::;;V\:,r':Vvv;.:' ,..y;na-6:: 
SNOWMOBILERS! : One of the largest
! : > inventories of hew and used Snowmobile 
parts in B.C. We wreck machines all 
makes, Williams Outdoor Recreation,
, , Box 242, La La Hache, B.C. Phone 112- 
396-7639. t na-6
SATELLITE T V. SYSTEMS complete,
- guaranteed. $2,995. No down payment 
on approved credit. Delivery and in- 
, stailation available anywhere. Phone , 
Maple Ridge, B.C. 112-467-1337 8 a.m. : 
tolOp.m.^'" \^'ma-9'::
Thorne - Lennon Electric {1976J Ltd.
Industrial / Residential / Commercia!
Phbne:656-2945 :-r
MACRAME AND PAPER TOLE . free 
catalogue - compelte selection of 
Macrame and paper Tole suplies. Write: ■ 
: Macrame l-iiit, 2393 Ness Avenue, 





/SATELLITE TELEVISION - 8; foot an t
:/enna.'.L.NCvv20 ;inch Television with 
receiver built im Sale priced at $2,777 . ::: 
Contact Concept Systems, 15620-111 
Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta,T5M 2R7 or
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING. 
Reasonable rates. Call 656-5382 after 5 
■p.m. tf
LICENSED FAMILY DAYCARE has 
openings for 1-5 year olds. Handicapped 
childrenWelcome. Hot lunches provided. 
East Saanich Road/Wallace Drive area,
'^'652'-2472;^:::;\::-;:-:'‘'/:v ^ 1494-6 '
ASSORTMENT OF VEHICLES and/or 
cash for trade on backhoe; bobcat or 
small loader. 658-1271. 1562-6
A SPECIAL: INVENTORY SALE'Wobd^: 
working machines: unmatched price on 
JWayyTiutyplahersijointerW bandsaw/; 
Sanders, routers, shapers:: Omnitrade: 
Machinery, 65 -East 3rd Avenue, Van­
couver, B.C. V5T,1C5. Phone 112-873- 
■5281.: , ■■: na-7^
mis WEEK SPECIAL 




- H (RI “^Ir*irti BH ■■’^'^i ■■:■:: Sand '■.,..■',;■■. /,;;'::";:;;:';:'656.5555:.';.:




2068 Henry Aye. 
Sidney, B.C.
Mon.-Fri. 7-5 p.m.









WILL DO HOUSEWORK afternoons and 




/ /YOUNG MAN WILLING to do odd jobs, 
weekends and school holidays; 656-
/■■::a043l; .,::iS55-7'''
: DYNAMIC DUO. Couple experienced in 
doing painting, /spring cleaning^^ 
0 (housework), gardening, windows; boat 
work, in Sidney area: References. 656-
'■■9462:-'"''/.::T5B2-8
.20’ MOTORHOME, fibreglass body, '79 
Chinook Constellation/ Fully self/ 
contained, 6' fridge, stove, oyon. Nice 
bathroom, $17,000. Immaculate con­
dition. 652-9046. : 1625-9 ;
BULK




RETIRED JOURNEYMAN carpenter. 
Roasonable rates. Call Bill, 656-4602.
'T 5 84 -8-'
TYPING, MY HOME. Reports, 
manuscripts, etc. Reasonable rates. 
656-4564. 1573-13
CHESltRFIELDand chair professionally 
cleaned, $35; carpets. $20 per average 
room, or $15 for a vacant room, 656-
■■0526;': :r/;r^:::^T::::r; 'leaa-a'.
CHAUFFEUR FOR HIRE. V/lll drive your
car etc. anytime :- anywher/ $7.50 per 
• / hour, min. I hour. 656-7406. 1592-7 ;
Stiirviceb'
17^ FT. LARSON GLASSPAR, 165 
Mercruiser, 7.5 auxiliary/motort and 
trailer. Immaculate condition with only, 
400 original hours, $6,800, will consider 
®!1!^ l^ihciottode.652-14 32. 153 5 -6
1980 CATALINA 27 ft, RoaOJargaif/ •
never; raced . Dodger, 5 sa ils, auto pilot ,1 ■ 
fridgo, ViH.F. Dinghy with Johnsqn 0/B, 







RECIPES WANTED. Send us your
favorite recipe..To;be printed im Van-:;-; 
couver Island cookbook to be pubisihed 
soon. Absolutely no obligation. Prizes for 
the bst 5 unusual. Send to Box Z, c/o : 
Sidney Review, 2367 Beacon AVe., 
Sidney, B.C. V8L1W9.
WANTED: Queen size bed frame without
mattress: 9’’or 10’! table saw; 12" band 
saw, older parlor stove, power plane, 





7278 Chatwel! Drive, Saanichton, B.C. VOS IMO
lAND CLEARING -- ROADS
including:
•Sewers •Watermains
•Sewer Hookups "Hydro & Telephone Ductwork'
•Drains Residence: 652-3258,
SILVER COINS. Now buying and selling. 
1966 and before, 1967 -1968. Phonefor 






::Trucking; Excavating and Backhoe Work,
556 Downey Road 
R.R.I, Sidney, B.C/
656-3159
MINERAL ORE WANTED • small custom
milling and concentrating firm desires 
gold, silver, lead, zinc, Ore Supply. We 
specialize in developingsmall high-grade 
properties. Contact R, Thorp, 2111 
Watcom Road, Abbotsford, B.C. V2S 






•backhoe service: ,: 
•plowing, cultivating 
: /: & rotovali^^^ '/: 
•blade work : V \ 
•postholes /













SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATERLINES
Phono 656-4997 after 5 p,m; 10 J 5-7
' PAYiYEL5;HEAbACHE8T.:/ Havo: ,;your:: 
payroll calculated: oN computer - with 
printed; pay slips ant): T'4'8 at low cost, 
Shaw Computer Services, 652*1353, 
1419*8




Evenifhlnit for Ih^ hand hook 






iThn Sidney Review of­
fers FREi! CLASSIFIED 
ADS to those persona 
who are normolly 
ornployod but nrb our- 
rbntly out of work, You 
may advertltie for n job 
; or for the nnle of your 
•own merohandlee to 
genernto funds. Theoe 
ods must be place In 
pereon at the Review of­
fice, No ade for this 
plwselfloatlon will bo ao- 
oepted by
;::SAMSONITE/; MOLDED'. :;'luRgai';//iro:" 
chaitis, wooden changes table, booster;
; chair, :child's;drossor, strollor;,':doublo„ 
bod and bothtub doprs, 1556 669!!; l S?/ '
; fefiGERAf6i™''Kel^
;cornored,:aprox.;J4:cu,:ft, Woiks:well,:: 
:$1.:75/65(3-44B3biter 6 pjn,: /l640-6 
^ 0 ERipR ISE ■■'iwdf'lom:
;:ditldn:: hot water■ taiTki/oili:driirn and: 
; stand; Otfors at 4761 West Saanich Rd, 
479-2961 after S Pirn,’ ' ^ 
':COT6irT.C'iJsod
FLEA MARKET, Sanscha: Hail, every 
Sunday 9*3 p,m, For info and 'table 
reservations, 656*5316 ovesr:^^^^ 
/ CEN'TRAL SAANICH IiON’s"‘sV^ 
SHOP; 6994 E, Saanich Rd;/from the 
; ; 61h of Feb,; t iI M rcti 2 01h Sundays, 9;30 
/ a.m, tp 3:30 p,m. For info phono 652- 
4679; Proceeds to Timmy's Camp 
ShawnigailTolothon / I4 7 2 ,i ], •
GIANT OARAGE SAlJy pri^^
SIDNEY ROTOVATING & TRACTOR SERVICE
.Ploughing,; Leveling,: Fence. Posi DIgging, bnow Removar :•:’/■:
/ programs for the: Handicapped, Garth 
: Hoiiior Centre :((ormor Arbutus Crafts), 
bn Feb; 19, from 10 ■' 2 p.m. at 813 
Darwin Ave, Hundreds of items, 
clothing, appliances, furniture.: plarits! 
; etc, etc, lnfo479-5676, ? 7
Butler Brothers Supplies
2070 Keating X Rd.
. and: :up;Guaraniood,;;: ArcHer-Weisnor




GARAGE door, 9'x7'. Wood ovt)r-hei3 
typo. Phona652'9363/ ^^/ :
, V&OOD ST0VESr!nw5eFair.tT^^ 
antique pot bolly. $250; aniiqubbvalbox' 
heater, $90.656-9513,, //IGIO-^
. Mrt MENT''TrzE “"FfiTixiiJ




TWO EXPERIENCED gardeners now) 
work: No job too big or email, 656-7651,
6
:LANDSepE' GAR^ffTiR cleTnups .and,, 




stove, $75; .Both good condition,-656-
,.e3!)7:' :;:.//./1C30-6V
.97Tr2"M0LfrC0LOURED‘w(i'W;d''' 
rug, 2 nTatchInemals; $ 150.652‘2404/ /
t63l-6,.'' ;:•■,/
IF YOUR ENJOY YEAR-ROUND OAR. 
DENINQ in an aluminum and glasst 
grebnhousei Write for free brochure to: 
B,C, Grbonhouso Builders, 7425 Hedley 
Avenue, Burnaby ,B,C, VSE 2R1 na6
RfNCH ”§R!Nt^, 3■ ^..v
..Hnatlng'
wheoH/new, never used, $95; (i|fio l/i 
h,p,6" x 3/4'‘ whm:!l8, $60,59Z-(j293, 
1612-9
: SXrt'AGf GCRVTcriACFCTu/t
NEW AND REPAIRS, renovations.
QuallfiiKi/licensed^ and 
, ^t)mata«:X58-804Cl..''‘•"'■:■':‘'^■-$474-l?.;:
• JO'd "YNWlTEDr ...SicrotafliT^TTref,
Experience In all aspects ol oiftce work, 
Wi'ling to .work first weeks' with/out 
pay, Avalfablo now. Call Cathy at 656-
9619,''';:/., .;' 6:
professionariype wUh airconlrolt In one 
iilong h,indlo, Never used, new con $3) b, 
f.oHtne$l75 59?-fi?93 . " '"tCOlb"'
'■/I
JACK, 400(5..;lbs,' ..capacity. 
Compact and light Weight;: New; never
■b'sod.$65;592-6293';:.'''':';:.;:„i608'f.'
FIREWOOD FOR SALE. One cord $85: 
1/2 ttr, 1/2 alder. Split and delivered, 
... ..uidwt. Wily.650-9239,. .l.).5/./
; Suppliers, servinB, Sidney, Brentwood 
find Saanich Poninsgla from Saltspring 
; Island, full, cords, "split'and delivered, 
alder firewood. $75 per cord, 185-2371, 
"Cliff 0roWh,'::.,/ mU
ii\*We Strip but Don^t Dip'
: Furniture rcflnislilnn A repairs
Quality Ariliqua Wood Furnilure Bought & Seirt
Locally tbaiiuljcfured unlinlshod real wood furnlturo, :
CUSTOW MANUFMCTOKINCi ON REQUEST
Now Serving you In 3 locations:
#102-2527 Beacon (In Sidnoy Supor Foods PlazaV fild-i211




X0134 McI>oiiiaici Park Roadl
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PEHINSULA DIRECTORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES ...
Groceries, | Busirtess Cards of
EWeat Sc I PersoE^aSs Thanks
RAVEN RECREATION VEHICLES LTD.
4099 TUXEDO VICTORIA
•VAN CONVERSIONS
Partial or Full 
•CUSTOM BUILDING 
•RAISED VAN ROOFS 
•PARTS S ACCESSORIES 
•RV REPAIRS 4 SERVICE
•VAN WHEELCHAIR LIFTS 






1412 White Rd., 
oil Steily’s X Rd.
652-2009
SIDNEY GLASS
Marine, Auto & Safety Glass 
Window Glass — Mirrors 
Windshields Installed
ELECTROLYSIS IS PERMANENT HAIR 
REMOVAL. Support your local T.A.P.E. 
B.C. member. For information regarding 
the member in your area 1 6472 130A 
Street, Surrey, B.C. V3W 7W8 na6
THE FAMILY of the late Albert i laler, 
beloved husband, father and grand­
father, wish to express sincere thanks to 
all our relatives and friends. The kind 
expressions of sympathy extended us in 
cards, flowers and donations to the heart 
Foundation is greatly appreciated. 
Margaret Hater and family. 6
Insurance Claims Promptly Handled
656-1313
10114 McDonald Park Rd.
APPLES
OLDFIELD ORCHARD 
6286 Oldfield Road 









Glen and Margaret Pearson invite 
their family and friends to help them 
celebrate the happy occasion of heir 
50th. Wedding Anniversary. Married 
in Herschel Sask, they have resided 
in Sidney since 1939. An Open House 
will be held on the afternoon of Feb. 
12th, 1983 between 12:30 - 4:30 
p.m. al the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Norm Pearson. 2234 Amherst Ave., 
j Sidney. ' ib79-5
•Proven Diet 




Diitck Landscapiirg M Co.
— Leo Lodders —
11 years in Sidney — A-1 Recommendations FREE ESTIMATES 




3 Fioom groups. Bachelor suites, 
individual pieces, hide-a-beds, 
rollaways, month to month.
833 Yates 383-3655
Green - Scene Landscaping
652-3089 ‘Ideas Through Planting’’ COMPLETE SERVICE
Pets ^ 
Livestock
• Interlocking Stones for Patios, 
Walks, Driveways
* Lawns (Seed or Sod)
• Lawn & Garden Maintenance
• Pruning & Spraying 
® Fencing, Cement Work,
Supply iid.
6777 Oldfield Rd., Keating Industrial Area
For all your stone, masonry and marble supplies; cement and concrete mixes; elcr 
We will supply material and inlormation lor. Do-lt-Yoursell.
;V;:' COMPARE .OUR PRICES :
Open Saturdays Phone 652-0522 i t :..
HAWAII FOR CATTLE I will trade 
agricultural acreage in Hawaii (raw or 
developed) for your cattle. (It’s warm, a 
view, no snow, no scours!) Phone B.C. 
112-395-3539 na6
JERSEY HERD DISPERSAL SALE, bred 
: heifers discounted $150^00. One bull 
good disposition has thrown 75% 







pleasure, commercial and fishing
//MARiNE ENGINES DIESELS GAS boats. 658-5833
SALES Boat Hauling, Cleaning, 
kUB SEil¥l€ES Antifouling.
Give a call if you’re looking to buy or sell. ■ Excellent prices!
656-0153 ALL BAY S^rlABINA, SIBPIEY 652-2333 (Res.)
REWARD FOR the return of one Tex Tan 
Kenvvay western saddle, suede seat, fan 
color, some toolihg, double rigged; one 
Miller western saddle, dark brown, older ) 
style, initials ‘'T-C.’' carved in back, One 
; pair tooled : tan : sadle bags;; Missing ;, 
December 7 or 8fCall 382-2305T ; ;;5 
:FOUND. Smal'golden brown and white£ 
Chihuahua 3type; ;ferriale ;d6g:; VictoriaJi; 
Airpbrt;;;Tfaveic)dge - vicinity,:::;Feb: 6: i 
Phone656^337 or 656-2074.6 
)iFOUND:;;Budgie::on; Sunday, Location i:';
; Mills near airport. 65661. 1628-6
aLOST in Deep Goyeareaf large brass key ; 
—ring w it h-keys • 65 6 -3 020. 1611-6
LOST: Jan. 31st, w-allet, 4"x8”, brown. 
SReward. 539-5515. 1578-6
Painting & Decorating \
; Bysisress 
'd p pd riy ei i t i® s
AAfiBIANCE PAPER HANGERS








FRANCHISE-DEALERSHIP for vinyl 
sundecks available 'in; your area; Get' 
ready for the economic upsvying and be 
your own boss, replies - Box 195, c/o 
B.C;Y.C,N.A. 1004 - 207 West Hastings 
Street, Vancouver, B.G. V6B1H7, ,na-6 
INTERESTING PART-TIME SALES^
Gomplete Honie Hydroponic Gardens, 
retail only 169,95 includes everything. 
For; full information V Western Water 
Farms, 1234 Seymour Street, Van­
couver, B.C; V6B 3N9, Phone 112-682- 
,6636,:' ■ ■ :na6 ■,
UNEMPLOYED? Earn money duririg tex
season. Learn Income Tax preparation 
by correspondence. Free I Brochure. 
Write: U. & R, Tax Schools,;il48 Main 
Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba R2W 3S6 
nA6,'
Painting & free estimates 
GORDON UREN Decorating





THIS SPACE COULD BE YOURS 
FOR ONLY *20 A MONTH
V,', . vr ' '■!. ,'r'' 'i ' V • '.’l" J I 3, '! i'V 'i 1^’ J i'T . il.. • I.iM f
ASTRO PLUMBING
^MATING
li yis. looil service


















Now Conslruction and napair# ;
' ”'''" GprrlfiibTng tn' Mnt WAfr^r Mflaiir^g 
10410 UK Bay Bd., Sidney Phone 656
"SEEKING A WEEKLY SUPPORT 
GROUP, coping with
; leadership; alsb;’ public: monthly;Info; 
/ meetings,: CaH : Divorce ! Lilolinb: 386-
! ;,FCjfr'ib vei7 unusual ;oiiglrialT^
, : from the early settlors send:$2.00 a 
self stamped envelope ; tb; Box Z) c/o 
Sidney; Review. 236T ; Beacon Aye),
, Sidney, B,C. ;!V8L1W9, :<^
;madofromwood, etc, ^ 131M3;
' WOWilWkxUALaASSAULT CENTRE
i; Crisis Unu;: 383-3232,' W« ‘ offer . in- 
/ forrnatioii;; support'! arid rbforfats; 24 
I;: hours a'dayl'7'dfsysa weok.“"''':::'Rn/
■RACHEL. TarPt card and palmiead 
Also advice on alt problorns on Ways of 
fife, bijsinoss,' health and love affairs,
. Hburs, it) a.iri, ■ 8 p,m. incl, Sunday. For 
appi. 381^0426. tfn
■CO'iJNSELUNGfor ^ farnlos.iniJ”Tn'
dividuals of all ages — serving the 
, Peninsula; Community Counselling 
Servient, 9815 - 5fli St Sidnoy. ese- 
':::;1,247,.
RETIRED :,,.OENf,,;,,:'ndiT;smoker., nom;,:
drinker would like an affraciice, unat­
tached live-in lady companion under 65 
lor a good home in Sid^rey, A driver’s 
""licc'nsobeneficial; but' /iibt■ necessary,: 
Please ph6n0656-027l. ^
:Eusirii»ss .
SENIORS [60 OR MORE], New to Sid­
ney? Don’t know anyone? The Silver 
Threads Centre offers classes, activities 
and a warm welcome. Drop in to 10030 
Resthaven or call usat656-5537. tf 
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION, 9788 2nd St., is the 
inlormation and Volunteer Service for 
the peninsula. If you need assistance or 
if you wish to volunteer a few hours a 
week to help others in your community, 
please call 656-0134 for further in­
formation. tf
LOW RANGE VOICES WANTED by 
Sidney Prospective Chapter of Sweet 
Adelines. If you like barbershop style 
singing, feel welcome to join our friendly 
group most Mondays, 7:30 p.m. at the 
Legion Hail on Mills Road. Information, 
656-5301 or656-7828 ' tf
FLEA MARKET. SANSCHA HALL, every 
Sunday, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. For info and table 
reservations, 656-5316 eves, 750-tfn 
TABLE TENNIS (Ping Pong) at Brent- 
wood Elementary School, Mondays 7 ;30- 
9:30 p.m. All ages welcome. Further 
info. 652-4580; 652-1531. tfn
CELEBRATING DEEP CREEK FARMERS 
INSTITUTE 50th anniverasry with a 
community reunion 1 past and present 
residents. Convenor: B.K. Johnston, 
President D.C.F.I; Time: Saturday, June 
4, 2983. Place: Deep Creek Community;;
Hall - 10 a m. Place:; Gardom Lake 
Comrnunity Park 1 ?i; p.m. Sponsored by 
Deep Creek Farmers Institute. Past and 
Present Deep Creek 1 Gardom^ Lake 
residents interested in attending contact 
B.K. Johnston, R.R.l, Enderby, B.C.
VOE lVO. Phone 112-832-4489 or 112- 
■":'■^832-4471■^": na7
THE PENINSULA DISARMAMENT group 
meets regularly. To join us, help us, or 
/ just for information, call 6564842 after 
; ;:5 p.m. tfn
is pVEREATSNG; creating ; problems , in a ;
your life? Overeaters Anonymous can 
help you! No dues, no weigh-ins. 
Meetings are Mondays, 8 p.m. at 9788 - 
2nd St., Sidney. 656-2331. tin
SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT 
Drop-in group:meets every Wednesday,?
7-9 p.m; at 1045 Linden Ave. 383-5545,
10-5 p.m. Monday to Friday for more 
info. tfn
PENINSULA,SINGERS begin their new 
season jan. 11. New members cordially 
invited to attend.;if you liketosing, want - 
fo learn and ha’ve a bass, alto, tenor or 
soprano voice join us at the Legion Hall;
Mills Rd; 7:15 every Tuesday night. Info 
■656-0268,/:;
SIDNEY MEN’S SOFTBALL ASSOC’.
annual meeting February 10, 7:3p, p.m. 
Sanscha Hall, enter door facing highway. ; 
Everyone welcome. Info 656-5056 . ;6
DISCOVERY TOASTMISTRESS CLUB’S 
half-term begins in; March/ Take ad-: 
vantage of valuable training in self im­
provement. Join now. Call Lea King, 
:/652-3114.-:';
MISSIONARIES ELECT to the Muslems 
Tom and Gladys Donelon will speak at 
; Elk Lake Baptist Church, The Church by ; 
the Lake, 5363 Pat Bay Highwayon 
Thursday, Feb. 17,2 p,m. All welcome. 7: / '; 
INTER^ULTURAL’ASSOC. of Greater
Victoria will hold a dinrier/dance, Feb/ 
/19, at the Big Eye Cabaret; Rodeway Inn,
2915 Douglas St. at 7 p.m; $10 per 
person. ln1o388-4728. / / 7
DOVpRCTwfEm^
Counsellor will spenk/Zon this topic 
February 23, 7:30 p.rn: room 217, 932 
Balmoral ,St. Admission free. Info 386- 
4331. '7
THE ASSOCIATION FORCHILDREN and:
/' Adults with Learning Disobilitios meets 
' Feb, 15, at 6 p.m. Ryan St. Annexe of;;
Oaklands School. SfMakor Ann; Mario 
; Austin on:/''Auditory :Functions in 
Children." Info S95-56n.; ; //G
Businoss and Professional;
//; Woman's diniioi;; wlll be hold Feb, 16,;
/ / Imperial Inii, Social 6:p.mi dinner 6:30;;:
; / p, m. Speak or / B u ncey / Pa gel y bn ;
; /’Women's Unity through Diversity,''
‘ REservations and into, 4 77>2691. ; 6/
ClhfTT?AL"SAARieH^IOR CITIZENS
/programmed meetings,; let and 3rd 
Thurs, bach month; dlrop-ins every:
; Tuesday, 2-4 p:tri/, Lions Hall, 6994 East 
Saanich Rd„ Saanichton tfn /
■fAKE OFF POUNDS Sensibly. T.O/P.S^;; 
11401, Sidney. Calling all overweights,
; get those extra Xmas Goodie lbs. pH, Call 
656-4976 or 652-05^ / 
B.C'. EPllJPSY ^CIEfY, FeM6,l;30
p,rn. at Silver* Threads. Auditorium, 4 
Centennial Square, Victoria, will have ah 
/ illustrated tolkf "Epilepsy,Ithb FalllnR:,
;/ Sickness, no Need tp Fall irt 1983. Froo*
; admission, everyone welcome. Info 595*-
HAFER — Suddenly, at the Royal Jubilee 
Hospital, Victoria, B.C., on January 29, 
1983, Albert Hafer, aged 78 years, of 
6935 Central Saanich Rd. A native son of 
Central Saanich and a highly respected 
citizen of Saanich. He is survived by his 
loving wife Margaret; two sons, Albert 
"Ding" and wile, Nancy, of Langley; Rod 
and wile Joan, of Ottawa; daughter, 
Jerene and husband, Dave Briscoe of 
Ancorage, Alaska: 12 grandchildren; two 
brothers, Lawrence and Geroge of 
Central Saanich. Funeral service in 
McCall Bros. Chapel, Johnson at Van­
couver Streets was held Thursday, 
February 3, at 1:00 p.m. with the Rev. 
M.H. Adams officiating, followed by 
cremation. (Flowers gratefully declined if 
desired, donations may be made to the 
Heart Fund, 1008 Blanshard Street, 
Victoria, B.C. V8w2H5). 6
MATTHEWS; Frank L. Matthews, former 
resident of Sidney and recently Creston, 
passed away at the age of 89 February 2, 
1983. Born August l4, 1893, at Rapid 
City Manitoba, educated there and went 
in the printing trade. On October 23, 
1913, he became a journeyman printer. 
He served with the Medicine Hat 175 
Battalion in France during World War I 
and after the war, retur ned to his trade, 
travelling extensively and working for 
many newspapers in Canada and U.S.A. 
On December 10, 1932, he married ivy 
Lucetta Crumb in Helena, Montana, 
lived in Missoula Montana until his 
retirement in 1956, and: returned 
permanently to Canada in 1964, residing 
at Procter and Kaslo ;until; moving to 
Sidney in 1967: Pre-deceased by his 
wife, three sisters, two brothers and one 
hald brother, Mr. Mathews is survived 
by/his only daughter, and son in law,
/ Helena and Donald White of; Creston, 
grandchildren Kuyle of Massett B.C. 
Kathleen of Vancouver, B.C., Karen 
/ White-Barbosa of Rio de Janeiro, half 
sister Myrtle Stevenson of Procter, 
Numerous nieces and nephews. Funeral 
;; services were held on Saturday, Feb. 5 in 
: Creston. Cremation followed. Memorial 
mfay be made to the B.C/; 
' Heart Fund,; 1008 Blanshafd St.; Vic- 
;: tbria, B.C.y8W2H5. 6';
Notice of Application 
for Change of Name
NOTICE is hereby given that an ap­
plication will be made to the Director 
of Vital Statistics for a change of 
name, pursuant to the provisions of 
the ’’Name Act,” by me:- Laurel 
Theda- Hughes oi 1702 Fernwood 
Road in Victoria, in the Province of 
British Columbia, as follows;—
To change my name from Eva Laurel 
Vinderskov to Laurel Theda Hughes. 




TD: THE RESIDENTS DF THE TDWN 
DF SIDNEY AND THE 
MUNICIPALITY DF NDRTH 
SAANICH
RE: THE NDRTH SAANICH 
MEMDRtAL PARK
TAKE NDTICE THAT the Royal Trust 
Company as Trustee appointed by 
the Trust Agreement dated the 
31st day ot December, 1965, has 
pursuant to Section 13(b), of the 
said Agreement set 7:30 p.m., 
Tuesday, the 15th day of 
February, 1983 at Sanscha Hall, 
in the Town of Sidney , as the time 
and place tor an informational 
meeting regarding the progress of 
negotiations on the expropriation 
of Turst properly by the Town of 
; Sidney.
At that meeting the Trustee will re­
quest directions on holding a 
referendum amongst the people of: 
Sidney and ; North Saanich; pur­
suant to Section 13 of the Trust 
Agreement. Any residents of the 
Town; ;and:/;:Sidney and : Ihe 
Municipality of North Saanich are 






. ' Esves & Chimney
DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS . Flashing ^
■■■-’■/ Poll
HALO BOOFII^G
Sheet Metai, Heating, Ventilation and insulation.
; ,',lrclll iiivai 6ioo hGuiiny LiOSd; nDau/iu.yidCUSS your ncUuS.
652-2624
;Vents and Supplies for the Do-It-Yourselfer.
SASIfi
“THE” ROOFER
For all your Roofing Needs;
Shakes, Shingles, Tar 




SERVm WE PENINSULA 
_ , , ; QUALIFIED STAFF - FREE ESTIMATES
•Topping and Felling •pruning - Malure Troas 
Dangerous Treos — Fruit Trees
•SolBRlIvB Lot Clearing and Hodges
CERTIFIED SPRAYERS • BOOK NOW FOR SPRING














7117 W. Saanich Rd. 
652rtS91
THIS SPACE COULD BE YOURS
SEASONHU COLOR AN/W.V8IS, Co. i
ordinate your clothing and cosmetic: 
color ■&' with'your'na'iufdl facia) lor w. let 
yourself glowl Color Poks ov»kAb!e/Loii 
■: Allen,632•1432.,/./: /,„/.;:■/;
, llAY. Born lo Mrciiaol and Colleen, a girl 
Carleen Amanda, 8 lbs. 14 bar. on 
January 30, 1983, A baby sister for 
Cltonald, Thank* to Dr / U.V, Farm®r anjl 
i 6U(( at baumcii Ptiiiiitsuirt HoiipiluL
/;l,e06^fl-■-;;//:; :/"/■/.:'^'''
; .ifRASk;. ■§uwm,;AndT^ter.^
proud to announce the birth ol Ihoir (irsl 
/::chi!d"Michscl'.Cdwafd, borti/Jah. 30,"; 
1983 ;at Saanich Peninsula Hospital, 7
/ibs,i0o*./:,;///:-/'/::;1621-6,;/
— — UPHOtSTERINO, olc. Jerry Htv«ftl
,e,(SMttf«rileeOC‘U6luri|,VVi:<rk,,ii*,Uuality Fautre*.' .« ..i 7950.jYWltC<li,Drf,:,
t Pwtna Sa^vbi • Pm Krtumfliao , ' If92«1398 « Bjnntciridn, B.C,
Cm take care el all youf 
residential moisture problems, 
We also sell sand bsgs:
^>M •' <3 < , luS. ^ l^f •___ J V ...

















OPEN HOUSE -- 10245 FORSYTHIA Pi.. — room, sliding doors Irom eating area to sundeck, 4th bedroom - tamily room with7roughed-in
Follow signs from Resthaven to this attractive well priced 3 bedroom family.home situated on a 







Delightful home — just across the street from the water. Quiet location — 2 
:: blocks ’to Beacon;? Spacious open plan, picture windows, wrap around 
?? sundecks takelultadvantage of the view. Priced to sell af $89,900.^7 ?'
^Annette WALLS 656-4891
montreaLtrust ;
V 5 t '”3 -*<.«>
OPEN HOUSE -1701 PROSSER RD. 
SUN. FEB. 13, 2-4 p.m;
m
and Saanich PeninsnSa
7 with,the purchase of this well situated hobby farm. Terrific tamlly oriehtcd? 
‘"home with spacious .^ bedroom in-law suite on -I 7 peacntul acres. Move to 




( ''' ^ '.1 w*'i 0 ’'i
mmmnmmutmmm
t
if ;;77l<li7Si;7'*j7‘7y I ’ ,|%7V,77:
In '• Vi » i IS
iff '' ''' ‘ ’’J i?‘fr
' S'it,i j,I




7 Deep Cove nd-step rancheron'a quiehstreetTri ah area of QUALITYyiOfVlESvt' 
77 Exceptiohal construction and; nicely treed? one-hait7acre lot vvith excelfent? 
■7 ’garden“area.‘7 ^ ■:?ii7' 7;7'" "?v,? s?"' ^??3';'-7Sy::''';.-?7i,.;7,v;
ANNE NORBURY 7 656-2376
ANNETTE WALLS 7S 7 7 655.4891
7‘ .s..^7?Ps? 
7■ ■■' V ■ :
TRANOUILITY
7 Bealliful 26dd-t- sq; ft: Tucior homR set'ori a high sunny acre? Highlights In-'?; 
elude 3/4 inch solid oak plank lloors In enirance and dining room;?sunkon ; 
■ living rpom ,with hoatilntor7tirepiane; Cijciarcralt windows hnd?dbors in- ■
: eluding two sols of doubte Fronchooprs loading to a planked sundock. In­
tercom, liuilt-in vac; laundry ciiiito: tfiroe 3'pee, baltis; oxlensive use of 
brIckvJork Insidtj and out7 An oxtra largo'garago woocl lor 220y sorylco and
L pfoaso call for ar|appoinl-
‘ i i V. '.. 3‘. ■ >, ^
S i»a - X
7,7'7...? OWNER' ANXIOUS''i'7'77
:B',:''',.:7:'''■,7:?7:':,:':;'■'??.SIDNEY;.':-"^?:^,'.'r,?''.'';?7.':7? '■y'4^'7
? Clean as a whistle 3 BR home on quiet cu l-de-sac close to Sidney; Four ap- :;?
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A SOVEREIGN REMEDY for the purchase seeking affordable housing; Cen­
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